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EAST LAS VEGAS, NEW MEXICO, SATURDAY EVENING, APKIL 24, 1897.
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compound had been to a member of
his family: "Paine's celery compound
ia not a patent medicine; it i9 not
it is not a mere tonic; it
ia iiub an umiuni y jici v 111c 11. ia iu
beyond them all as the diamond i?
superior to cheap glass."
It makes people well. It is the one
true specific recognized and prescribed
by eminent praotitiouere for
diseases arising from ' a debilitated
nervous system. Prof. Phelps gave to
bis profession a positive cure for sleeplessness, wasting strength, dyspepsia,
bilousncss, liver complaint, neuralgia.
rheumatism, all nervous diseases, and
kidney troubles. For all such com.
plaints Paine's celery compound has
succeeded again and again, where
everything else has failed.
When Modjeska in a letter published
in Boston said : "I bave found Paine's
celery onmpnund the very best of alt
Rev. Charles L. Thompson, D. D.,
the brilliant Presbyterian leader of
to-da- y

.
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For the Nervous Exhaustion Consequent
Upon Her Ardous Work The Re-
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Found Pain's Celery Compound
the Best of Remedies,
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the Greeks, which greatly strengthened
'
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5',
April
Michigan,
Surfacing
OTHER
VIOLENT
DEATHS the recruits by active and offensive
The remains of a remarkable women,
operation along the sea coast. The
Bonekessol, were buried
The Greeks Seem to Hate had It Turkish army is greatly demoralized Mrs. Christiana
She was ninety-nin- e
years old and Offioa Come ef Blnncnard street and
(liraod avenue, t
Pretty Much Their own by the changing of Iscommands, a! and had been married eighteen times,
' 1TEW laUXJ
a great sol the last time only six months ago, to a EAST LA , ISA ' '
though Oman Pasha
,
Way To-dat
dler.
young man.
A London correspondent wires from
A Sad Ending.
SOME CONFESSIONS MADE Constantinople,
that tha Sultan
Quinct, 111., April 24. Wakeman
believes the Turks will be in Athens
within a month. His army is fall of Hahn and Lizzie Hudson, unole and
Kanofaetom of' '
More Than tha Ordinary Run fanatloism and drunk with the blood of nleoe, who reoently eloped for Lorraln,
Armenians.
near
found
this
were
dead,
morning,
of Startling Events Wired
London,
Lorrain. They probably committed
England.
April ! 24.
The practical refusal of Bulgaria to suicide with strychnine. The girl was
"The Optic," To-da- y.
;
acknowledge vassalage ' to. Turkey is but fifteen years old.
And dealer la
supposed to foreshadow a ' declaration
.
Aa
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CONDENSED FOR READERS of complete independence.
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24.
John
London, England, April
ih -Athens, Greece, April 24.' It is
a
western
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learned here, this evening, that a des
Williamstown, Mich., Apry 24.
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has
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been
Amiti.
t
perate
Bvery kind of waoa snaterlal cm!hand
home
fought
of
the
horror
Imagine
returning
churoh, London, tbis morning, to Mrs jnoreesnoolnz and repalrluf a apeoialty
to fiod the horribly mutilated head of Ine Greeks were greatly outnumbered Mariorie
a
Grand
Dare, an authoress. The Vauaa. and
and, after suffering heavy losses, they
" Mfoganarasi Av.ouae, ..Jiast
of
was
devoid
your mother resting on a platter at the were compelled to retreat.
Subse
ceremony.
marriage
i
dinner table!
That was the light quently,' the Greek army abandoned
Formal Permission.
which shocked and' sickened Alfred both Turnavo and Larlssa.
"Washington, D. C, April 24.
The victory of the Turks at Mat! Is
Veaas Roller Mil
when he enter
Ilanoy, at noon
'
Formal
permission for General Nelson
on
confirmed.
The
officially
carnage
ed bis home. The deed-wacommitto Greece will probably
A. Miles to
ted by Haney'e demented
wife both sides was terrific. I'rinoe Con be issued goPresident
by
McKinley, this
with an axe. The blow was doubt etantine And his army are in fall re
Miles will try to leave on
evening.
The
in
R. SJUTH,
are
treat.,;
troops
marching
lesa
old
'
delivered
while
the
order and withont the slightest Wednesday.
lady was sitting down. When she fell, good of a
Location: On the hot springs branoh rati
panie. The Greeks have
the maniac seized a butcher knife and sign
Critically 111.
way, Xast Las Vegas, Hsw Usxloo.
slashed at the victim's neck until it was abandoned the entire plains of Tbes
Chicao, April 24. Father Thomas
cut through. The bones she parted saly, and the Turks are not pursuing
Ewing Sherman, eon of the late Gener BRAN,
with an axe. Thsn came the insane them.
is
said
Greek
the
that
It
al W. T. Sherman, is seriously ill,
warships
idea of presetting the bead to her bus-are preparing to make a dash through here,
AND
at the Meroy hospital.
band on a platter.
the Dardanelles.
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considered
is
oritical.
found
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borne,
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returning
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wile wandering around the yard, mat
Constantinople, April 24. It is
MARKET.
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have
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that
and
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reported
wOdly waving her
tenng
Tb woman has, tor some time, shown trated the country in rear of the Turk
New York, N. Y., April 24. -- Silver,
ish
near
Elessena. If the ru CI 5 cents: lead, $3.12i.
army
signs of insanity.
HAEFNER
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mor be confirmed, it is a serious thing
' Spauldlng's Predicament,
A Card ol Denlel.
lor the larks.
desire to make an explicit denial
All the war news Is being carefully
Chicago, Illinois, April 24. Ex
of ail or any rumors
that bave
Agents"forJ
President Spaulding. of the defunct suppressed here by the authorities.
been
and
maliciously
reported
Globe savings bank, will probably oo.
Elassona, April 24. The Greeis circulated
which
ar. detrimental
He appeared ia have been rooted at Mati, and as a to the hon.stv and Integrity of Patrlolo
cupy a cell,
BFER,
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this
bond
his
court,
result the entire Greek army has with Gonsales In the matter of Bias Banoheg,
morning, and
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a.
increased to 950,000, sum which he drawn from Larissa. The Greek bead' who I. accused of
AND
Belling eonnty oertlU- cannot secure.
quarters is now established at Phar- - tiites.
J. B. Teitlsbadm.
miles south of Larlbsa.
Banker Spaulding, the supposed mil asala, forty-fiv- e
Believes la Drinking,
lionaire of last month, was taken to
New Yoek, 8 Y. April 24.
Tiow can we enloy life? Br eatlne and
jail, this afternoon. He was the plo- - Greeks sailed on fVr 'learner "Cam
shwpina; wolL ' Eat, drink and be
ture ot despair and could not get bail,
for Havre, to aid their out be aura and drink tb. Aiteratlv. Wat
lie was searched in jail like a common pagnia"
country in the conflict with Turkey. er., Ho say J.
JOSEPH KNAPP.
pickpocket, and placed in a cell, jast There was great enthusiasm at the pier.
N. M.
13iMt
ElOXABITBTOWK,
vacated by the wile of murderer
Soda Bottling Works.
A Notable Gathering.
O'Brien, who received a life sentence,
William Graham, of Madrid,
Mrs.
"
I
New Yoke, N. Y., April 24- .who has been
ill for so long, is
Former President Cleveland will be the able to be aboutvery
RAFAEL.ROMERO.
Bis Pullman Earning.
again.
Chicago, Illinois, April 24. People guest of honor at the annual dinner to
Tha "Herald" is the name of a
who believe that the reports of the night of the reform club at the Hotel
claim lately located in Colla canon,
Waldorf.
With
be
him
will
Pullman palace car company are a
nearly
ot bis cabinet ; Senators Coohiti district.
barometer of conditions in the business every member
Work on the "Albemarle" mine at
LAS VEGAS, N. M.
world are retailing with satisfaction the Gray, ot Delaware ; Lindsay, of Ken
Caffrey, of Lousiana; Repre Coohiti is progressing satisfactorily,
reports that are given out to the effect tucky;
:
sentatives
of
Fat.
Turner,
Georgia
and a good deal of shipping ore is
that the business of the company for
terson, of Tennessee, and Cooper, of being piled on the dump.
' Indian
April will show a decided
Depredation Claims a
ment even over that of March. What Florida, together with other men
r. Specialty,
life who have been
J. P. McFadyean is putting a great
this means is evidenced in the fs.ct that prominent in public
The news of Modjeska 's recovery
the
identified
with
on
of
work
house
"sound
Cerrillos
the
deal
of
principles
the March earnings of the company
from the recent severe sickness that
t,
B. Hltt A Oo., Chicago, III.,
Isaac
and
tariff
reform."
in
of
various
improvements
property
were the largest of any March in its money"
p., compelled her 4to leave the stage will
Thompson A 1 aw, Washington, D. tiM
kinds.
with me tn cases before
sr. associated
be a source of congratulation to the
Twin Steamers Launcned.
history and more than $100,000 in ex.
Court ot Claims.
cess of the earnings for the same month
whole world.
g
contest at Cer
The
Chicago, April 24 An immense
of!89G.
Modjeska, in a letter to Wells, Richcrowd went out to the yards of the rillos involved the judges in a greater
ardson & Company, says she has
amount of work than they bad bar.
g
Confessed th. Robbery.
.
on
the
Chicago
company
found (what thousands of people in
gained for.
Sew Youk, April 24. Abraham
Calumet", tbis morning, to witness
every station in life have so often
ScLoenfeld, arrested for robbing his the launching of the twin steamers
Mrs. T. B. Clements returned to Cer
heartily testified) that Paine's celery
Minneapolis and "St. Paul," which rillos from Texas, where she has been
employers, Munler Bros., jewelers, of
compound is the very best of all remehave been built to the order of R. R. visiting for several months.
$5,)00, has confessed.
dies for nervous exhaustion.
Rhodes, the Cleveland vesselman, to
Toseph. Haworth rightly calls Mod
Atlanta, Georgia, April 24. Harry enter
I. E. Farnham, wite and child, are at
the service of the Soo line. They
"tha peerless queen of artistes.'1
n
jeska
A. Cassin, a
society man, will run between
the Hotel Mao, Cerrillos, from SherMinn.
s neaitn, is a matter 01
Gladstone,
Mojeska
cashier, of the Georgia investment and Buffalo, N. Y., in the floor and idan, Wyo.
world-wid- e
interest, and her testimonconfessed to being a
company,
merchandise trade.
ial to the value of the great remedy
defaulter for $50,000. While under general
which makes people well isof particuOH for New York.
guard at bis residence, he twice tried
' lar moment in the early spring, when
111.,
The
affair
suicide.
has
24.
Gov
commit
to
Springfield,
April
from every quarter reports come of
.
created a tremendous sensation.
ernor Tanner, accompanied by the
CONTRACTOR
BUILDER.
men, women and children who are'
'
members of his staff from the interior
Rivera Certainly Dead.
taking Paine's celery compound, and
t
of the state, left here, this mcmlotr. Job Work and Repairing, House Mov
,'NeV York, N. Y., April 24.
are gaining in nervous vigor, weight
and every other indication of better
Lieutenant Remon Naverro, of the for Chicago en route to New York,
he will represent the state at the
where
health...
a
and
IIAYWARD'S.
has
Raising Specialty.
ing
Spanish1 cruiser "Infanta Isabel,1'
dedication of the Grant mausoleum. At
The thoughtful portion of the comarrived for the Grant memorial exerthe governor will be joined by
munity knows the need of purifying
that Gen. Chicago
cises. He declared,
the remaining members of the staff SHOP COB. NINTH ANP INTKROCBA
the blood and regulating the nervous
inflictdead
of
is
wounds
Ruis Rivera
resident in that
and alimentary systems as spring
and vicinity and
ed. It is a well known fact that he the departure willcity
comes on.
be made
on
TWITCH
CHARLES
ELL,
;
never reached Havana alive. At the
Make your Wants known
is the danger that in their
car.
There
special
time of the lieutenant's departure, all
i
....
eagerness to take a spring remedy, a
gin our Special, Notice column
Earning Hie Salary.
the island was talking about his
tjessrerson .may carry home
though
NURSE!
Havana,
PROFESSIONAL
death.
2. gen
vuui,
some bogus co'ricbction pfepared with
eral Weyler has warned a correspond
Love at First Sight.
ent of the one Melton that he must
San Antonio, Texas, April 24. A oease
Las Vegas, N. M.
sending news to the Amerioan
few days ago, John White, a ; wealthy
butcher is
newspapers. The blear-eye- d
young business man of Boston, left wild over the report sent out by Melton Rates Reasonable, Telephone No 2.
there on a pleasure trip. At Memphis, mac me evacuation ot the Island bad day or night. ,
MEXICO.
4 LAS VEGAS.
iliss Louise Sauer entered the car, begun. Melton is in Jail, but desnite
President
S.
RAYNOLDS,
JOSHUA
efforts
and when the two reached San Antonio, all
put forth, he continues to J. ST.. HABTIH.
J. U. D. HOWUBD
A. B. SMITH, Cashier
JOHN W. ZOLLARS,
they were engaged to be married. The smuggle out correspondence.
;
and
the
took
&
place,
wedding
v
A Merchant Murdered.
L. F. ADAMS, Assistant Cashier.
for Caltwo young people left,
Madkid, Texas, April 24. Rudolph
Contractors S
ifornia on their bridal trip.
t ,
Kruse, a merchant, of this city, was "Plans and
furn'ished
speolfioations
Heir to Millions.
murdered in his store, last night. He free to patrons. Shop next doiir to
Rochester, N. Y., April 24.
was shot through the heart. The Houghton's Hardware Store. '
Peter Johns, an old sailor, from Cali- burglars entered a double door iu front
fornia, tattered and torn, arrived here, of the store by boring a bole where the
He carries papers look was caught. Mr. Kruse's pistol
this morning.
showing himself the heir to Annett was found with one load discharged
Jans' millions. Ha tramped from the and a bullet in the door, where he had
Sailors' borne at San Francisoo to this fired at the burglars.
plsce, nrriv'np there from Holland.
Pitted Out By a Womaa.
Johns will be helped here by persons
N. Y., April 24 Mrs.
New
Yokk,
his
in
cau9e.
believing
Robert Hoe, wife of the millionaire
Out of Its Banks.
printing press manufacturer, has com
New Orleans, Lr., April 24 A pletely fitted with arms and other
epecid to the JDaih Hem ssys that the necessaries of warfare, several voune
has broken at Burton's saw mill Greeks who are going to fight the
riv-We can save you money on
Turks.
b!, Buoa Rouge.
Large forces of
nre ftt work, trying to build horseAn Awful Death.
Banamis
25c per dozen.
shoe levees around the crevasses. It
Kansas Cnr. Mo., April 24. C.
l
11
enormous
enure
W
damage.
18c to 60c per dozen vi.
Hurst, a sculptor, plunged head first
Oranges from
third-stora
resifrom
r!ndor e! hi:
Entombed Miners.
Tub Butter
f' sric per pou nd
dence, this morning. His bead was
Miscrmr, Akbsaa, April 24.
crushed like an
si.20 per sac v ill
Daisy Floun
A implosion of gn.3 occurred in the
I '
On. Short oi a Quorum.
r:t.i imneof thelennessee company at
ll.i kron, Ala., this morning'. Twenty
Frankfout, Kentucky, April 24.
members answered to roll
mux r wpio at work and all of them Sixty-nin- e
sum four Italians, who were call in the joint Bssembly
nV
r h'
4x
vl'
xh vi.
enluuibcJ &a.i are undoubtedly tkaJ,
being necessary for a c;uo? -!,
IMMl
4 t.
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MODEL
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egg-shel-

i

gov-Du- ty

S,

New York city;
Elizabeth Cady Stanton;
Secretary Carlisle's private secre-

.

tary;

titate Treasurer Addison B. Colvin
of New York;
John Graham, the foremost man in
American athletics:
The wife of Rev. Charles H. Park-hurs- t,
the1 famous preacher and reformer, Mayor McShane of Montreal,
Major General Birney , Judge Powers
of Vermont, and a host more of prom- inent men and women, including no
less than five U. S. congressmen, are
among the thousands of grateful peo
ple who have recently sent to the proprietors of this Wonderful remedy
their expressions of its unequaled
value men and women who can well
afford, and do command, the highest
medical advice in the country.
And then also from the people ia
remedies for the nervous exhaustion
consequent upon the ardous work of
my profession," she voiced the experience of every tired-ou- t,
exhausted woman who ever went to
this greatest of all spring remedies for
relief.
' No one ever yet failed to find strength
and health returning who faithfully
used nature's true remedy Paine's
celery compound.

to-da-

sylvania;

.

Cook of the National

nt

Teachers' Association;
the ordinary walks of life there come
thousands of honest, straightforward,
heartfelt letters, telling how Paine's
celery compound has made them well.
Their testimony .simply goes to
show what New England's most vigorous editor so' aptly said in a letter,
telling of the benefit .Paine's. celery

run-dow- n,

.

First ;National Bank,

"

.

only such a smattering of medical
knowledge as can be picked up behind a counter.'
Paine's celery compound is prepared in exact accordance with the prescription of Prof Edward E. Phelps,
M. D , LL- - D., of Dartmouth college-Itcurative effects have been closely
watched by the ablest physicians of
y
every school, and they are,
agreed that it stands alone as the reliable remedy for building up a per
son's health in the spring
The most overwhelming testimony
to the value of Paine's celery com-- 1
pound that has recently appeared from
men and women of national reputation:
Hon. George B. Swift, mayor of
Chicago;
Francis Murphy, the foremost apostle of temperance in the world ;
Mrs Matthew S Quay, wife of the
great Republican senator from Penn-

San Miguel National Bank.
LAS
OF

VEGAS

Capital Paid in
Surplus,
DR.

J. M.

100,000.
50,000.

OFFIOKBSI
President,
FRANK SPRINGER,
'
I). T. HOSKINS, Cashier,
F. B. JANUARY, Assistant Cashier
Br IWTKKKST PAID OS TIMH nKPOSITH !ff
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We are in receipt of an immense shipment of Ladies' fif
Shirt Waists, comprising the latest novelties in Lawns, J3a- - jlf
il tiste, etc., etc., with detachable collars and cufts, ranging in Jrf
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to
75c
from
$2.75.
prices
Before buying, look at our assortment. We can save p
1

you some money.
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a portion of the old founda-- . part of the old wall is called, I was
lion wall of Solomon'a Temple In Joru-- , greatly Impressed by the double line
alem still standing, and to this there of mourners, one at the wall, the other
,
.clings a religious feeling indulged In opposite it, along the wall forming the
backs ot houses, bazaars or workshops.
j. 'by Chrlatlan, Hebrew and Mohammedan; but it is in connection with a The grief of those gathered there
i "purely
Jewish ceremony or custom seemed real, their tears genuine, their
that I wish to speak of the ancient wall sorrow most sincere, and. I felt that I
bad no right to stand there and stare
in this article.
Access is easily had to it on the out-- n at them, nor to treat their religious
side of the lnclosure, occupied by custom as if it were a play, or an ex
the Mosque of Omar, which is built hlbltlon of some sort. I know that I
over the traditional rock of sacrifice could not do it, at all events, and that
I turned away with
a lump In my
"Whereon Abraham would have offered
ip Isaac but for divine Intervention, throat and tears starting to my own
and from which Mohammed is said to eyes, feeling that before I was aware
.
liave ascended to heaven, the rock it-- " I might myself be lamenting the loss
self being stayed from following the of Jerusalem. I simply walked away
prophet by the hand of the angel Ga- - and stood aloof, while the others of our
fcrlel, the imprint of the hand on the party stared and asked questions to
rock being shown to credulous believ- - their heart's content.
Repetition dulls the Benses, however,
rs to this day.
I believe that If I went very often
and
A narrow lane,
more
than
scarcely
ten feet wide, runs at the base of the to the Jews' wailing place on a Friday
old wall, and here, for a space of about afternoon I would soon become thortwo hundred feot, come the Jews to oughly hardened and come to regard
wall over the loss of their holy city on the exhibition as merely one of the
Bhows of the town, and no more
Fridays, and upon days Just preceding stock
to
be
believed In than are the tradiof
their great feasts or fasts; as,
tiny
tional
holy places that are shown to
or instance, the Passover or the Feast
guaranof Tabernacles. Nominally they come the devout visitor, each onewhere
this
tto lament and pray, and read their re- teed to be the actual place
in biblical history took
event
or
that
ligious books, and many of them do all
the information being usually ac;4hese things, but many more of them place, as
cepted
thoroughly authentic.
'come for quite a different purpose, and
On my second visit to the walling
think less of the loss of Jerusalem than
place of the Jews, two years after my
of gain to themselves, the time
being first, it was with entirely different
devoted
to
barter and sale, and
mostly
that I approached the place.
retailing the latest gossip of the quar- emotions
I went armed with a camera with
ter.
a few character studies
Imagine a long stretch of wall, fifty which to catch
Jeet high, composed of great, gray and what picturesque bits there might
astones, each many feet in length and be flitting about, resolving to bold my
I pressed the butevidently of great thickness; grass and tears in check until
weeds growing between the chinks at ton a few times and caught something
the top, and the lower portions worn worth remembering In the future.
There was really no occasion to dam
jsmooth by the long continued pressing
of hands and of lips to its once hard up the lachrymae flood, and it was en--and
rough surface. Close to this wall, tirely unnecessary to force back my
with their faces almost touching, stand emotions so as to be perfectly calm
amen and women closely packed togethand passive. There was really nothing
d
er in a long line, praying and wailing, to be sensitive about. Men in
hats and long coats, with oily
their faces anxious, their eyes filled
s,
stood by
with tears, and now and then their faces and curling
.glances turned to the clear, blue sky the wall and groaned and muttered
woabove, as if half expecting to see the most perfunctorily. Sleek-face- d
promised Messiah coming out of the men, wearing their whitest kerchiefs
"
sat on
heavens to restore to them their an- and their gayest
cient glory and the city which they comfortable stools, holding their books
lave lost it maybe, forever. Old men in their laps, gossiping most amicably
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or

some
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method of
plaiting the hair, so that it shall be
more shiny and redolent of pomade
than ever before since the time of
fin

Blecle

David.
Moving about among the mourners
and keeping a particular lookout for
strangers, whom they regard as their
legitimate prey, were beggars the
lame, the halt and the blind some
with an excuse for asking alms and
others with none, except that it was
the easiest way to make a living.
There are, however, six thousand professional beggars in Jerusalem, and
the field is so crowded that is is no
longer possible for any one to make
a decent living by begging in the holy
city. The rabbis sought out the strangers also, selling them brass money to
be given In charity, and afterward
by them when presented in
sufficient quantities, offering chairs to
the ladles for a consideration and
c
apiece. In
selling nails at a
short, the ceremony seemed to be made
the occasion for making as much money as possible, and the gayly dressed
women and the picturesque men, some
In bright velvet gowns, with big,
hats, seemed only a part of
the exhibition, and one could not but
think of those who walled the loudest
and shed the most tears were the star
performers and received the largest sal-

,
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half-fran-
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aries.
There is a tradition of belief among
the Jews that if one leaves the city be
is sure to return some day if he will
only drive a nail in the chinks of the
temple wall, this nail being something
which binds him to his native city.
These nails are drawn out and sold to
strangers, and, the rustler the nail and
the more difficult it Is to be drawn,
the better price it commands. If the
tradition holds good, however, I know
of one poor Jew who will never return, and he must have been sure of It,
too, by the way that spike was driven
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Oh, Falree't ot the Rural Maid.
IL 'FAIREST of the
rural malUa!
tf?yt
W'tAl Thy - birth was In
;
the
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shades;

forest
.

C3rccn bouKhs, and
frlimpses of the

Were all

that

met

thy infant eye.
sports, thy wan-a-

r.r

fderlnKg, when
child.
Were ever in the sylvan wild;
And all the beauty of the place
Is In thy heart and on thy face.

The twilight of the trees and rocks
Is In the light shade of thy locks;
Thy step is as the wind, that weaves
Its playful way among the leaves.
Thine eyes are springs. In whose serene
And silent waters heaven Is seen;
Their lashes are the herbs that look
On their young figures In the brook.
The forest depths, by foot unpress'd,
Are not more BliUefjj than thy breast;
The holy peace that fills the air
Of those calm solitudes, Is there.
Facta About Coal.
A curious fact of practical importance Is sometimes lost sight of In the
management of coal, namely, that
while hard and brown coal are both
subject to explosion and ignition, the
g
causes are different; the explosion
due to the liberation of gas known
is fire damp, which follows on a decrease of atmospheric pressure, whilo
Ignition results solely from oxidation
of iron pyrites cpiHained in the coal,
these pyrUes being exposed to the action of oxygon and moisture;
The
finer the division 6f the coal the greater is the danger,' 'find coal above
be-U-

er.clrulo lbs skirt, and above It ft scroll gn.du.itcs? S. Abo If the ?"p" sliould
design In cold la traced. The bodice pignut anytnlng to their teacher, if
In tlght-tlttln- g
and rather long. It Is so, what should It be, and whou ought
and It (o be given? 8. Could artificial flow-er- k
sliiHhed nearly to the wuhitllne.
be worn? 4. How should the paf-eneach Blaiih is adorned with rows of
5.
congratulate the graduates?
braid, to mutch the skirt trimming.
From waistline to biiHt the wulst Is Haw should any friend cotigratulatt a
1.
Answer:
then covered with cord embroiderer?, number of graduates?
also matching the skirt. Ove,r each It Is not the usual custom to
shoulder, both front and back fall prsenta other than flowers to gradu-atebut there Is no objection to makthroe elongated plults, that alsoarry
out the trimming schouie. .They are ing such presents If one chooses. They
lined with bluck silk and are fastened should be given or Bent to the residown on each side with four Jet but- dence. 2. It is a matter of choice
If pupils give a remembrance to the
tons. Tho sleeves are
A highly appreciated gift
with cuffs of braid. The Latest.
teacher,
wojld be some text books or set of
rartr works, or any book or books that
Complexion
the teacher has been heard to desire
Lllllo S. formerly had an exceedingly
or upeclally admire. It might be given
has
of
late
but
beautiful complexion,
the last days of the school or
begun to grow pale, and U losing her du.'lng
"or
before the graduating exerafter
regood looks, which she very much
3. Artificial flowers are somecise.
grets. She asks what she can do to
and It Is occasionally necrestore her complexion and keep the times worn,
wear
to
them or none at all, as
essary
cheeks.
Answer;
In
Why
roses
her
not always to be had.
are
flowers
freah
'carefulcase
do you not consider your
no set phrases for
are
4
5.
There
tnd
ly and see if you have not made some
The
heartiest expre.
Perhaps congratulation.
changes In your habits?
of good will, those that come from
slop
and
of
Is
manner
different,
living
your
are rarely studied.
As for the care of the deepest feeling,
maybe your diet.
wishes for something
one
however,
If,
Of
the complexion, it is a problem.
he might say that the class,
course, the girlish freshness goes with marked,
and honorably acquitted
fairly
having
one
care
with
but
years,
advancing
are now ready to engage
themselves,
the
to
it.
much
do
Among
keep
may
In the conflict of life. They are line
very beat measures are the Turkish
soldiers going forth equipped for the
induce
to
or Russian bath.
Anything
return victorious with
free perspiration is of great use in ww: May they
of
conquest.
th.v
spoils
clearing the skin if the pores have been
i
Then continued care Is
clogged.
Chambermaid.
a
od that they are kept free from dust or
TrlaU of
the deposits of perspiration. The face
The "fusslness" of some of the ocshould be washed every day in tepid
of the rooms Ir. charge of cer-tawater and dried 'with a very soft linen cupants
was being dlscustwd
chambermaids
cloth. Nothing Is more injurious to a by a number of these hardworking
delicate skin than the rubbing and women the other day and one Utile
scratching with coarse towels which chambermaid was heard to say:
some people seem to think Is needful.
' I never experienced anything like it
An authority on complexions says that
in
all my day! Everything was all
a paste made of rye flour and linseed
new 'reform
meal Is one of the very best applica- rlfeht until one of these
of
that sort,
or
women,'
something
It
the
complexion.
for
tions
clearing
must be made thick, and applied as a came here to live. She converted ,1'
mask and worn for fourteen hourB the other women and now my life is' a
If worn every burden to me. It all commenced vith
without removing.
there will be a the bed sheets; she keeps herself in a
ten
for
nights
night
perfect fever lest I should happen to
change them. She doesn't want the
under sheet placed for the upper one;
and she talks as if ber nervous system
never would recover If by any chance
I should turn them upside down; that
is,, turn them over so that the side
she slept on last night cc,mes
against the mattress on
blanket. She says that would be uncleanly, and so, of course, unhealthy.
If she is in the room when I am doing
her work she stands over me to see

in.

The long, high wall, the groups of
picturesque men and women, the life.
the motion, the shifting color, the many
changes of the scene will always be remembered, but only as a show; never
as a religious ceremonial to impress
the mind and heart with its recollection, for long habit has taken away
what seriousness the custom might
and youths, gray beards and striplings, with their neighbors, retailing the lat- once have had, while the commercial
young girls and shriveled old women est scandal or news of the quarter, do- spirit so greatly in evidence cannot
crowd each other, and for hours this ing fancy work like any Christian girl but remind one that not far away alat a summer resort, or taking note of most on this very site, In fact the
singular ceremony continues.
I must confess that upon my first Borne new and particularly flam- Master once said: "Ye have made my
In
neckerchiefs. house a den of thieves."
visit to the Jews' wailing place, as this boyant
design

go
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The Greek flatf Ih a white cross on a
blue ground thu liuvurian colors and

the Greek crosH.
It Is more thickly populated than uuy
other country In Europe, with the exception of Sweden and Prussia.
it has few rivers and many hills.
None of the former are navigable, and
ninny of the latter are fortified.
In the complexity of Its make and
the variety of ltn natural features
Greece exeells every country In Europe.

Its present boundary limits were determined by arrangements between
Great Britain, France, Russia and
Turkey," concluded at Constantinople
on July 21, 1K'!2.
Only about 70,000 of the Inhabitants
speak any Innjrunge other ihan Greek,
nnd only about 20,000 profess any religion other than the orthodox.
The chief characteristics of the average Greek are his iiiqulsitiveness, fondness for excitement, love of discussion,
desire for knowledge, nu aptitude for
learning nnd aggressive patriotism.
Gell once reuiurked that In traveling
through the Moren in March he found
"summer in Messenla, spring in
and winter in Arcadia, without
having moved beyond a radius of fifty

i

.

nilles.

The climate hns two striking peculiarities the hent lu summer and the
rold in winter nre far more Intense
than those of any other country In the
world lying In the same latitude.
Though not much more than one-liathe sl.e of Portugal, It hns a coast
line greater than that of Spain nnd
Portugal together.
There nre thr'c distinct races within
Its confines,
speaking different lan- '
guages, wearing different costumes und
holding little social intercourse with
each other the Greek, the Albanian
and the Wnlluchlan, or Rounianinn.
She has had six living children five
sons nnd one daughter.
The King bus a palace at Athens,
built by Otho, at a cost of $2,500,000,
and a summer residence nt Corfu.
lie shares the legislation with a single chamber, called the Boule, the
members of which are elected by the
people every four years.
There nre seven ministers of administration, whose salary Is $2,150 a year
each.
lf

that those sheets are unchanged, and

if she isn't there she marks them with
a pencil so she may be sure they are
put on right. She talks 'physical culture' and 'woman's rights,' etc., by the
hour to the other women, and has got
(them all Converted to her 'sheet fad.'
Now, I wouldn't say a word if I hadn't
found out for certain, sure that she
'strains at gnats and swallows camels.'
For instance, she has got a cabinet of
rare china in her room which she never
allows me to touch. She takes care of
it herself, and you can write your name
In the djst on it any time. She often
sends for me to come and make her
bed before it has been aired a bit. She
never washes her teeth but once a day,
for she says herself she doesn't. She
walks a good deal because it is such
healthy exjreise; her dresses are too
long for .walking, and so she comes
home with the Bkirts all wet and muddy. Ever so many times she goes into
dinner with both the under and outside skirt drabbled ;ike that.
Then
when she takes them off she hangs
them away l.i her closet without ever
touching the: a until she gets ready to
wear them igain. Oh, I tell you, it
Isn't always the women who talk the
most about cleanliness and healthful-nes- s
that observe the rules for them."
mai'd
d
And the little
marched away to her duties, with a
pile of freshly laundered- towels on her
arm.
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Nervousness and insomnia.
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From the "American Queen."

V
ground is particularly liable to this.
Numerous attempts to reduce thlB danger have been made, principally by
ventilating the. stacks, a plan which,
however, has failed, on account of the
increased amount of oxygen introduced
The
into the interior of the mass.
practice of ventilating the coal bunkers of ships has not even up to the
present time been abandoned notwithstanding the unfavorable results liable to follow such a course.

THE JEWS' WAILING PLACE, SOLOMON'S WALL, JERUSALEM.
LETTER. .
Years Ago to a
Written Eighty-Fiv- e
Son, Who Never Got It.
A letter undelivered after a lapse of
over eighty years was the odd find of
Miss Catherine Mahon at Lenni, Delaware county, says the Philadelphia
Becord. While looking over" some old
papers recently Miss Mahon came
across a package of letters that had belonged to her grandmother. Among
the collection was an old envelope,
with age, which bore the subscription: "For my son Hiram, should he
This was signed:
ever return."
""Thaddeus Mahon," and as the flap of
the envelope bore a large red seal.
It could not be opened without destroyshowed
ing the wrapper. Miss Mahon remem-bered
the letter to her father, who
having heard his father speak of
brother who had left home suddenly
during the war of 1812. He never returned and before dying old Thaddeus
Mahon had written the letter which
Miss Mahon had found. They decided
a
to open it and doing so discovered
note which read as follows:
July 11, 1812.
"My Son Hiram: Since you have left
1 see my mistake. I pray that you may
come liack in time to forgive me.
Thank God your mother Is not now livson off.
ing to know that I cast herconsent
to
'Willingly would I give my
your marriage with Nell, for I now see
that she is a good woman. Forgive
your father, who has broken his heart
God
through hia headstrong ways.
bless you, my dear son Hiram.
AN

UNDELIVERED

yel-llo- w

"THADDEUS MAHON."
stes
Boiled alligator flesh-tavery
much
eaten in
is
veal.
It
anuch llie

India.

The Battlea of God.
Seeing Rome.
Satan puts,, forth his utmost power
The illusions of the foreign traveller
to
prevent 'every man from becoming
are well hit off by some remarks, real
or Invented, credited to Pope Plus IX. a Christian. The gift of the new birth
to a perpetual con"How long have you been in Rome?" to a Christian-lead- s
asked Pius IX. of a visitor, one of three flict. .Brave, men are. needed today to
fight ttfebajtlfes of God against sin.
who had been admltMl to audience.
Rev. W. G. Partridge.
"Three weeks," was the answer.
"Ah, then you have seen Rome. And
f.j Married In a Trolley Car.
how long have you lfeen here?" he con,A
young man and woman with a
tinued, turning to the second visitor.
craving for novelty were married on
"Three months," answered the man. a trolley, car running between Omaha
"You, then, have begun to see Rome. and Council Bluffs the other day.-.:.
And you, sir," addressing the third
visitor, "how long have you been
WOMEN OF NOTE.
j
here?"
"Three years," was the reply.
A marble tablet In memory of Mrs.
"Ah, yes," said the pope, "then yvm
will soon be placed in Kel-lo- e
Browning
have not begun to Bee Rome."
Church, her native parish, by her
-

'
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Women Put Out Fires.
In the little town of Nasso, in
Sweden, the firemen happen to be
however paradoxical that
women,
sounds. The place is only a little village, and four enormous tubs const!-tute the "waterworks." One hundred
and fifty women make up the fire department, and one of their duties
in always keeping the tuba filled
with water. The women are fine workers, it Is said, and know how to handle
a fire with as little confusion as possible.
)

con-BiB- ts

Just You Walt.
The temperance society a! an Ohio
town recently purchased the only saloon in the town limits and burned
all of the fixtures with appropriate
The owner was recently
ceremonies.
converted at a revival meeting, and
the prohibitionists are now boominc
him for mayor.

admirers.
Carmen Sylva has received the decoration for arts and science from the
Emperor of Austria. She 1b the first
woman to win this distinction.
Queen Victoria is said to possess two
of the oldest watches in the world;
both have silver dials, and are about
as large as half a crown. One is a
blind man's watch and the other a repeater.
Miss Frances Bray has the honor of
being the second woman in the United
Kingdom entitled to " add the letters
LL.D. to her name. The first, Dr.
Letitia Walklngton, is likewise an Irish
woman and a native of Belfast.
Fran Amalle Frledrlch Materna, the
great Wagner singer, whose career on
the stage has recently come to a close,
has determined to devote herself hereafter to training pupils for the operatic stage, and especially for Wag&w-i- u
roles.

,

Flounced and Braided Frocks.
ifew "York fashionable women are
Lenten gowns,
now wearing
which in reality are, nothing more nor
less than early spring gowns, made up
in soft grays and browns and blues.
A charming gown worn hsaJ,all, slim
woman Is of corduroy velveteen,' in a
golden brown' tint. The skirt .fitted
smoothly at the waist and Tiun with
that "cliriging" effect so desirable in
a velvet gown.51 This effect, you will

most wonderful change in the appearance.
One can well afford to make
extra long nights for the sake of securing a good complexion. ' When the
paste is removed, the face must be well
washed with tepid water, and very
gently rubbed with a little cold cream,
which is excellent whea made as follows: Spermacettl, 500 grammes; pure
wax, 100 grammes; oil of sweet almonds, 500 grammes; rose .water, 50
grammes. Put the wax and spermacettl into a vessel placed In a kettle
of boiling water; stir them gently unPour the mixture into a
til melted.
marble mortar and allow it to become
cool. Then stir it gently for an hour,
add six drops of essence, of roses, and
beat the mass until it is perfectly
smooth and white. ' Applied to the
face after bathing or exposure to the
sun, the cream has a very soothing and
v
,;,
healing effect.,, ,
'

The New Silk.

,.,

,,

'The one great novelty in the coming millinery fashions is the use of
vegetable Bilk for the fancy plaits,
which are at least an inch wide. This
has the most silky and charming
sheen upon it The more expensive
kinds are made entirely of vegetable
silk, but it la Imitated in silk combined
with hemp. Here, again,' the range of
vivid
colors is very bright, Indeed;
pinks, yellows, greens, petunia shades
and many others are ready to be made
up Into the fashionable hats and bonnets, while others show a combination
of two colors and sometimes throe,
such as pink, yellow, light green and
cream.
It is very light and is likely
to effect quite a revolution. This same
fabric has been woven Into an open
gauze of a very light, thin make in
various colorings,
and it Is being
ruched and gathered to form ruches
for the inside of hats. Some of them
are shot, and many of these vegetable
silk straws have the two colors combined in such a way that they also appear to be glace, while quite a new notion Is narrow straw freely striped
in two colors with the same effect of

remember, is secured by lining the
skirt with flannel or flannelette. What
made the gown particularly: Btriklng
were the tiny flounces of black satin
ribbon which were inserted in the
seams of both the 6kirt and the box
coat. Another pretty gown, which is combined coloring.
attracting considerable attention, is of
About Graduates.
the new reddish lilac, called cyclamen.
1.
E. M. H. would like to know:
The material is a
ladjes'
cloth, heavily embroidered In black When and where presents other than
S.ri!d. Six rows ot plain black braid flowers and books should ba given to
light-weig-

KAN-

1

white-cappe-

1

PROMINENT FARM ER OF
SAS FINDS A CURE.

From tbe Capital, St John, Kansas.
Hearing that J. H Detwiler, a prosperous
farmer who resides about three miles east
of St. John, Kansas, had been using Dr.
Williams' Pink Pillls with marvelous beneficial results, a reporter of the Kansas City
Star called upon him for an interview regarding the matter. We found Mr. Detwiler a tall and apparently well preserved
man of seventy years. U)on our interrogating him concerning his use of Pink Pills he
gave us the following, and with his entire
consent to its publication.
" 1 had been troubled for several years
with extreme nervousness. At first it did
not prevent me from attending to my farm
duties. About three years ajro, however. I
began to grow rapidly worse, then my
could not
nights became sleepless, and
steep two hours in an entire night. I became terribly effected too with indigestion.
1 became alarmed at my condition, and consulted a physician. One doctor told me the
trouble was insomnia, and 1 took his medicine for that, but without relief. Another
told me it was nervous prostration, but his
medicine had no more effect than the same
amount of water. Finally, seeing Dr. Williams' Pink Pills advertised, and noticing
particularly the testimony of a person who
had been cured by them of a very similar
disease to mine, 1 determined to try them.
I called upon our local drugeist, Mr. J.
Stivers and procured a supply. I began
taking them, and in a very short time my
nervousness was loss severe. After
had
given them a through trial, I found myself
now
down
can
I
cured.
lie
at
entirely
night and go to sleep without the slightest
trouble. Futhermore the cure has been
permanent, and I can recommend Pink Pills
to all who are afflicted as I was, for their
equal cannot be found.
Dr. Williams' Pink Pills for Pale People
are now given to the public as an unfailing
blood builder and nerve restorer, curing all
forms of weakness arising from a watery
condition of the blood or shattered nerves.
The pills are sold by all dealers, or will be
sent post paid on receipt of price, 50 cents a
box, or six boxes for ia.50 (they are never
sold in bulk or bv the l'J0).bv addressing Dr.
Williams' Medicine "o.. Schenectady, N. Y.
I

Embroidered Gowns.
reThe embroidered gowns of
call a gown which I braided when
these same gowns were so fashionable
a few seasons ago. It looked like a
tremendous task, but in reality took
but a few evenings which I would have
idled away. My dress was a soft green
cashmere embroidered with white silk
braid., The embroidered gown of today is soft green, appllqued with ribbon design in grass cloth and braided
over with cord in the same color. Of
course it's an easy matter to have a
gown stamped and embroidered in this
manner. Such gowns naturally can
only be worn for dressy occasions. A
more substantial green dress Is embroidered in black, cloth being used
The cord
for the applique ribbon.
should be sewed down with silk on
which an occasional jet bead is strung.
Black and other somber-hue- d
gowns
are embroidered with black and gold
cord. Or plain black cord may be
used and ftJtiny silver or gold braid
sewed agalhet It. Embroidery is rarely put on in a straight bordei1 around
the akfrt.'" .The front panel is often entirely covered, the design narrowing
to-d-

;

GREECE

It has a population of 2,l7,2oS.
Ily Its Inhaliltauta Greece Is fulled
"Hellas."
No part of Grew" Ih forty miles from
the sea uor ten miles from the IiIIIh.
f
About
of the population lire
ai'leulturlNtH untl Hlieiihrnls.
Ihih
It
mi urea of 24,1)77 square miles,
or a tritle over ono-hathat of Pennsylvania.
It Is the only country In the world
whoso armies are provided with the
Gras guns and paper covered
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ABOUT

PARAGRAPHS

Houreei of Mtreuictli of I lie Dullant l.Ullo
Nation.
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"The cashier of the coal office hns lost his
job." "How did that happen?" "He rushed
Into the office and told his employers he had
nearu a rou.n.
"Well, little daughter, did you have a
good time with your new jumping-rope?- "
"No; didn't have no fun; all the girls
wanted to jump, and uobody wouldn't turn."
Many a mail
who would be
startled at the

bare thought
of sitting
down and

deliberatelya

drinking

dose of poiallows
son,
himself to be
regularly and
r

of.

L
C
'

'

systematic

alio firtiBMttf)
......
rt day after day
by accumula- tions of bile

'1

jfr
.

-

.

tp3r
tlle
lift
r 'n When
the liver
Wood-Zat-

II

1 S

JfKir

fails to
do its regular work of filter-- S

hilious poison out
f of thek'9circulation,
it goes on
the entire
nff

constitu-fr- f
poisoning
tion just as surely as if a man
was drinking prussic acid.
Every part of the body is polluted. The
digestive juices are suppressed and weakened. The kidneys and skin are clogged
with Impurities and the lungs and bronchial
tubes overloaded with morbid secretion
which eat away the delicate tissue, and
bring about bronchitis and consumption.
AH the diseases caused by this subtle process of bilious poisoning are cured by the
marvelous alterative action of Dr. Pierci's
Golden Medical Discovery. It directly increases the liver's natural excretive and
and
purifying powers ; gives thetodigestive
organs power manufacture
an abundance of red, rich, healthy blood.
It drives out all impurities, and vitalizes
elements
the circulation with the
which restore perfect nutrition, solid muscular power, and healthy nerve-forc" In August 1895, 1 was taken down in bed with
blood-makin-

g

the side gores. Others have I
deep point in front, the pattern rising
at the sides and encircling the skirt
half way up. Many skirts have th
entire upper part covered with embroidery. This style, however, ia noi
to be recommended, because It makes
the figure thick and is very ungraceful
The Latest- off on

ht

All the mummy cats mummified li
Eevotlan tombs have red hair.

burning and severe pains in my stomach and
under my shoulders, and dizziness in my head,"
writes Ira D. Herring, Esq., of Needmore, Levy
Co., Fla. " Mvhome physician was called ami he
said my symptoms were more like consumption
than anvthtng else. I lingered in this way srven
months trying different kinds of medicine. Nothing that l ate would diRest, and I had great distress in my stomach. I was persuaded to try some
of Dr. Pierce's remedies or to see what he thought
of my ease. I wrote him and received an answer
was from indigestion
stating that my suHl-rinand torpid liver, and advising me to take Ir.
The first
Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery.
hottle gave pleasing results. I have taken fout
bottles of the Golden Medical Discovery' and
three small vials of the ' Pleasant Pellets.' I am
able to do my work and eat what I could uot
before I took these medicines."
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SAN MIGUEL CODHTI.

'Kztraoti from Our zebangas.J
C. B. Eddy and party are expected
to visit the Orgam shortly.
at the A. M. E. churoh,
Santa Fe, on Monday evening next.
Demetrio Chaves' little girl Is sick
with the croup In Meilila.
Thomas Mullen and John Kurpies,
of Madrid, left for Ban Francisco.
County Superintendent D. J. Leaby
visited the Blossburg publio school.
It Is reported that the missing Atlea
Molntyre, of Cernllos, is in Kansas.
Contrary to expectations, the Madrid
school closed, owing to lack of funds.
J. F. Williams, of Cerrilloi, is now
furnishing soreened nut ooal at 2.50 a
ton.
Miss MoBride, of Raton, is teaching in district No. 19, on the Johnson
mesa.
W. B. Gibbons, of Lai Craees, Is
again reported to be in a critical condition.
Tbe remains of little Velma Brels-fo- rd
were shipped to Polo, Mo., from
Raton.
Miss Collison, of Raton, has accepted a position as teacher in the Baldy
school.
Maonel Alday has been released from
jail at Las Crucea on bonds, in tbe sum
of $5,000.
Mrs. Louis Hostetter expeots to leave
Las Cruces, in June, tor a visit to east
em states.
A. P. Lea has recovered sufficiently
to bear removal to the De Mier house
at Las Cruces.
The contract for tbe Mrs. J. P. Kas
ter cottage, at Albuquerque, was let to
Egg-rollin- g

KIDNEY PILLS.

From the

Murphey-Va- n

Petten Drug Co., Hake
Their Report.
Of the very many persons who
samples of Dr. Hobbs Sparagas

and have reported, tbey
Kiduey
have cither been entirely cared, or
greatly benefited; quite a number live
in towns outside of Las Vegas. Tbey
report that Dr. Hobbs Sparagus Kidney
Tills have beon (treating quite a sensation id their towns; ia faot, we bave
strong reason to believe wherever the
Las Vegas newspapers circulate, the
publio test that Dr. Hobbs has been
making In this city has been closely
watched.
From the large number of letters received daily from persons testing these
pills, they indicate clearly the interest
being taken by men and women who
have suffered for years with distressing
and dangerous kidney and kindred ailment?, which doctors have been unable
to cure, and who are rejoiced to know
that there has at last been discovered
an absolute specifio for their complaint.
Pills,

ASPARAGUS
Pood and as MMllclfM.
Useful Both
Sovereign Medicinal Virtue.

Its

T Vv but what 1. fond of Aapua.
I
loud, bat few perilous know
that they w reullf taking
I medicine.
V ranch Mientiflte flrttdls.
J. W. Mcliuale.
covered that the m hole plaint
but more particularly the
Mrs. A. L. Christy's bright littl
root ana oemee, oonuunea
& white
orretalline sub daughter, Sophia, has been quite ill at
r-j
' i t j 1 stance known ae MApre- - Las
Cruces.
in.
Experiment on both ha
There is a beautiful bed of flowers,
man beinps and animals
proved conclusively thatthe miles in
extent, in the valley north of
of Asparagin was
action
.IliunrU nn t.ha kiilnnM.lnll
Ji that it pobsouied marvelous
Lordsbnrg.
powers 01 nenuna ana
step-ladde- r.
Mrs. Pelfrey fell from
i NtrnnatheniriD
theeeonrftn.
l & and in aHistLnsthem in do
suffered
down
and
at
Las
very
Cruces,
most
their
important
niug
tlwork of fllteringthepolsoni
oat of the painful injuries.
imparities
vland
hi nod and oastins them out
Doputy Johnson arrested a Mexican
viih fVin nriua.
kAi(iArl thai snrrMMti flew at Las
v
h.
Cruces, who indulged in efforts
uave
of unne and the peualior odor it baa, after jou
women.
to
frighten
BtHut, of'ToanS'there ie very Httle of the reel medl-cinvirtnoe of Auparatfus in the Xew iboote, or tops,
B. Arnold, a reoent arrival at Las
II.
.
,
eiitttn at a rcftiit.
It is found principally in theTOOts, the dried tope and Cruces. has opened a tin shop across
Hobbi
the street, down there.
celebrated
now
lr.
the
ie
from
these
that
It
am
SpurnRiifl Kidney Pills are made, and in them win
E. McKeiver and wife, of London
found the medicinal principle or Asparagas so
iw
eommnea
art and most active form, and with it are
are in the Rio Grande valley
rive of thomoHt active vegetable kidney medioinesv England,
Huchu. Fnroira JJrava, Uva Una, Corn Silk, and Jonto make Investments.
Hobbs Sparatroe Kidney PlHi agree with themeet
The City Union of Christian Young
dHoate ntomach, and make strong. heeJthy
Mdoeyej
cloan and pure blood, and bright, clear, aotife bua4
People's societies at Alauqaerque.is ar
an absoiate certainty.
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I OK SALE BY
HilKPHEMAH

THE

Nourish
Him. eifr

East Las Vegas, New Mexico,

COMPLETE.

unnnA

MAPOLBON'S

PETTEN DAUB CO.,

Las Vegas, New Mexico,

Familiar Faces.
From the Carrilios Rustler.
Tbe familiar face of Judge D. D.
Harkncss, formerly of this place, but

lately living at Lis Vegas, has been
siea on the streets, tbe p3t few days.
Tna judge came down to visit his old
friends and to consult onr medical
practitioners in regard to a breaking
out on his face, which, it was feared,
might bo a cancer. Happily, bis fears
ot go serious a complaint have been
Miss Mira Harkness
removed.
her father, and appears
herself as
to
enjoy
thoroughly
usual.

ranging to give a social in Perkins hall
Mrs. W. II. Barrett, of Las Cruces
who has been suffering from an attack
of heart trouble, is gradually improv
ing.
Citizens at Albuquerque are request
ed to prepare their trees for Irrigation
as the water wagon will start in a short
time.
Madrid presents the appearance of a
city guarded by a wooden army; but it
is only the guard boxes of the shaded
trees.
Jack Brnnnan, of Madrid, has gone
to work at the turquoise mine, where
Mrs. Brennan goes in a few days to
join him.
Mrs. Oleson and children, of Topeka,
Kas., joined Mr. Oleson at Madrid
He has charge of the batcher shop at
that place.
Martin Lohtnan, of Las Cruces, has
attached all tbe effects of
ors on the Selden canal, for supplies
furnished them.
The family of A. B. Tbunig arrived
at Las Cruces from Brooklyn, H. Y.
Tbey will make that place their home
in future.
Treasurer Eropp, at Las Cruces, re
ceived $3,700 from Demetrio Cbaves,
part payment on judgmont or $10,000,
secured at last term of court by Dona
Anaconnty.
Capt. John P. Casey's little children
boy and girl, were thrown from a
buggy at Las Cruces and badly
bruised.
It is cxpeoted that Sheriff Kinsell, of
Santa Fe, will make several changes In
occupants on the Fort Marcy reservation.
Miss Hatt ie Gillespie, who bss been
teaching the school at Morenci, was in
Lordsburg,en route to her home at Los

possible

er

arainst ANY disease.

Especially Is this so in bronchial and lung troubles, in the
relief and cure of which Scott's
Emulsion has won its reputation. Book about it free.
Scott's Emulsion Is no mysterious
mixture. It is palattidc, non-n- a locating and infinitely preferable to the
plain oil. The genuine has our trademark on salmonolofed wrapper. Get
the genuine.
For sale at 50 cts. and $1X0 by all
SCOTT

BOWKE, Nmr York.

Napoleon knew well tba valaa of a vlo
tory. Alter Aunerlltx tbe world seemed
bie. Fame invited, fortune favored.every- tblnR itimulated his aplring ambition.
Witb growing power, he gathered tbe
fruits of victory. And so bas It ever been
Bucoe.i suooeede. A notable Illustration of
bit truth is furnished by tba great victories won at Ilia World's Fair in "J8 and
the California Midwinter Fair In D4 by Dr.
ver lu
Price's Cream Baking Powder.
creating tale aud popularity bava been
tbe reeult. The people bar promptly
ratified tba ofnolal vardlcts mat aeciareu
Dr, I'rloe'e, for leavening power, keeping
aualitiee. puritv auu general excellence,
tbe "forernoit baking powder In all tba
world." Quite as quickly as tba great
Bm per or do tbey know tbe value of a
supremacy.
vlotory that means world-wid- e
141-o-

t

This Ia Your Opportunity.
On seceint f ten cents, eaah or stamps.
a generou sample will be mailed of tbs
most popular Catarrh and Hay Fever Curs
(Ely's Cream Balm) sufficient to demon
strate tba great merits of tbe remedy.
ELY BROTHERS.
60 Warren St., New Tork City.
Rev. John Reid, Jr., of Gr--at Falls, Mont.,
recommended Ely's Cream Balm to me. I
an emphasize bis statement, "It is a posi
tive cure for catarrb if nsed as directed.
Rev. Francis W. Poole, Pastor Central Pres.
Church, Helena, Mont.
Ely's Cream Balm is the acknowledged
cure for catarrh and contains no mercury
nor any injurious drug. Rico, eU oeau.

.

Bucklea's Araka Salve.

sltfflsSiaTaCiCTiW

The Rest Salve

In the world for
Cuts, Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt
Rheum, Fever Sores, Tetter, Cbapped
Hands, Chilblains, Corns, and all Skin
Eruptions, and positively cures Piles,
or no pay required. It is guaranteed
to give perfeot satisfaction or money
refunded. Prioe 25 cents per box. For
sale by Murphey-Va- n
Petten Drag Co.
Thars are some people who never waar
dark gl&.iea and yet tbey oarer taa any- Ls Vegas and East Las Vegas, and at
thing brleht; it' tba people who are dys. wholesale by Browne a Manzanarei
peptio and toured. Everything it oat of Co., East Las Vegas.
auffered
George Ostrander has returned to
Peralta canon, Cochiti district, from
Albuquerque, and is at present working on the "White Horse," one of
the valuable mining properties ot that
canon.

many
joint witb fiicb people. "1
yaori witb Dyapeptia and Liver Troublese
but have been rellered since taking
Aoting uovernor Miller, upon re.
know otbere quest of tbe goveroor of Kansas, is.
Liver Regulator.
woo bave been greatly benefited by its sued a mandate for tbe arrest of one
uie." Jamei NowUnd. Carrolltoo, Mo.
Edward Morris, an escaped convict
Pr. Chat. Bowmer, of Lucero, K. lrom Kansas, and bis return to W. C.
M grand master, and
. II. Harlow,
Campbell, an officer designated to take
of Gallup, grand lecturer, arrived at him back to Kansas. Morris was ar-Raton and visited Gate City lodge. No. rested at Las Cruoes and left tor Kan
11, A. F. and A. 11., in their official sas in charge of Campbell.
Him-moo-

capacity.

Why Have Yon

Mew's Tble I
Been stricken with disease while your neigh
Ws offer One Hundred Dollar- -' Reward bor escapod, or
f Ho til were alike
for any caie of Catarrb tbat cannot be
exposed, but in one case the the disease germs
cured by Hall'a Catarrb Cure,
found lodgement iu tbe impure bipod and weak
F. J. CHENEY & CO,. Prop-- .,
ened eystiu,iwliile Iu the other, the blood was
Toledo, O.
We, tbe nnderilgned, hire known F. J. kept pure by Hood's Sarsaparllla, and the
Cbeney for the last 15 years, and believe body was lu a condition of good healtb.
him perfectly honorable iu all business
Head's PHI. are purely vegetable and do
transactions and financially able to carry
or
ont any obligations made by their firm. not purgo, iuiu gripe, ilold by all druggists.
West
xaauz, wooiesate Druggists,
Toledo. O.
Xbe force on tbe "Giant" mine, one
Waldimo, Km! ft Mibvix, Wholesale of tbe "Crown Point" group, in the
Druggists. Toledo, U.
Ball's Catarrb Cure Is taken internally, Cocbiti camp, cut one of tbe leads on
upon toe diooq and mucous that property and is making rapid
acting directly
surfaces ot tbe system, i'rice, lio. per headway toward the main lead in the
bottle. Hold by all Druggists. Testimo
development of the mine.
nials tree.

Mrs. Wm. R. Brown went down to
Madrid from Raton, where she bas
been taking care of her daughter who
was dangerously ill; .

'

Is rcvrr Cove, ami it U especially wearing
r:ul v.'earijoino to those whoso, blood is
impure ruid uuSt properly to tone, sustain, and renew tho wonting of nerve,
t ij uioru because of
jiii'.'.olo and u:s;ue.
tuii condition ol the blood that women
u.o ruu down,
)
Tlrocl, IVca't, Nervous,
STfcnn because of tho work itself. Every
-so, and that the only rem
physician
i!ys in i:i building up by taking a gfood
taurve tonic, blood puriiler and vitalizer
Jikc Hood's SnniapurUla. For the troubles
to Women at change of season,
;Ji.'!.ile or lio, or resulting from hard
,
jvo.-Jcnervousness, and impure blood,
ithouauds have found Kdiet and curs in
s

J'cc-.iliti-

HP

I'"
NiSi

vsjsy1

Oarsaparalla

Tlic One True Blood ruridcr. (1 iier bottla.
l'ri'iiaicilm.iv liyC. I. lfood&Cn., Lowell, Mass.

i lOOCl

S

r 41IS

tethe only pills to tike
with Hood's Sursararilla,

A Local Duck-KilleFrom the Denver Post.

r.

Franeis Forsythe, a plain, every-da- y
follo wer of the meek and lowly Naaar
ene down ?t La V.gas, a man who
Alterative water or
never spikes
juggles cards up 2is steore, can go out
on foot and kill more duoks ia a day
than Grover Cleveland could cb
weet's shooting on a deadhead government steamboat, and yet Grover's
name is written high up on the soroll
ot fame, and Frink is Just frank.
This isn't right!

ts

A

Prosperous Paper.

From theAlbuquwqueCitiien.
""Tha Las"Vegas" OrTio is so prosperous that the p?per is to be en

larged.

VI

ai I rr.
'

"Tr

SO

vLi'Oe
iFORiRliCUMATlSM.;

.

Angeles.

secretary of tbe
mininoVintrtr
nnmnanV- . -, flnnhltl namnt
ft
'
r
of which be is also a member, wr ites
that be expects to soon leave Las Ye- gas for tbe Uoohiti, Pthe greatest
camp on earth." for the purpose of
putting a force ot men to work
on tbe "Victor" group of valuable
mines.
BOWELS.

SJiciira

Constipation means not only unhealthy
accumulations la lbs bowels, bat a condi
tion poisonous to tbs entire body. It gen
erates foul canes which poison the stomach,
liver, beart, kidneys and blood, thus
the whole svstem. Moreover, It
Sor la mU throogliont th. trsrll. Fottm Do A
ChSH. COKr., Sole Fropt., Botton, l. 8. A.
causes a paralysis in tba muscular struct.
at "How to Purify ud Beut.fj th. Skin, Scalp,
of tba bowels, benoe chrome constlpa
ura
n
Ur,pjll41r.
tion ensues with all its accompanying evils.
ml lealv. taitinnr re.
A simple cathartic Is only a temporary
BABY HUMORS
Bsasaiaa,
tipTiCP
benefit. What is needed to permanently
f
core Is a tonjo mat will strsngtflen tbe
was pay-daat bowel struoture and restore natural
Last Saturday,
peristaltio movements. Fricxlt Ash Bit- Madrid with its usual number of black tic
aa bas an established reputation ot
men
broken
and
beads
brave
and
eyes
many years' standing as a system tonlo and
of
bad
and
full
cbock
good laxative. It does not purge or grip tbe
whiskey
bowels, leaving them weak and helpless,
resolutions.
as do tbe drastic cathartics. Its action is
gentle yet effectual. It stimulates and
Mental Alertness.
strengthens tba bowels, regulates the liver,
fa
stomach
When the dleestion
weak,
tones up tbe stomach and when there is
brain
and
tired,
body
exnauseated,
sluggish
any kidney derangement it
It la evident tbat tbe internal organism tends its curative influence topromptly
those organs,
has become clogged up, and bilious condi Bold by Murpbey-Va- o
Fatten Drag Co.
tions prevail. To remove tbe obstructions,
regulate tbe liirrr and kidnevs and purify
Americans are the most inventive
the bowel, FkickLY A en Uittehs is tborr
ougbly effective. It cleanses, stimulates people on earth. To them have been
and strengthens, improves tbe appetite issued nearly 6Q0.OQU patents, or more
and restores healthy functir.nal processes (ban
d
of all tbe patents issued
throughout tbs system, thus it increases
the energy, sharpens the intellect and in- in the world. No discovery of modern
vigorates both body and brain. Bold by years bas been of greater benefit to
Fetteo Prug Uo,
Murphey-Vamankind than Chamberlain's Colio,
9
W
J
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy, or has
The spring wool clip is beginning to done more
to relieve paia and suffer,
arrive in Albuquerque for shipment,
u.
w,
vaugnn, oi uagion, JVy.,
ing.
Almost all of the pumps are shearing
t
"I have used Chamberlain's
and will be through within tbe nejtten says Cholera
andtDiarrhrna Remedy
Colio,
day or two weeks, when the wopl will In my family for several years, and
roll
to
in,
begin
find it to be the best medicine I ever
used for cramps in tbe stomach and
Sometimes it seems bowels." For sale by K. D. Goodall,
to weary woman that Depot Drug store.
she must certainly
W. C. Wynkoop, wbo has been
give up. Xhe im- picsi ana eosjesf eleoted general manager for the Coohi
svork becomes an
ti ui'ining and redqotjqn company, the
almost insurmount
a
lisable task. Nervousprojectors of tbe new mill at Ailertoo,
ness sleeplessness is exDFCted to arrive in BJand about
and pain harass her
and life seems hardly Monday, when 'he will let several oon.
.
tracts.
worth the livinsr.
l

o

.

school.
Mr. aol Mrs. Warren

n

-

ijix-iiev--

Pf,

Fime's

Favor-ft- e

Prescription was
jmade for her. Dr.
Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery was
made fnr her The former is for the ills
distinctly ieminirie', the other for hef gen- -c
fcrat S76u;;nAOKCinvi iuey zpypiy a fcfieu-lifi"jn,f succMiiftil four" of ' treatment.
The
fayorfte jPreacjljition I) rcsfflrel
ieajthy, f'egular actpn f.6; (He organs
feminine. t forces out al jrnpuii;
tjejt, stfefiethcns the tissues, allays jnuan)?
f"A'pS' 'The ''(Golden Medical Discqy
frjrtf ipafc appetite," helps' 'digestion.
pfSn?Of-siwiatlo, fM'p put. (he hollow
M dieeta and tcii iviib caoi solid flea
back
fie ffldhie'jfloivf'kf Klf':
a4 ??)jurs
-

'

'

B64

Cf detested

"fjamiiiatipns.'l

89

Geo. W. Knacbel, of fcnnU
Fe, recflivd information from Ktneas
former
City, that D. I. Cobleigh.
carpenter there, died at h:s home at
2$, Past Tenth street, vn that city.

Colocl

C. C. frail atxji wia vprfl passpnger-froGrrbam and
Albuquerque to Jemes hot springs,
Ike Graham left Madrid for Iudiann,
in response to a telrgratn, announcing wbt re tfcov will rusticate for several
tbe sorious illness cf Sir, Grabam' weeks, Oakey Cli2ord was the pliot
'.p tbe resort.
lather.

m

Mm

-Mr.

Land Granls, Improved Ranches, Native
Cattle, Improvi-Cattle, Cuttle Ranges, Horseg and Sheep, Real Estate. 2tc.

Land Scrip of all Kinds, Territorial and County Warrants. Gen
eral Land Office Business. Titles Secured Under the
United States Land Laws.

LAS VEGAS,
A. WISI, Notary Publio.

NEW MEXICO
Established

1881.

iP.

WISE &

O. HOQK8T

hoqsett,
LOANS AND BEAD ESTATE,
:

Sixth and Douglas Aves., East Las
Vegas, N. M.

I

lN-t- f

It

is learned

tbat the Western

Union

Ajlome For Sale In(the
Located near FARMINGTON,
ico, in tbe
FRUIT-GROWIN-

Public

telegraph company, for making
recent costly blunder regarding the
proposed sale of a mine In tbe Cocbitl
district, will soon have on its bands a
$50,000 damage suit.

T

.

G

No
San Juan County, New
section

the

of

TerTitoryorner

Mex-

Dpiniorj-rr- "

P AT n 'Q

n.A.k.t

.
an,. come, ror choice

I

.

mm at a moderate
best.
ROTH'S IdeA
""u "J"
eare'
P"cs is always Just and faiR
,; '
Xhus.lf Be.f.Porlt.Mutton, you should seek, 'tis here, fresh all
th. w..K
His sausaees. too. all patrons dee, m rlcUne.s. are through
always
supr.mE
l
Step In You'll flndth. stock complete, and prompt attention you will
me.T

n'"B"

Mrs. A. loveen, residing at 720
Henry St., Alton, 111., suffered ritb
solatio rheumatism
for over eight
months, one doctored for it nearly
the whole time, using various remedies
recommended by friends, and was treat
ed by the physicians; but received do
relief. She tben used one and a half
bottles of Cb amberlaiu's Pain Balm,
wbiob effected a complete cure. This
is published at her request, as sbe
wants others similarly afflicted to know
what cured her. The 26 and CO oent
sizes for sale by K. D. Goodaii, Depot
u:og store.

we

gat

BROWNE

5c

quality

Here;

luBli

to sell tha

MANZANARES
COMPANY
East Las Vegas and

Socorro, New Mexico

Wholesale Grocers. Wool, Hides
Pelts, Plows and Agricultural Implements. Alfalfa, Grass, Cane
apd Garden Seeds. Eastern Seed

Wheat

Tbe pension ol&ca has taken op tbe
claim for a pension for Mia Rosalia
Baca de Uonziles, widow of Diego
Uonzales, wbo served as a sergeant in
company 3, First New Mexico volun
teer cavalry, during tbe war of the re
bellion, and which claim has been
pending in tbe pension office for years

Ranch and
Mining Supplies.
Fence Wire, Nails, Picks and Shovels, Blasting and Giant Powder,
Cement, Sheep- - Dips, Sulphur,
Wool Sacks, Dried Fruits, California and Eastern Canned Fruits
and
Farinaceous
Vegetables,
Goods. Navajo Blankets.

been proved invaluable.
They are
guaranteed to be perfectly free from
every deleterious substance anq to he
purely vegetable. Tbey do not weak.
en by their aoton, but by giving tone
to stomach and bowels greatly in.
vigorate the system. Regular sice 26
cents per box. Sold by Murphey-Va- n
Petten Drug Co's. drug store; at
wholesale by Browne A Maneanares

Imported and

Domestic Groceries

Bain Wagons.

anr Eczema.
Tetter,
The Intense itching and smarting, inci
dent tq these diseases, is instantly allayed
DIRECTORY
by applying Chamberlain's Eya and BUSINESS
SOCIETIES.
Skin Ointment. Many very Wl eases
have been permanently cured by it. It
Barber bhops.
I. O. O. F.
ib equally emaont tor itcnwg piles ana
a favorite remedy for sore niDDles.
L?D32 No. i. meets
LmL3-4t their hall, Sixth
ov.flnln8
H. BLAUTEIiT,
Bireet. All vlsltlua: brethren
chapped hands, chilblains, frost bites B.
,
"
Tonsorlal Parlors,
Invited to attend.
and chronic sore eyes S3 cts. per box.
'
Center Street.
A.J.
Wbrtz.N.O.
W. Fr.ienir. ,o.i
Bon-toDr. CauVs Condition Powders, are
Bt. Loots, Long: Branch, round
W. L. KiBKPATaiQK,' Cemetery Trustes
just what a horse needs when in bad senator, aand round, square and box pomcondition. Tonic, blood purifier and padour specialty.
MONTKZUMA LODGE NO.S28.
vermifuire. They are not food but PA&LOB BABBKB
OKXENNIAL I.K AGUX B erelar meetln
SHOP,
medicine and the best in use to put a
h raon
Center Street,
i. o?o:diNhaiiar evening '
horse in prime condition. Price 25
O.
B. J. Hamiltom, Pres.
Prop.
L.Gregory,
cents per package.
K.
B.
BOBSBSKBT,
Hot
Only skilled workmen emrjlorad.
Sec'y.
Two years ago R. J.Warren, a drug and cold baths In connection.
A. O. 17
gist at Pleasant Brook. N. Y., bought
Uamiia
a small supply of Cbambei lain1! Cough
D'PSODQH KO I, meets orst and
Remedy. He sums up the result as BAM MIGUEL. NATIONAL,
brethr.n ZX&ilZjSS?"- - V,,,U
follows) "At that time the goods
A. T. Hogkhs, M. w.
Sixth street and Grand avenue
y
were unknown in this section ;
Dentists.
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy is a
household word." Jt is the same in
DKS MJBYKlta & WHITE,
hundreds of communities. Wherever
FFICE over Ban Miguel Bank. East Las
tbe good qualities of Chamberlain's
vegas, m. iu.
beoome
the
known
Cough Remedy
Dry Gooda.
people will have nothing else, for
O. H. 8porleder.Ser?-Hor,neltter'W-lrsale by K. D. Goodall, Depot Drug .D PB EOMHKO,
at. Romero, Manager,
Las Vegas Koyal Arch
store.
Chapter Nn a
Regular
Bonth Bid Fla sa month
in
Santa Pa Route Calif ornla.Llralted.
visltin, comnnnioT."
Leaves Chicago 0:00 p. m. Wednesdays
County Surveyor.
and Saturday 8, Kansas City 9:60 a. m. and
Salt-Rheu-

to-da-

o

s,
HEKCUITB JONES,
Denver 6:80 p. m., Thursdays and
f.wTOtvrinrri
a vrr
ri i
niTvrfm
Hdll
reaching Los Angeles in 79 hours
AflLl
WUili A OUA'
76
LI!
and Ban Diego in hours from Chicago,
Ollice, room 1, oit Hall.
Connecting train for Ban Francisoo via.
Mojave. lie turns Mondays ana idursaays.
Physicians and Surgeons.
Kauipment ot supero vesuouieaniiimaa
palaoe sleepers, buffet smoking oar and
o. o. UOBUON, si. D.
dining car. Host luxurious service via aay
TAMMm opera housk, east
line.
OrnoB
N. M. Offlco hoars: U
Another express train, carrying palace
m.,1 to8p.ru.
Ua,m.,atop.
and tourist sleepers, leaves Cbloago and
Kansas City daily for California.
DK. J, M. CUNNINOHAM,
Inquire ot Local Agnt, or
JHTSIOIAN AND 8UHQKON. OrFIOB IN
a. r. os o. ir. K
ilalboeul building, np stairs.
W. J. Bvack, Q. P, A.,
n
Xopeka, Kb.
d Kmoke yon I.jfa. Jw-SfpU
pon'f
Attproeys-at-l-aUeetlnz ilenevolfcut and Protective Or
ii'p quit topapcQ rfasl(y and forever, be tnqt
FRANK BFEINGKE,
der of Elks at Minneapolis, Minn, July Ota,
ne4o, lull of Hie, perm 4pd vigor, tsKe N- A TTOBNET AKD OOUNSKLLOB AT LAW
Bae. the wondej-y- i orlicr, tuit mokes wpalt men 1807.s Open rate of one reou'ar standard
fare for the round trip, plus RO
Offloe In Union block. Sixth street,
strong. All druuglstt, CQo or SI, pure guaran cents. Tickets on sale
East
Las V.gas, N. M.
2nd
and
ttrd,
July
teed. Booklet and sample free. Aaareas
be
to
return
flual
limit
lOtb,
lt!'1;
July
0'
Of KW
Sterling Kerned Co.,
lai'f : subject to extension of limit to not
LUNG & FOKT
S
jw.
later tLn juiy iii8t,ifii(.
,
OFFIOK,
ATTOKNTCTB-AT-LAWu.
TO Pimp A CPLD laj ONE PAY
Kaat LasVoKAS, N. M.
JOR, Agent.
Tablets.
Take Laxative Bromo Quinine
All drpggi-t- s refund th? money It it tails
Your. a People's Society Christian En
a. it.
to cure. ll.'xJ.
d,eaior, at Son Francisco, Calif., July 7th
BOSWKLL
)HTSIC1AK AS1) BCBSKOS.
41
to
tor
tbe
M.
round
Tickets
VMb,
N.
trip.
mj;
Miss Jessie C.
Q, Uonahue, of on sale June
9'Jnd, 23rd and 2t.h and SOtb,
Taos, bas been appointed a notary and July Ht, Sod and 3rd. 1897. Ooinit
publio by tbe acting governor, in and trip to begin only on data of sale and to be
passage, Tickets shall not be
for Taos county, and I'aul'l0 Montoya continuous
good to leave Kan Francisco earlier than
nss been appuinitiii to ibu saoia posi- July
An elegant line Is now shown
s
12th, and final return limit shall in
tion for Dernaiillo oounty.
no rase exceed August lfttb. 18!)7.
MRS. L. HOIL?vNVAGx?R.
i;. IT. jonkh, Agent.
Evervbody Bays So.
CascnretsCandv Catliartic, the most won- deif id medical discovery of tho ape, pleas
Are gvflO
ant and retresliine; to the taste, act penny
IVi all advertisers
to suit the most fastidious. Ladles are
(
ntul positively on fci'lnevs, Jlver and
t h aiiHiniT the tin tire s.vsteni, dispel colds,
Who use
i
respectfully Invited to call, piece of
euro liomlnolie, fever, liahltnal
business directly in the center of Die
'
Tbe columns of
and biliousness. PIcaso buy and trv a hot
RETUHMS Tub Optic.
rlrr, a short distance east of the bridge.
(
111, Uf, no centa,
boidaad (
of O. C. C.
assist ant
LrAjSilstaana Sp
i
"Sfceja aSJ-'-- t? a.".'"
guaranteed to cwo ry all ttru(.'gita.
Bun-day-
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Tbe Las Cruces agricultural college
gets a voluminous, illustrated, exhaus
tive writa-uin the New .Mexican at
Santa Fe.
J. P. Ownby has been repairing the
old McWbirt bouse, at Lordsbnrg,
which he purchased, and now has It in
good shape (or tenants.
Alexander Levy, coal operator and
railroad contractor, be adquarters a
Walsenburg, Colo., visited Santa Fe
on business.
Mrs. Henry Lockhart informs the
Citizen at Albnquerque.tbat tbeCrown
Point" mine, op in the Coohiti district,
is proving a big bonanza.
Mrs. Sarah
Winter Kellogg left
Santa Fe for California on a visit to
her daughter, Mrs. Rankin, who fc&s a
oottage at Redondo Beach.
The ice seojon bss opened in tbe
Gila valley, Grant Cpnnty, and President Layton's ice wagon visits tbe
termers regularly.
Cfcarjes McCammet, who .was one of
th? men tho helped build Lordsbuxg
many veers eg0, has been Jn that ejty,
renewing old acquaintances.
Newcorub
Maxwell, of Pona Ana
couti.'y, bare oU their cattja to J. Jf
They trijl be delivered at
Riley.
Enjrle, for Bhtpoient to Colorado.
R. L. Baca has returned to Rante Fe
from a trip to Albuquerque and Las
Vegas, where ha was gathering testi.
raooy in tbe Ceboileta land irraot case.
Mrs. Spajfr and danjhters, Tillie
Rnd Laura, have Mtgrnod to their home
at Kingston ftom E! frso,Ter
tbe two girls have been
ttediBg

"Throw your physic to the dogs"l
so says Machetn.
For drugs assist In place or conquering I
Idueth.
Tho same opinion Is heard In every quarter
rroin tuose wuo appreciate uacoatn water.
Health Is natnre's greatest boon.'
And cannot be secured too soon.
When Impaired, w linte'er the cause.
aiaeoetn-- ' win cure ny nature's laws.
Rheumatic anguish It will ease,
lis antacid properties the pains appease.
In kidney troubles, with action brief.
'Twin give us permanent and sure relief.
What pleasure can a person find
When trouoled with disease of anr kind
"atacbetb. Mineral Water," beyond
alt question
win cure uyspepsia ana inaigesuon.

WW

Tho Danger Cornea
Pre Pills.
:n cases ot typhoid fever, diphtheria and other
Send your address to II. E. Buckleo
diseases, when tae patient bas beon & Co., Chicago and get a free sample
reduced in flush, and strength, and begins the box of Dr.
Kiog's New Life Pills. A
toilsome climb to health. Here Hood's Sarsa
trial will convince you of their merits,
parllla finds its place. It enriches the blood, These
pills arc easy in their aotiort and
strengthens tfie nerves, &lres tone to the di
are particularly effective in tbe oure of
who- - 'v-tegestive organs, and builds up
and Sick Headache. For
II !' PlUa are the best after-dinn- er
puis, Constipation
Malaria and Liver troubles tbey have
assist digestion, cure headaehe. 35c. a box.
B. C. Fittenger,
-

Luxugoft, White Hands with Shapely Nails,
riant Hair with Clean, Wholesome Scalp, produced by Cotiocba Soap, the most effective
skis purifying and beautifying soap in the
world, as well as purest and sweetest, for
toilet, bath, and nursery. The only preventive
of inflammation and clogging of tbe Fobbb. i

W. M. Repine, editor Xiskilwa, 111.,
"Chief," says: "Ws won't keep bouse
without Dr. King's New DIsoovery for
Consumption, Coughs and Colds. Experimented with many others, but
never got the true remedy until we
used Dr. King's New Disnovery.
No
other remedy can take its plaoe in our
home, as in it we have a certain and
sura cure for Coughs. Colds, Whoop.
lag Uougb, etc" It Is Idle to experiment with other remedios, even if
tbey are urged on you as jnst as good
as Dr. King's New Discovery. Tbey
are not as good, because tba remedy
bas a reoord ot cures and besides Is
to
It never falls
guaranteed.
satisfy. Trial bottles, 10 cents, at
Petten Drug Co's. drug
Murphey-Va- n
store; at wholesale by Browne ft Man.
isDares Co. Regular size 60 cents and
$1.00.
MACBETH MINKRAL WATER.

Jack Deboo and J. N. Tboll, who
bave been interested together in mining
near Golden, bave dissolved and the
nve-ioHuntington mill wblcb was
owned by Mr. Tboll, has been sold to
Carley & Aranda, owners of the "Gold
btandard" claim.
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The True Reaaedy,

OP VICTORY.

It Finds a Striking Counterpart la Recant
Werld Triumph.

That's the whole secret .n V
word. We can cure no disease
unless we can keep up the patient's strength. And there's
only one way to do that feed
him. But if the system refuses
food? Then use SCOTT'S
Oil
EMULSION of
with Hyoophosphitesw It (rocs
STRAIGHT TO THS BLOOD,
stops the wasting, rekindles
the vital fire, makes new flesh
and so renders a hopeful fight
Cod-liv-

VALUE
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first-elm-
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beifwith,

Modish Millinery.

Pattern Hats
anleb-speln-

Las Vegaa Oommandery, so. .
communication,
second
month
visiting Knights cordla!fy weN
JOH HILL, . O.
"f8"1
H. Hofhiistkb. Beo.
.-.-

LfSfSASOODNOILNO.

il,

Ko-- al

and

convocation
third Monday of each month. Sanctuar- la
Masonic temple.
Gao.
T. Godlp,
G. A. BOTBOBB,
T I If
Recorder.
-- i?La.eB!.T,,,,inf tn8or are eordiaili In- these bodies.

Baejtern Star '
R?1",J.oonlmnnlootlon seoond and fonr
Mas. p. H. Sporlbdbr,
worthy Matron.!
Mrs. Kmma Benedict, Treasurer.
All visiting brother,
and sisters cordial!
luvlted.
Hiss ltLANoiia hoiboks See.

i mi ran
Ward Block, Railroad Ave.,

Mrs. Wm. Goin, Prop.
Tables Sorved With

Eftmeiss

m mm m

na

Cooked atid Served in tbe

Kitoest Order
Meals, 25c. Board by week, $ 5,
Arltla trill convince you of tba merits Q
THS U.QVXL RK3TAUBANT,

THE DAILY OPTIC.

AFTER MAN Y YEARS. f"
luo

The People's Paper.
NIIVV
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THREE MEN ACCUSED OF MURDERING A YOUNU GIRL.

Finest CLIIATK in the VOBI.

mistake to believe that the
devil kceys the busiest In the Blums,
U Ih n

The poorest man may give as much
as the richest, If he will give all he can
Commonly we say a Judgment falls
upon a man for something In him we
cannot abide.
,

The Victim Was Demented unit a Dettf
mute uer iieuu vat Upen with a.
Hatchet and Her Remains lnuluoratotl
In a Chimney.

em

UGH SMITH, John
Shull and Samuel
Smith, farmers residing near New
Bloorafleld, Pa., in
Perry county, have
been arrested for a
murder that waa
committed twenty-eigyears ago.
The details of the al
e
leged crime are
victim being a

no more crucial test of
There
man's piety than to have him chase his
hat in a wind storm.
1

ht

At last account Sam Jones, who says
he Is fighting the devil at Atlanta, was
sparring for an opening.
As the late lamented mother of the
Mikado of Japan bossed her son's 500

.wives, they are likely to greatly miss
their mother-in-la(

.

Bir J. Blundell Maple is the good
man who has given $500,000 to a Lon
don hospital.
The growth of this
eort of Maples may well be encour
aged.
A

a

Montana legislator has introduced

bill making it unlawful to sell a drink

of intoxicating liquor on credit. Here
is an iconoclast indeed. Such a law,
rightly enforced, would create a drouth
in numerous localities.
, Among the curlouB and suggestive
surnames in a certain county In North
Missouri are the following: Red, White,
Blue, Green, Gray, Brown and Black.
There are also Kings, Queens, Earls,
Dukes, Marquises and Lords. In animated nature are to be found Wrens
Birds, Crows, Hawks, and also Haw
kins and Fowlers. Among quadrupeds
are Wolfe, Lamb, Lyon, Bull, Stier and
Redheffer.
At one time in a county
in western Kansas there lived Red- wine, Sourbeer. Drybread and Pan

cake.

Marie Corelli is, according to a Lon-- '
don writer, a petite blonde, with blue-gra- y
eyes, a short, rather aquiline nose,
and quantities of fluffy, flaxen hair, arranged in curls over her forehead and
ceiled becomingly round the back of
She
her smajl and shapely head.
dresses with Parisian elegance, and
when at home wears "a clinging bebe
frock of liberty silk, with turquoise
butterflies and emerald butterflies
pinned into the lace about the throat,
or else trailing garments of sheeny

;

satin and shimmering plush."

Col. John Hay's "Pike County Bal-- .
lads" are being quoted in England just
y now as showing what manner of man
is to represent us at St. James. If the
Briton expects to find in Col. Hay a
'; raw
American, of the Joaquin Miller
j
v type, who despises book larnin', he will
'
be mistaken. Colonel Hay has, so to
cnnnlr
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girl,

mute. Her name was Mellnda Synder,
and she was the daughter of Farmer
David Synder, a resident of Liberty
valley. Several months ago the attention of District-Attorne- y
Kell of Perry
county was brought to this case, and,
after careful investigation, he ordered
the arrest of Hugh Smith on the charge
of murder.
Information was made
against Smith before S. B. Trostle by
Elias Synder, a brother of the murdered girl, and Smith was taken into
custody by Constable Lewis Bistllne
and District-Attorne- y
Kell at his home
in Liberty valley, and taken to New
Bloomfield and lodged in Jail. He is a
man of about 73 years of age. When
the warrant was read to him he ex
claimed: "My God! This, after twenty-eight
years!" He then Inquired if
another man had also been arrested,
adding: "He had as much to do with
it as I." Two days later John Shull,
a cousin of Hugh Smith, and Samuel
Smith, a brother of the prisoner, were
arrested and placed in prison as ac
cessories after the fact.
Mellnda Snyder, aged 20 years, was
a poor,
deaf mute. She
was in the habit of wandering about and refused to allow her to talk. This
the neighborhood and spending much is believed to have been a confession
of her time away from home.
On' of the murder she saw her husband
Sunday afternoon In March, 18C9, she commit for which he has been arrestdisappeared from home, and has never ed. Shull's arrest is made on the
been seen since by her family. The ground that he was an accomplice
evening of the day of her disappear after the fact. Sam Smith's arrest is
also as an accessory.
ance a saw mill in the neighborhood
burned to the ground, and it was sup
Cool.
posed she had set fire to the mill and
In one of Nansen's first mighty
perished In the flames. The recollection of the poor creature's sad death
expeditions, he entered
had almost been effaced by time when the Naerodal, where avalanches come
now it Is again recalled by the start crashing down as thunder and lightling and sensational exposures, which ning do in other places. In the bottom
led to the arrest of Hugh Smith on of the valley, says tradition, the force
the charge of having most foully mur of the
has been known to
dered the girl, and with the aid of ac- carry people from one side of the fiord
complices destroyed the evidences of to the other. Here, at Gudvangen, Ilea
his terrible crime by burning the body. a great stone which came leaping from
snow-shoei-

lila aai.1v nffnrta

as a writer of dialect. He has in recent
years printed occasionally a poem In
conventional. English, not distinguish- able from quantities of verse which ap-- ..
pear in American and EngliBh period-;'- ,
teals. But he is rarely or never classi-- .
fled as an American poet. He writes an
occasional "piece" because he likes it,
but he belongs to the school of Gilder,
Johnson and company, and is anything
but aggressive in what may be called
literary Americanism. It will be better
for the Briton not to think of Col. Hay
as a man of. letters at all, but as a gen-- I,
tleman of culture, a polished man of
the world, with a deftness in affairs,
with high knowledge of public usage,
who has done nothing of consequence,
outside of his history of Lincoln, slm'
ply because "it has not been necessary
for him to hustle." '.

The statistical abstract of the United
States, prepared under the direction ol
the secretary of the treasury, and Just
Issued by that authority, has among its
many tabulated statements the
ing in regard to the decline in prices
of domestic Iron. The figures cover
each calendar year from 1850 to 1895.
The quotations on No. 1 anthracite
foundry pig Iron at Philadelphia In
1850 were $20.88; In 1864, 159.25;
in
Bar
1887, $20.92, and in 1895, $13.10.
iron, best rolled, at Philadelphia in
1850 was quoted at $59.54; in 1864 at
.' $146.46;
in 1882, $61.41; in 1892, $41.89,
jind In 1895, $30.02. Iron rails, standard" sections, at mills In Pennsylvania
In the year 1850 were quoted at $47.88;
jln 1864 at $126; In 1873 at $76.67, and in
1883 at $45.50.
Steel rails were not
made in commercial quantities' before
the year 1. 'l, and at that date at mills
, In Pennsylvania were quoted at $166.
In 1873 they had dropped to $120; In
1879 to $48.25; In 1880 they made
a
jump to $67.50; in 1889 they had de- clined to $29.25, and in 1895 to $24.33.
The best prices of wire nails per keg
of 100 pounds from factory, f. o. b. Chicago, in 1887 were $3.15; in 1892 they
haA fallen tn 41 id an A In 19.QK
nod
'
risen
to $1.69. The ups and downs of
"
these values are to be traced to various causes. It is, however, noticeable
that the downward trend has been
more steady and less erratic.
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AN UNCONSCIOUS

The Watch Changed Pocket Becmlng-I'
with No Help.
"Did yon ever pick a man's pocket
unintentionally?" asked a young man
about town of a party of acquaintances
with whom he was chatting in a theater
lobby, says the Philadelphia Record,
"Well, I did. It happened a few days
ago, and if my 'victim" hadn't been a
particular friend of mine it would havebeen decidedly embarrasHlng, to say the
least. You will probably say that the
accident could never have happened lu
the way it did, but I can bring wit
nesses to prove what I say. I was
standing In a Baloon on South Penn
y

talking to an acquaintance,
when I felt a tug at the back of the
long frock coat I wore. I paid no par
ticular attention to it, for the place was
crowded any many people before had
pushed me. In a moment, however,
somebody touched me on the shoulder
and said: 'Give me my watch, Jack.'
I looked around and found the speaker
to be a great friend of mine. 'I haven't
got your watch, Jim,' I said. 'Oh, come
off,' said he, 'you pulled it out of my
pocket as I passed you.' He was very
Berlous about it and so I became serf,
ous, too. I protested that I couldn't
possibly have taken the watch, and my
first friend bore me out. Finally Jim
said he thought his chain might have
caught upon one of the buttons at the
back of my coat. I put my hand back
and felt something in the tall pocket,
whose opening was Just under the two
useless buttons which tailors tack on
there. I reached in and there was Jim's
wach sure enough. The timepiece had
been yanked out of Jim's pocket into
mine. Fact, s'help me."
square

DON'T VERSUS DOESN'T.
Urammatiral Oddities That Clrata Upon
the Ear of Educated Reader.
The subject of pronunciation has
been up for discussion a good deal
of late. The following
regarding
"don't" and "doesn't" should be of interest, coming from the best authority,
says an exchange: Don't is like dropping the final g of the present participle, a vulgarity of people of culture.
Thackeray and Anthony Trollope constantly place it, along with ain't for
"am not," or "is not," in the mouths of
their highly bred characters. The late
prince consort used it. I recollect
quoting from memory from his "Life,"
by Sir T. Martin that, speaking of the
Princess Beatrice as an infant, the
prince wrote: "She doesn't like it."
Other corruptions are, or were, 'em for
"them," Hawyut for "Harriet," chawyet
for "chariot," yallow for "yellow," tos-sfor "tassel," Lunnon for "London,"
Roome for "Rome," goold for "gold,"
obleege for "oblige." The first duke of
Wellington, as I have been told, always said obleege. It certainly does

.

The Victor (Colo;) Times says, "Rev.
Mr. L. is expected to arrive in Victor
this evening. He will o.stpy the pulthe Rev. Mr. M., vnose brokerpit of
'
age business now Jequires his entire
time, rendering it impossible for him
to fulfill his duties as pastor." Rev.
Mr. M. evidently believes in laying up
a few treasures also where moth and
ruBt doth corrupt.
All we've got to say is that we are
sorry for that Brahmin boy who has
to tote the soul of the late Madam
around with him through life.
Bla-vats-

is proposed to make a farm of
part of Jackson Park, Chicago, that
the children of the city may be taught
farming. This is a good idea. There
is a great deal of farming land in
Chicago, and it should certainly be
tilled, not only by the presant generation, but by the one that is now growing up.

It

The Prince de Chimay offers to send
the princess her favorite poodle if she
will remit 2,000 francs. It would really
be a kindness to the dog to relieve him
cf the society of such a man.

HOME OF
MADISON.
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ON THE "NEW YORK"

FOR BLOCADE RUNNERS.'

effect.
A good shot," then, has an interest
that is something far more tnan pic- -

torial. It is an object lesson in the
effectiveness of our gunnery. The shot
turret guns of
from one of the
the New York strikes within a few feet
of the target, a small mark that dances
on the waves. Had the target been a
torpedo boat, it would have been blown
to atcms.
The scene pictured represents a piece'
of exciting night service. The harbor
of Charleston is shut up in close
blockade. .The squadron is on the
watch for blockade runners. The ships
signal to each other by means of skyrockets, that they may keep their distances. Each ship, from its high, reshoots out huge
volving search-light- s,

beams of sinister and dazzling radiance, which go feeling hither and thither over the darkness of the waves. It
would be a lucky blockade-runnthat
could evade the clutch of these gigantic and ghostly fingers. Once revealed,
there would be small hope of escaping
the fire that would be instantiv mn.
centrated upon the rash adventurer.
me Vesuvius undertook to slip out of
the harbor, and was neatly trapped.
In the war of the future, blockade-runnin- g
is not likely to be a
popular or
profitable enterprise, unless some great
advance Is scored in the submarine
boat. From the Illustrated

The facts revealed are that on tne
afternoon of the day Melinda Synder
disappeared she called at the home of
Hugh Smith, where she remained for
some time.. She was finally ordered
out of the house by Smith. This Smith
admits, and says that the last he saw of
her she was crossing the fields after
leaving the house.
From the information received by
District-Attorne- y
Kell, it appears she
returned to the house and Smith, It
is claimed, became so enraged at her
refusal to go home, that he seized a
hatchet and struck her In the head,
almost instantly killing her. After the
fatal blow had been struck, it is further
charged, he and his accomplices devised means to hide the body. They
set fire to the sawmill above referred
to so as to attract the attention of the
whole neighborhood to the scene of
While it was burning the
the fire.
body of the 'murdered girl was carried
under cover of the darkness of night
across the field and through the woods
to an old, abandoned field, which was
thickly overgrown with scrub oaks and
pines, where stood an old, unoccupied
house. In this house there was a large,
A large
stone chimney.

the very crest of the mountain, and
went like a cannon-ba- ll
through both
walls of the first house In its path, and
then through roof and wall of the next,
in
death
its
carrying
path.
Tho
evil
of
the
reputation
'
did
not
Nansen
make
place
nervous or even cautious. In the heart
of Laerdal he sat down and ate his
breakfast. The debris of a great avalanche lay all around. He sat listening
to the roar of the cataract, when suddenly he was roused by a voice:
'
"You are sitting in the track of the
avalanche! And you've picked out the
worst possible place, too!"
"Oh, I should hear it coming!" said
Nansen.
t,
"It comes like a
that's how
It comes!" and the man hurried by.
Nansen went on with his breakfast.
Then another snow-shoappeared,
driving at top speed.'
"This is no place for any one who
values his life!" he called, and was
gone like a flash.
But the explorer carried on his picnicking unmoved. When his hunger
was quite assuaged, he moved on, but
not before.

grate upon the ear to hear don't used
for "doesn't," and yet we find It used
in "Pickwick Papers," in the song
which Mr. Wardle sings on Christmas
eve at the Manor farm, Dingley Dell:

Since the first American warship set
out on her first cruise, American seamen have prided themselves on their
gun practice. For our naval triumphs
in the War of 1812 we have chiefly our
gunners to thank. In those great sea- duels which astonished the world by
their outcome our gunnery quite out
ranked that of our antagonists; our
guns were better served; they shot
shot farther, shot more accurwill be deately. The next
cided, not by the weight of metal flred,
but by the 'weight of metal that takes
sea-batt- le

rifle-sho-

er

i.

HERE Is one spot
in the United States

from which can he
seen the homes of
four of its presidents. That spot is
in Orange county,
where,
Virginia,
standing on the
summit of a little
hill, one has within
range or vision
Montebello, the birthplace of Zachary
Taylor; Ash Lawn, the early home of
r,
Monroe; James Madison's stately
and Montlcello, the
home of Thomas Jefferson. The' two
latter are twenty miles or more apart,
but Madison and Jefferson were considered neighbors at that time, when a few
miles more or less made no difference,
and a morning call lasted all day long.
The two men were always warm friends
and political associates, and there was
much visiting between their homes.
Nowadays the name of Montlcello is almost as familiar as that of Jefferson
himself, but the home of Madison does
not seem to be so well known. Mont- peller stands on a slight eminence about
four miles from Orange Court House,
facing the long line of the Blue Ridge
Mountains in the distanc
The broad
pediment portico, upheld by stately
Doric columns, has on both sides the
long wings of the bouse which give It
the appearance, as it were, of "holding
out open arms to welcome the coming
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Mont-pelie-

well-kno-

Mrs. Madison.

' My sister was tif'Ilicteil with eruptions
around her ears which kept KoU'iK
worse and spreading until they became
very painful. We made up our minds
we must do Rotnetliinff for her, and wo
procured a bottle of Hood's Snrsaparilla.
She continued tukinj; it until she was
Conentirely cured." Nauia Dunning,

cord, Wisconsin.

Hood'sfuet Sarsaparilla
True Blood rurifler.
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HALL'S
Vegetable Sicilian
HAIR REN EWER
Beautifies and restores Gray
Hair to its original color and
prevents baldness;
vitality;
cures itching and dandruff.
A fine hair dressing.
vl p. Hall & Co., Props., Nashua, N. H.
buld by all imiKglsts.
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She was brought up

cording to the strictest rule of tn
Quaker church in Philadelphia, and little Dolly Payne, tripping to school in
her demure Quaker bonnet and quiet
drab gown, was as different from dash
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WILL KEEP YOU DRY.
Don't be fooled with a mackintosh
or rubier coat. If youwantacoat
that will ke4p you dry in the hardest storm buy the Fish Brand
If not for sale In your
Slicker.
town, write for catalogue to
A. J. TOWER, Boston,
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PRESI-DEN-

Where Hi Uody Now Kentr The Spanlaii
Lawn aud Fine Tree That Surround
the House Madlaou'a Kiperleutse with

MONTPELIER,

J?
ijr1'

CEAUTIFUL

the fourth president of the United
Suites, under a handsome granite shaft,
on which is cut in large black letters
the one word, "Madison," and tho dates
of his birth and death. This monument was erected by private subscription, mostly in his own county. Many
years 'afterwards his wife's remains
were removed from Washington and
placed here by his side.
Over Moiitpeller, like the fragrance
of an old-tiflower, lingers the memory , of, Mrs.. Madison. "Sweet Dolly
Madison" she was called then, and it Is
ns "Sweet Dolly MadUon" that she him
gone down to history.
Madison, when member of Cougres
from Virginia, met in Philadelphia Mistress Todd, a dashing widow of a brilliancy and beauty seldom equaled. Oh,
these widows! They betwitched us
then as they bewilder us now! Perhaps even a little more, for in reading the history of those early days one
cannot but be struck with the number
of widows one comes across. They held
right royal sway and were undisputed
belles. What became of the girls until
they themselves became widows it is
difficult to discover.
In sooth, they
seem modestly to have held back, while
their widowed sisters reaped noble triumphs on the field of conquest. Of the.
first four presidents three Washington, Jefferson and Madison married
widows, and many others among the
prominent men of that day followed the
Madison's marprevailing fashion.
riage to the sprightly Widow Todd took
place in 1794 at Harewood, her sistorM
home in West Virginia. This sister had
married 'George Steptoe Washington,
nephew to George Washington. It has
fallen to the lot of few women to go
through as varied a career as that of
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chopped up In pieces and burned. It
is aiioKed that, while the body was
a pot of meat was hung
over the fire, so that in case the murderers wore surprised in their ghastly
work the smell of burning flesh might
be attributed to the cooking meat.
TLey were not discovered, and to all
appearances the evidence of a most
cruel murder was forever destroyed.
Evidence in possession of District-Attorne- y
Kell shows that Shull was
called into the tragedy at the last moment, and it is believed to have assisted in disposing of the body when
the searching party was on the mountain nearby. It is said by District-Attorne- y
Kell that the body was tem
porarily buried, and fearing it would
be discovered Shull was pressed into
service and flre3 John Kendig & Company's sawmill to divert the attention
of the searching party. Miss Snyder,
although but a girl of 20 years, weighed over 200 pounds, and it required
two men to handle the body. During
the confusion attendant on the burning mill the body was chopped up and
Smith denies this and deburned.
clares he was unaware that a sawmill,
located less than fifty rods from his
house, had burned down that night until the next day. He says he was out
of the house the Sunday evening the
gill came to his house, although a
prayer meeting was held at the home
of his parents, Just across the way.
He says he drove the girl away but
used no force. The last he saw of her
was when sue was standing in the
meadow some distance away from the
house. Hugh Smith is 73 years of age,
served in the late war as quartermaster
of Company
F, 208th Pennsylvania
Volunteers.
He has been twice married, has ten children living and three
dead. His eldest child is 38 years of
age, while the youngest is two years.
His second wife is about 38 years old.
The first wife on her deathbed, it is
claimed
by District-Attorne- y
Kell,
wanted to tell something, but her husband drove the people out of the room
I

er

''

"And love that's too strnng why, it
don't last long,1
As many have found to their pain."
In East Anglia they say "you don't
ought" and "he didn't ought," which,
though true, is slightly ungrammatical.

HOME

OP PRESIDENT

guest." One of these wings, with the
gardens and offices attached to it, was
devoted exclusively to the use of old
Mrs. Madison, the president's mother,
who lived to a great age. Here Bhe led
a quiet life, near to her children, but
apart from the gay throng with which
the house was often filled. The front
door has acquired a quaint, old-tilook from the high, pointed cornice
over it. Inside the house is large and
furnished plainly, but
commodious,
richly, and everything is arranged with
a view to comfort, rather than ornament. But the especial beauty of
Montpelier is its magnificent trees,
many of them hoary with age, which
shut the old house in with a sort of pro.
tecting tenderness from the outside
world. To the right Is an avenue of
spruce pines, planted under the per
sonal supervision of Madison, and not
far away a grove of ancient walnut
trees, .under whose shade a solemn
quiet reigns, and the grass is always
green. Near the house is a majestic
oak, which is so large that a horse
placed on one side of it cannot be seen
from the other. This has been criti
cally tested by many people, among
them President Hayes when he visited

MADISON.

Ing Dolly Madison as if they had been
two persons instead of one and the
same. But the demure Quaker bonnet
could not conceal the beauty and fascln
ation beneath it, and she soon had admirers galore. She married one of
these, John Todd by name, a member
of the Society of Friends and a rising
young lawyer.and until his death about
three years later, lived the life of a so
ber Quaker matron. After mourning him
for some time she threw off her quiet
garb and bloomed out one of the most
bewitching belles of her city until she
left it to go to Montpelier, as the bride
of James Madison.
Here she remained
untu Maaison ' became Secretary of
State under Jeff erson, and she left her
quiet country home for the gay lif at
the capital. Traveling then was not
what it is now; steamboats were few,
railroads unheard of, and a Journey
must needs be taken on horseback or
in a coach. Mrs. Madison carried much
of her household furniture with her
and commanded frequent stops on the
way,;tp rest her weary horses, so the
length of time it took to make the trij.
seems almost incredible to us of
.
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Send You

"To

t California
J and

back?"
It Is the name of a
winter or summer tour, and an entertaining Illustrated descriptive book.
The book Id free; the.
trip is not. You can,
however, reach Culiforuia
over the

'

Santa Fe Route
AAdrtts
W. J Black
O.P.A.,
A. T. it S.F.

as cheaply as via any
other line, with bptter
and more speedy Rervlce.
Our Improved Pullman
tourist sleepers meet the
requirements of those
who seek, economy without sacritiee of any essential comfort.
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During the eight years that followed,
her
house was, with the exception of
ha.
Montpelier, accompanied by his Cab! the White House, the best
Tnpekn
known in
Kawtue.
net, in 1878.
Or
and whenever Jefferson's
J. P. Bill,
At one end of the avenue of pines to Washington,
were absent Mrs. Madison
Gen. Agent
daughters
we
is
ice
referred above,
an
which
Venver Col,
presided over the presidential recup- house, dug in the ground according to
the Virginia fashion. Over it is a
dainty little Doric temple, in which
Madison often spent long summer
CURE YOURSELF!
mornings, reading or conversing with
Vm Hie 1 f.,r i.nn..1PBt
in toftdijiA I discharges, iutlammatione.
his friends. One of the traditions
Ouraiitced VI
"
...
atrietur.
i
which the good folk of the neighborhood delight in telling is about this ice
tlTHE EVANS UHEMICHCo.
or poiKonuun.
eat
VOINCmNHTI.O.f- "-1
Sold
house, which was the first ever heard
Drugtrlat.
In ntaln wrnmi.
v v V.B.A. 7 r or Sent by
of in that section. The negroes could
by exDreBB. nrennM
fur
or 3 bottifis, I2.7S.
not believe their ears when ordered to
vircuiar lent oa request
fill It with Ice early in the winter, and
the overseer, himself filled with doubt,
E. E. BURLING AME'S
straightway attempted to dissuade his
master from so useless an undertaking.
ASSAY OFFICE laboratory''
Madison was greatly amazed at this find
Kutabllshed in Colorado. 1B66. Bamplei by mall cf
man
iced
an
the
laughingly promised
express will receive prompt and careful attention
mint Julep on fhe next Fourth of July,
GOLD AND SILVER BULLION
in exchange for his largest turkey the
Redned, Melted and Aueyed or Purchased.
following Christmas. Tq this the over
Address. 1736 and 173S Uwrtoca St. DENVER. C0L&
seer willing agreed, deeming his turkey
On the "Glorious
perfectly safe.
Fourth" Just enough ice remained in
MRS. JAMES MADISON.
the straw to fill the compact, and MadiIn Old Age.
son told the story with great glee to his
friends while carving a fine, large tur- tions and levees. She
M. I. SMITH.
pniaiDMT.
possessed a most
ORES SOLO ON THE
key for his Christmas dinner.
remarkable memory and never forgot a:
Denver, Colo.
public market.
During the summer months the In face or miscalled a name a
mates of Montpelier spent most of Which served her well when she faculty
herself
their time on the spacious lawn in front became mistress ot the White House
We want one agent in this Connty to
of ihe house, and often had dinner ty 1810. Washington
eclltofttmiiiea.
Beatpnyingarticleon
Irving, in one of AGENTS AArt.h.
A.i.lraa.
ar his letters, describes Mrs.
served under a large,
W.n.,.ll...n..
Madison at ULVZ.A CUEM, CO.,
Wellington, B.C.
bor. In one of Mrs. Madison's letters, this time as a "fine,
pretty busom
I TIIONK
Wll H U K
written on a hot July day rlf
dame, with a smile and a pleasant wora
against tho lid, winni'lil
we
she
had
wm wnie to Viiih,,
says: "Yesterday
years ago,
xor everyDoay.
Few ever came within
. ..
... "
f ll'III'll. I'miBi.... n..l tn.n..
ninety people to dine with us, at one her sunny presence without bpinir St.. Washington,
they will receive a proin'nt reply.
l.c,
table, fixed under the arbor. Only a charmed with her, and the
ENSiONS. PATENTS T.I AIMS.
half dozen of them stayed all night, but goodness of her heart showed natural
itself on
WASHINGTON.
D.a
I am less worried about a hundred many an occasion.
tou HNW
Eiamlner B.V ?enion Bureau.
Prlaupal MORRIS,
3 JTS. lu last
r, ljajiuulcatiiis cliuu. uttv. uuot.
in Washguests here than twenty-fiv- e
ington, in summer especially. I truly
"1
NEW DISCOVERY; n
A Bird Thief.
believe a country home is thi happiest
muck rclk-- tin .
i'.hch.
emi fur luiok r;f
hnmi
V
.ml 111 iluv.1
and most independent in all vt wortd."
London thief has been dofn
"Olit.mcflt
Itr. II.H.i;lKI..VHNPN4,
nnm. lift.
About a quarter of a mile from the thriving business by
providing him-sern.aw
house is the family burying ground.
with a hook attached to a linn
Dr. McCrpw ea ee and dlmrli-i-a- S(which Is so surrounded by trees that by means of which he managed, frnm Jf'arn'
pxteri.'
1'. U. Ilea 70S ok "I'l i!m
fjien Only
many of the gravestones have been the flat roofs, to secure bird caaj with
thrown out of line by their spreading their inmates, which he sold at great W. N, U. -DENVER.NO.
root. In thisnpot lie the remains of proflt on hiK investment.
Wlll'll VVHlliltf 13 IHlVlTtlsels. 1HVHH.
,! Iluil
Tou aaw (lie a'veritMiUFiit
in tills iihi'kt.
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Denver Public
Works,

vine-cover-

Nobleat of Them All.
Certain residents of the state o(
Washington recently discovered, growing on the slope of the Cascade mountains, the most magnificent fir tree
ever beheld by human eyes. It towered 465 feet in the air, was 34 feet in
diameter at the base, and not a branch
sprang from the noble column until
the height of 220 feet was reached
The tree was perfectly sound in everj
'

part.
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Over 300,000 fruit trees were planted
in Otero county, Colorado, last year,
and it is expected that more than
000 will be plan'frt this year.
t
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CHINESEASSASSINS.

lt Is Fald to Iinvrt lc"n "Little Pete,"
ton, who thouulu of irj'lng to enlist
Minister Yantf Yu In Washington, on
FEUa B&TWtEN TWO the Emu Yup shin. Ueprescntutlom
otUHST SOCIETIES.
wern niude to the minister which
caused hi in to remove Cousul General
Ltil and Vice Consul Chang, of San
Til Trouble Hat
Finally
llcon
inUK..u . i
to appoint Fung Wing
iJiariiite Tli, t'hlneaa Frunclsco, and
Hong and King Owyang in their pluces.
Mlnl.ter at Wn.hlnstou Aeke.1 to I
Fung was a family connection of Pete'i
terfore.
and among the Chinese, where family
Is of the greatest
importance, this
HE eye of all Chi meant much.
The new Vice Consul
namen In tha Unit Is a graduate of Yale. The See Yup
ed States have late are exceedingly bitter against him.
been
turnod They declare that he is neither an
ly
toward WaHhlngton American nor a Chinaman, and that hli
In eager expecta sole business is to make mischief.
Tha See Yups retaliated for these ag
Hon.
Events are
going forward there gressions by declaring a boycott
of the first import- against the Sam Yups. They sent out
ance to the sub agents to all the cities to prevent busijects of His Coles- ness dealings between the two societies,
. tlal
Highness the ana, as they were numerically and
Emperor, Upon the result may depend financially much Btronger than their
the fate of the Six Companies, and the rivals, the Sam Yups at once began
system
which
has
up to sutler severely.
grown
around
They appealed to Pete's relative, the
them, to
which, China
men look as an American looks Consul General, who, in turn, sent
to the Constitution. If the Six Com- Btrong representations to the minister.
The See Yups declare that he misreppanies disband, as they have decided
to do should the present conditions resented the facta in the most fla
continue, every Chinaman will be grant manner. However that may be,
thrown upon his own resources, to bo Yang Yu issued orders that the boy- cheated and robbed and murdered with-

.........,..,,

ftSP
St"1'

out redress or retribution except
through the American courts. The appeal which Is being made by the lead-er- a
of the See Yups to Minister Yang
Yu represents a final effort to save the
political fabric of the Chinese In the
United States. How the structure has
been weakened and finally split by the
growth of dark and mysterious secret
VVt
societies, wMch have Involved the leaders in bloody feuds, Is a story which
only a Chinaman could tell in all Its
183 A
detailB and no Chinaman would think
for an instant of telling It. Enough
haa become known to enable a general
outline of the trouble to be given. The
first of the six companies was founded
for mutual benefit and protection by
the Chinese who led the way across the
Pacific.
They found themselves in a
strange land, surrouuded by men whose
CHING WANG WAY.
customs they could not understand and
(Also Sentenced to Die.)
whose way of thinking they could not
adopt Therefore they clung to their cott must be declared off at once. He
own ways and organized themselves inwas forced to repeat the message, and
to a company on the tribal plan as It to back It up with instructions em
still exists in China, where the family powering Consul Heng to act before it
clan is ruled by its head. Those who was heeded. AH this time the highcame later started other companies, un- binders were busy and murders were
til there were six, and these combined. frequent.
Their authority regulates dealings beThe See Yups complain that Contween Chinamen, taxes them, protects sul Heng poisoned the mind of Minthem, brings them over or send them ister Yu against them. The Minister
home.
wag cuuvincea mac tney were a so
Then came the secret societies,
ciety of vagabonds, of no importance,
of parent organizations in Chi- and that their objects, instead of bena, impenetrable to foreigners. Some ing charitable and philanthropic, were
of them had mutual benefit for their really treasonable. He was informed
object, others vice and crime, others that they were disciples of Dr. Sun
murder, and still others concerned Yat Sen, the rebel who escaped from
themselves with the web of treasonable Canton to California and afterward
political intrigue which overspreads went to London. He was seized there
China. Two of these, the See Yup and by agents of the Chinese Minister and
the Sam Yup societies, at last became shut up in the Legation. The Minis
involved in the feud which has induced ter wanted to send him to China to
be executed, but Lord Salisbury made
the present crisis.
The See Yup society is Incorporated a peremptory demand which secured
under the laws of California. Its cer- his release. The Minister excused himtificate sets forth that its purposes are self by saying that he thought he had
a right to do what he pleased with
, fiood.the relief of the poor and the sick,
Chinese subjects wherever found.
education, the finding of employment,
Apparently Minister Yu, or at least
and the protection of its members. It
fa rnmnnspd nf fnnr of t.hft Six f!omrm- - Consul General Heng, entertained the
nles the Ning Yung, Kong Chow, Hop same belief. Heng, in October acting
Wo and Shu Hing. Of the other two under Instructions from Washington,
companies one is said to be independ- he said, asked Chief of Police Crowent, with See Yup leanings, and the ley, of San Francisco, to break up the
other constitutes the rival society of headquarters of the See Yups. The
Chief refused, though Heng offered to
the Sam Yups.
The See Yups claim the wealth and indemnify him in the sum of $10,000.
then secured the services of a
Intelligence of the Chinese In America. Heng
band of private detectives, led by FerdFong Yo Kaing is their president, who inand Callendan.
Armed with axes and
Fong Yo Kaing is their president, and
attacked the headhammers,
they
who
Lee
are
Chow,
them
Kaing
among
tore down the banners,
is worth $3,000,000; Lee Fook, credited quarters, the
furniture and wrecked
smashed
whose
Shal
Shung,
with $800,000; Wong
estimated at
fortune is $500,000; Chan Lee Doon, the place, doing damage
also wrecked the head$8,000.
Chlng Wang Wai, Yee Ho Chung; Yee quarters They
of the Ping Kong Tong, the
Hop Wo. Loui Shook and others well Masonic
society, and attacked those of
known in Chinese commerce.
Hoy Gock, a labor bureau.
The most conspicuous leader upon the Sing
were driven out by a mob. CalThey
Sam
of
that
the
other
Yups,
side,
the
lendan was arrested and convicted.
appears to have been the late Fung
In the trial Consul Heng denied that
as
"Little
known
Ching, commonly
he
had asked the Chief of Police to
'
Pete," of San Francisco. What Pete act. The Chief contradicted him flatly.
lacked in respectability he made up in The
proof of this duplicity will be
cunning. For money he manipulated laid before Minister Yu. The Minister,
horse
doctored
races,
smuggled
juries,
the See Yups say, by tha
his countrymen into the country and deceived,
of Consul Heng, sent to
stories
false
of
his
off
of
those
eocured the taking
of the leaders of
indictment
an
China
raw whom others were willing to pay the society, asking that action be
to h&ve put out of the way.
taken in their "ancestral homes"
There was a conflict of interests beagainst their relatives and business
How it be
tween th two societies.
connections. The original of. his complaint is written upon a single sheet
of paper. The translation covers ten
typewritten pages. The appeal was
heeded and a score of relatives were
arrested and imprisoned or forced to
flee to Hong Kong and the protection
of the British flag.
Among these were four sons of Lee
Fook, who are American citizenB, and
the relatives of Lee Kaing Chow. A
son and a brother of Chan See Doon
were imprisoned. A son and a broth
er of Wong Shal Shung, the cousins of
Lee Shook, the father and a son of
Gee Ho Chung and the relatives of Yu
Hon Wo shared the same fate. Some
of liiem were whipped and otherwise
tortured to make theim confess, and
the property of seventeen of them was

,vi
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confiscated.

SEE KAING CHOW.
(Condemned

to Die.)

there
gan is not material. Probably
were many reasons. It soon developed
into a feud which could not be checked
in the usual way, since the Six Companies were themselves Involved. Murder was the first weapon employed. The
See Yups secured two bands, or
Sue
"Tongs," of Highbinders, the
"Little Pete,"
Sings.
the
Hop
and
Sings
more.
for the Sam Yups, organized two
inA member of either faction who
other
the
of
wrath
especial
curred the
was reasonably sure to be found shot
or stabbed in some out of athe way
bullet
on
place. "Little Pete- put
and knife proof coat of mail, and pro-of
vided himself with a body guard

"The

Bobbera Invade a Convent,
Two men robbed the German CathoArk., the
lic convent at Fort
ne of the sisother morning and sht
ters. Sister Theresa was aroused at 3
o'clock by a noise in the kitchen and
started to investigate. She was in the
middle of the kitchen when a man
crouching behind a stov shot her In
the back of the head. The bullet
glanced from her skull and made only
a scalp wound, but Sister Theresa suffered a great nervous shock and loss of
blood. Other sisters found her unconscious on the floor when they ran into

the. kitchen after hearing the shot.
The burglars took flour, sugar, coffee,
etc. They cleaned out the larder completely. No clew to the burglars has
been obtained.

a
Six Companies had organized
Shocking Carelessness.
reform society on Parkhurst lines,
to
whose business it was by its agents
woman in New York was
Italian
An
ferret out the wickedness of Chinatown
wood on a fire escape of a
splitting
court.
In
and testify against offenders
an New York tenement, while Rocco De
"Little Pete" saw in this society
Viasc'o, aged 6, was playing in the yard
Instrument of warfare. He secured below. To split a tough piece of wood
men
appointhis
had
control of it, and
It across the railing
that the woman atlr.id with
ed as agents. The See Yups say
all her strength.
it
struck
and
criminfrom her hands
theie apents were themselves
slipped
The
when
nat
als. One thing is ccrtaln-tkeen ax descended with frightand
the
See Yup was arrested the testimony ful rapidity, striking the child square
oi.v-.v. ,.,
,.,
conclusive,
against mm
mesh-- a
ly on the beaci, kllling.liim instantlyI
if a Sam Yup tell into the
to When such accidents are made a crisa
ready
were
of the law the agents
wrelessness will cease.
feAtangle him.
le

,
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thftt nearly all persons sup- -'
t0 be klllH( by eitM.triety may be
roHUBcltated.
The general eTect of ft
CLAIMS MADE FOR RECENTLY severe current upon the body is a Bur
den arrest of the muscles which con
PATENTED INSTRUMENTS
trol breuthlng and the beating of the
heart. The arrest is caused by excite
What Artlllulal Iteaplnttlon May Do
nwnt of the corresponding nerve cen
Vital Flam Once ICxtliiguUlied Will tera of the brain.
Of course, death will
lie Kelgnlted lu Theae Wonderful Day surely occur unless efforts are Imme
of Suleutltlo Achievement.
diately made to resuscitate the patient
while in this state of sycope. The. al
OUBTLESS the ternating e'ectric current, usually re
most interesting of garded to be the most fatal of all, is
new inventions are found to produce this syncope in the
several instruments majority of cases.
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for rewinding the

delicate machinery
DESTRUCTION OF BIRDS.
of life after It has
Their
Migration Unuallr Attended br
run down, or, more
Ureat Lou of Life.
speaking,
literally
The long
migrations of
for bringing the
dead back to life, birds are attended by numberless perils
and great loss of life, says the Youth's
Bays a Washington
A dispatch from' Baton
correspondent of the St. Louis Globe Companion.
Democrat.
Heretofore Buch median Rouge, La., some time ago afforda a
isms have existed only in fiction or striking instance. One morning early
In the visions of those who have craved risers there witnessed a peculiar phe
nomenona shower of dead birds that
for earthly life eternal.
A trench physician has patented fell from a clear sky and literally clut
such a device in this country. It is to tered the streets. Thee were ducks.
be applied for the purpose of breath- catbirds, woodpeckers and many bird
ing renewed life Into bodies which are of strange plumage, some of them re
liefless, or apparently lifeless.
To sembllng, canaries, but all dead. The
use the words of the inventor, it is an fell in heaps along the thoroughfares
aerotherapeutical apparatus. A ves- The most plausible explanation of tho
sel Into which water Is poured is sur strange windfall, the sender of the dis- rounded by an air chamber and has patch thinks, Is that the birds were
fixed In it an upright tube surmounted driven inland by a recent severe storm
by a globe. In the center of the tube on the Florida coast. Doubtless they
Is a vacuum gauge. When the proper were caught by some sudden change of
valve is turned water in the upper weather while they were migrating at a
tube moves upward and downward, great height, perhaps severul miles
producing alternate inhalations and above the earth. Some Idea of the ex
exhalations in another tube leading to tent of the shower may be gathered
the free air.
By suitable mouth or from the fact that in one avenue chilnasal pieces the latter tube Is to be dren picked up as msny as 200 birds.
attached to the body of the subject,
The instrument being attached and
The Earthquake Coat.
The recent earthquake shock la Eng
put into operation, the lungs will be
filled with air and emptied at alternate land has brought about the Invention
intervals, corresponding In regularity of the most unique thing in wearing
with the natural expansion and con apparel the earthquake coat. Once
traction of the chest in normal breath enveloped in this extraordinary gar
Ing. Thus the blood may be supplied ment, a man may laugh at
earthquakes
with its necessary oxygen, and unless and snap bis fingers at volcanic
erupdecomposition has set in life may be tions. The coat reaches from the head
Kindled anew.
to the feet and is made of the heaviest
Still another Invention of this class cloth procurable. It is
really two coats,
Is that of a Brooklyn
physician. It is one over Uie other. The space between
an
chamber, suitable in size them is heavily padded and a hood,
for the accommodation of a man's with four inches of
padding. In the
body. It is connected with an air crown, goes with it Instead of buttons
rarefier and compressor, the controll there are clasps on the coat, so that It
ing mechanism of which is worked by can be fastened In a few seconds. On
a rotary shaft and crank. It is claim each side are ten pockets of various
ed that the subject inside may be
maif shapes and sizes, for the carrying of
to breathe when the Interior atrovislons. Eaca pocket is arranged for
mosphere is alternately rarefied anfl certain articles of food and together
compressed, his lungs, as well as the they will hold enough provisions for
chamber Itself, being filled and tbeh several days. The coat is designed for
emptied as the valves are kept work- use as a last resort only. The padding
ing.
is of sufficient thickness to give protecStill another Invention, that of a tion from falling objects while the
Buffalo man, is a bellows and
tube, the wearer is making bis escape. The gar
latter to be connected with the mouth ment need not be specially kept for
and nostrils. The tube before reach- earthquakes, as it would be equally
seful for boiler explosions or crossing
ing the subject passes through a small
which heats tBe air to the crowded thoroughfares. Philadelphia
stove,
semi-annu-

al

air-tig- ht

proper temperature.
An odd apparatus which may be Included in this category, is a sort of
corset, patented by a California man,
which while encircling the chest, may
be made to automatically compress and
let free the muscles of the thorax,
which control respiration.
The examining board of the
service has been considering the
advisability of adopting a resuscitating
machine, known as an insufflator, for
reviving drowned persons.
It involves an air pump, nasal and mouth
pieces, and a hypodermic apparatus.
Should the future develop improve
ments In the direction toward which
these inventions as well as the theories
of reliable medical
specialists are
pointing we may yet see the day when
our friends may be brought back to
life after several deaths and when life
may begun again by an external rather
When this
than an internal force.
happy day arrives the physician will
visit the deathbed, resuscltator in
hand, maintaining artificial circulation
and respiration, while at the same
time repairing or replacing the worn-oorgans. In these wonderful days
of scientific achievement there seems
to be no reason why the vital flame,
because once extinguished, cannot be
relgnited to once more put the delicate
animal mechanism in motion.
Up to this time physicians have accomplished little by attempts at resuscitation, except in cases of catalepsy, syncope, a few kinds of poisoning, drowning, hanging and other
forms of asphyxia and electrocution.
or direct method
The
now generally applied in such cases Ib
to place the patient upon his back and
to compress and expand his cheBt cavity by pressure of the hands. Renewed
life has been breathed into young children by what is known as the
The operator
insufllation.
places his mouth to that of the patient,
and by keeping up a systematic process of exhalation and inhalation
starts the latter's lungs to working
'
again.
Physicians now have hopes of resuscitating a drowned man after life had
been apparently extinguished for an
hour. Man appears to be more fortunate than the dog in this respect.
In the course of experiments some
time ago to determine this degree of
comparison dogs which had been held
wholly under water for a minute and
a half never recovered and their hearts
stopped beating four minutes after
breathing had ceased. The testimony
of persons resuscitated after drowning
indicates that such a mode of death
is not nearly so painful as one might
imagine. A tickling in the throat is
about the only pain which is usually
life-savi-

ut

mouth-to-mou-

th

Inquirer.
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In Japan.
Paper Underi-lothlnPaper underclothing is much used
in Japan. The garments are cut out
of large sheets of finely crisped Japanese paper, the pieces sewed together
anil the buttonholes strengthened with
calico or linen. The fabric is strong,
even when wet, flexible and extremely
light. A fact to be considered is that
every Jap takes a hot bath at least
once a day. His paper clothes are so
cheap that new ones can be afforded
frequently.

Too Bad.
"Well," the doctor exclaimed, rubbing
his hands and smiling, "it now looks
as though we will be able to pull him
through all right" "Oh, dear," she

sighed, "and they have Just marked
down such a lovely line of black goods
at Bubbleman's!" Cleveland Leader.
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AVAILABLE

Pos't Tubcco Spit and Kmoko Timr Life i way.
To inlt toluicen eiuily and forever, be niag- neiic. till of lire, nerve and vluor. take Nothe wonder-workethat make
weali men uli'oni;. All
mln. or f I.
Cine Kuiirautefil. Itooklet and Biiiujile free.
Ainu-enptui'lluK Keiiiedy (Jo., Culeugo o:'
rvw ork.

"Here's a new enminerelnl
trouble."
"What Ix IIV" "Thirty thnuauiid HpluHleifi
lielltlnu for proleetioii UKiilnat uiatrliuonliil

A XETTER TO WOMEN

We will (rive One Hundred Dnllnrii for
any ciimb of DpafmiM (cjnoieil by ealarrh)
that tiiiinot l
eureil
by llall'ii Outai-'l- i
Cure. Hend for
free.
F. J. CIIRXKV & CO., Toledo, O.
Kohl by itnurulxtH. 7.1e.
Hull's Fiuiilly ruin are the best.
"Diibblnn Beeins to lie a ralber fluent talker." "KluenlV Why that limn prepm-ein
vltuaenpe lueturo, but It wan a failure
the ileluie couldn't keep up Willi

From Mra. James Corrigao.
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For seventeen years I have suffered.
Periods were so very painful that I
would have to go to the doctor every
month.
Larimer
Street,
He said that I had an enlargement of
Denver. Colorado.
n ir
lilni."
GOODS BEN T FOR EXAMINATION.
the womb, and told my husband that I
"Perkins bus hud to move niraln." "What'ii must undergo an
the trouble?" "There wan
a woman lu Ihe operation, as I had
..
,,..,...
tievt ...
flit. ...... luwk.,,
.nl.l i. I Kl
......
...1,1
The DtNvan Tcnt
WllllMUl IJlilfllUK
tumors in the
AND AWNING CO.
ribakeapenre.
PHOOTU'I PATENT ORE SACK!
womb, and it
A package of PEItUVIANA, the best was a case of
1728 LaWftENCC ST.
on
cure
FUKE
sent
to any life or death.
kidney
earth,
sufferer if written for promptly. Peruviana
I was opelfl 1 Wl Toncaand atrongtbim rolnxet wsnkeue s
Remedy Co., stj Fifth Mt., Cincinnati, Ohio.
llMtl Pterins oriran. Koota'Jri lii.ni Arapauoa
rated upon
a
CTI ATC flDC Sampling Work.- - Ottlc. Albany
L'reat lilt with that twice, but It
"Topnoteli made
0 A I L I) 11 L Hotel tolilork, Denver. Pocket rof.
pretty (fill In the (ireek eimtuine."
"What
ore fhliipitrs. mails frea
ren ca Look, valuable
did be say to her?" "He told her that did not seem
Happho .wuau't the only pebble ou
the to do me any
beaili."
SEALS, RUBBER STAMPS8 XKNOILS.
NoT't
good, it made
ttorkt k M lu. Co., IMtf LHwrtmctt ML f. o. HOI .11,
me very weak.
"STAR TOBACCO."
WALL PAPER & CARPETS 7m!?."
As vou chew tobacco for nlensure use Star. I was troubled
It ts not only the heai hut the moat lasting, and, with the
prices. THE DKNVliU KAUt. Samples free.
'I-

L.

4

I

therefore, the cheapest.

a

An I CP Send your orders for everything
LAUlLO In the M1I.I.INKKY line to THU
I

great deal.
I also suffer-

"How would you define a pessimist?" "no
s a man w ho Is afraid to look hannr for fear
some other fellow will try tu borrow luouev
of ulm."

HOWI.AND

ed with the
sick headache,

Educate Tour Dowels With Cascareta.

MILLINERY

back
a
ache all the
"ItuiiKleton's Ideas on art tariff are a trifle
terrible pain in my left side, chills,
Inconsistent."
"How so?"
"He thinks time,
painted hiftires which brine the fewest loss of appetite, and could not sleep
clothes over should pay the highest tax."
nights. Alter taking several bottles of
I shall recommend Plxo's Cure for Con
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Comwide. Mrs. Mulligan,
sumption far ami
pound, some Liver Fills, and using your
Plumslead, Kent, KiiKhiud, Nov. 8, Ib'JZ.
Sanative Wash, I recovered.
"It must distress your wife to be so deli
I can eat well, and every one that
cate." "No; she likes It." "I.Ikes it?"
t it
"Yes; every
while, you know, she sees me tells me I am a different perthinks she Is Knlng to die; and she gets a son. I can do all my own work, sleep
new silk gown to be burled In."
well and feel well. I am growing
stronger every day, and am able to go
Mr. Wlnslow's Kootfilnn feyrnp
Forrlnl.iri.n iflutliitiK-- unfMnii the-- turn, reduces
,
out and enjoy a walk and not feel all
allays pain, cures wind colic. 2S cents a bottle.
tired out when I return, as I used to. I
It Is riueer bow stirlni? affects
ns " doctored for sixteen years, and in all
"What Is ipieer?" "We don't Ret an elastic those years I did not feel as well as I do
gait until we leave off our rubbers."
at the present time. I wish that every
woman that is troubled as I was, would
I.KIKtn II HIT roNITIVttl.Y CI'DKn,
llnilin Treatment Written crnamntiw irivn im try that medicine.
Oh I ft is so good
cure n pay.
2c. eunnp for trriitiiie. Neurotlco
to feel well, and it is all owing to Mrs.
Mwllclue i:o.. Horuellnvillc. X. V. Jlenuun this paper.
Pinkham's kind advice and medicine.
We hear music over at vnur house all the
Mrs. James Corrig as, 881 Center St,
time, Jenkins."
"Yes: our cook has been
taking lessonsa In physical culture, and she Jamaica Plain, Mass.
diKli
wash
play-lu111

;
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The Ward Auction

Co.
second hand furniture and carpets. I72i Arapahoe
allmakesflO up. Supplies,
etc. Lists free. Typewriter
Exchange, 16:13 Champa Su
AVE. FLORAL CO.
COLFAX
CI nDIOTC?
rLUnlolO 028 1th8t. Tel. 1314. Greenhouses Cor. Colfax and York Sts., Denver.

Typewriters
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won't

without somebody

on the piano."

UPKIGHT tlANU, tight
wood case, WAKKANTKU FIVH
A .NEW

g

ol
PIANOS ta'manrtFORprices. TheWK1TK
KNIGHT
Kenver
VKAU.S

(Powderl CTKES A COLD

ANTI-COL- D

OiMPlsiXL

In the head In one day. All Druggists refund
the money If It falls to cure. 1!: cts. KUKK
CLUE t'OIt C ATA Kit II AM) HAY FEVEK.

Mamma. I know why nnirel babies Is
niade
'to wings."
"Why, Johnny?"
Cause. If they clt lmrned In a faiu'ly
wher they don't like it they kill flon uii au'
fly off."
Dropsy treated free by Dr. H. H. Green's
Hons, of Atlanta, Ca.
The greatest dropsy
specialists lu the world. Head their advertisement lu another column of this paper.

BEST III TliE WORLD. DAIRY

A
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For U year thU
sboe,by merit alone,
has distnnced all
cum petit ors.
liiiloreed by over
l.Ono.iwo wearer
aa
the best in tyle, tit
uud durability of
oSer-- e
ouy ihoe
ed at
S.O.
it la in a do in an
the lateit 8HAPK3
and itylei and of

jvr

variety ot
dealer In a
town given exl na
ive iole and adrer.
i tided in local paper
V
on ecetpi or reason- able oner, write
for catnlopne to

evry
leather.
On

"Your
Rlrl seems to be very
ambitious.typewriter
"She Is; she has one great and
ambition."
"What Is Iff" "She
powerful
wants to get off earlier every afternoon."
To Cure Constipation Farerer.
Take Cascnreta Candy Cathartic. lOcorlftf.
If C C. C. tall to cure, drugglsw refund money.

Vto?

Ctt

i.im)i

FITS PermaoflntlyCurcd. NofltenrnerroueneiuiafUn'
ftrftl day's nn of lr. klinc a tireat erve Keatorer.
Rend loiFIIKK S .
trial bnltlfi and treatmo.
Da. R. 11. Hum. 11., ku Area fct--. Philadelphia, Pa.

"Dobbs Is cutting a great daRh with his
overcoat.
Chicago
'Chicago overcoat?
What's that?" "Fur ou one side and linen
on tle other."

MUB1C

BUNTINO FLAGS ms'le ot the beit
wool hunting, with the lull eompllmenl
of stttrs sewed on each union. 6 ft nag
U 3fl eath 8 t'i, 10 W. 1'2K 11 IN 16 X
10.0U, .Tt
107 ID, i'V-'- Ul, a
Mil 4ii tao. go ami
1
Larimer Street, Denver
F. U. Fl SUl lt.

"Your liookkcepcr Is a remarkably agile
eld fellow." "Yes: our pretty
typewriter
him Jumping uround walllug ou
ft r allkeeps
the time.'
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CONSTANT WEARERS.
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1732-3-

SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS.
CKEA M SKPA It ATOKS.SALT,
COLOR. EVUUVTHING FOH

TUB T1AIHY. WHITE FOR
CUKAMEKY.
B LITTLETON
BLAKE STREET, DENVER.
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work for amat cut prices, aeuu
of tho ncft
and "ilo I'eeoi
The Ford Optical &

finest on the market.
Surgical Instrument Co., Denver.
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CO. Stationer
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mm imu nwn
Engravers,thet'rinierti
of Htutionery m
LarKMt Stock
We carry
1537-154- 3
Lawrenc
West
In
the
any boune
.
Street, Denver, Colo.

CRAWFORD BICYCLES
10. A. I
30, 40 and SO. Tanilemi
Lawrence St,
DEANK
CO., n0-X- TI1K

PD. ZAND
CO.'!

MALT TONIC

BBEWINfi

Is the finest Spring Medicine on the mnrket
BoUl 1)T all uriiKgiHts.
liomeu Dy tne v. A..
LAMMEH3 BOTTLING CO.. Denver. Colu

?f

Don't idle
Jacobs
and ask,
BUT USE

In Bicycles menus the best. AT:
other iimkex hit dlHiippointlng
have tried the 'H7 Road Kncer.
Victorias now made with double or single
bar 37 models for '07. Denver Brunch ol
the Overman Wheel Co., 1740-4- 0 1 Stout street
condition at
Second hand Bicycles In
reasonable prices.

lIPTd"?
VlulUl)
when you

and youTl find oat how quicHy and surely it SOOTHES and CURES.

PAVft THE FRCICHT

new steel hone Thtin. Will
On their eomnon-seiiboi8t 26 tons r rock Wti feet each ahift Is junt tu fmfa .
It can be packed anywherf
tad reliable aa an engine
a lack can t
clutch em to reak. 90 per cent. U
wrought iron and steel and will
Over 850 In umb
before breaking.
without on
some running o
dollars expense, vve mane 100norne
12f
ihoiBui at prioee, $26, 50, ,5

ALABASTINE.

jar

IT WON'T RUB OFF.
Wall Paper Is Unsanitary.

Kaisomins is temporary, rots, rubs

Tit-Bit-

off and

If all the cows in Illinois were standing, heads and tails, in single file, the
leader might have her nose stuffed in
a feed box in Maine, while the last one
thoughtfully switched flies in sunny
California.
The Worklngmen's Hotel, which the
Salvation Army has opened in Boston,
charges 5, 10 and 15 cents for lodging,
3 cents for supper, 5 for breakfast and
8 for dinner.
A bath is free, but not
obligatory. The house will contain 100

nd on np. Hend for
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ALABASTINE S

haw

anna. m.
km. tatg mat

at

aw

forms a pure and permanent coating and does)

not require to De tanen on to renew irom time
to time. Is a dry powder. The latest make i
being adapted to mix, ready for use, with
ioia water, can oe easily brushed on Dy any
one. Made In white and twelve fashionable.
tints. ALABASTINE is adapted to all styles

ONLY BY

FOB SALE BY ALL

PAINT

FIRST-CLAS- S
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COUNTRY!

New Hopes! New Opportunities! Land;
of Sunshine anil Plenty! Mild

Climate, Fertile Soil, and
Cheap Lands!

DEALERS.

The bulldlnpr of the Kansas City, Pittsburg A Qui
Hailroad, an air line from Kanaaa Citv to Port Ar
thur.4iaa opened up ft oiintry In Wemfera IDimourf
and
anil Louisiana, that cannot he excelled
KB an afrilctiltural
and fnilf farrowing oountvy; good
health, fiparkiing ftprincrs and clear ntreams: when
you can work out of doors IS months Instead of 9.

a
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PORT ARTHUR,
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1
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HERE'S

ALABASTI NE OO.. GRAND RAPIDS. MIOH.t
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ASK YOUR PAINT DEALER FOR CARD OF TINTS.

The Man who is Raising a Big Crop

nitro-glyceri-

Illustrated

or plain ana rener decorating.

mm
1 MANUFACTURED

hi

WHIM CO.. 12LUOiuUh8U1mtu.

Scales.

parole in 1895 has written the warden
a letter asking if he may return.
Transportation was sent him, and he
jturninit alone to serve the remaining seven years of his term.
Flannigan I met a man last week,
and, bedad, I'd have sworn it was yourself. O'Toole And wasn't it? Flannigan Never a bit! But he was your
very image, bar.rin' he was a thrifle
gray. I suppose, now, you haven't such
a thing as a twin brother a few years
experienced.
s.
? London
Physicians have recently made ob- older than yourself
a
tiv
The average attendance at .places of
la t vol UAlav
jjj
vuujv iunt
servations which lead to new theories
Ideal farming comprehends not only the growing of the tallest grain the
considering the possibilities of resus- worship in England and Wales is com- Sf most tons-to-t
ot hay the best larming the t arming that pays
most
citation in cases of death from electric- puted to be between 10,000,000 and
sj. contemplate something more than this? for there is a harvest time, and lust in
of
suffiis
a
There
a
take
persons.
place
should
a
If
person
ity.
tv proportion as a crop is saved successfully, speedily and economically, in just
or nitrate worship for every 500 individuals, takm that proportion may be measured the season's prolit or loss.
cient dose of
a
and
the
all
country
of amyl just before contact with the ing
through,
J3
'
700.
counAbout
stated minister for every
current the fatal effect might be
teracted. Electricians are yet puzzled 80,000 sermons are preached every SunI
'J
t:
ivJ
f.J
J
J
11
t
J
to locate the course which an electric day.
f
Italian and Spanish women are discurrent usually takes on enterting or
coming in contact with the body. tinguished above all others of Europe
There have been cases of resuscitation for their profound ignorance, due to
from death by electricity, which doc- their incurable indolence. They do not
g
kind; they are built for long wear,
Harvesting Machines are the
tors have previously supposed to be possess even the art of elegance of
tiuu wurs,. ugni araii ana in siion, irt ssiary, i nere are inner KJinw luai
ouu i cum us muciif mu mere s naming cneuper tnetn tac oesi
hopelessly fatal. Tho New York au- dress, and while the Spaniard haa her
thorities are frequently bothered by artful far. and mantilla to delude peoMcCormkfi Harvesting Machine Company, Chicago
The
McCormick Open Elevator Harvester,
specialists offering to resuscitate elec- ple into believing she is artistic, the
The Light-- tinning McCormick New 4 Steel Mower.
Dr. Augustine Italian his nothing but her chasce
trocuted criminals.
Thi iirhr.Kmm.iitf Mi'(nrmi lr Vprtirnl dim Hinder and
McCormick Daisy Reaper for sale everywhere.
The
Goelet, a high authority on such sub- - beauty.
tj
Tit-Bit-

1

TENTS. AWNINCS.A . PnrlnglonCo.m
mailed tree.
l.orluier SL Denver

THE COMPANY

beds.
Up in the north woods the deer are
said to be preparing to shed their horns
in a manner which indicates an early
spring, and in New Jersey the early
arrival of the bluebirds is said to conYork
firm this
indication. New
World.
A prisoner of the Stillwater, Minn.,
penitentiary who ran away while on

CO., Denver.

In different psrtsof the
Write for uartlculais. The Cen

FARMS!

Cantlv Cathartic, oure constinatlnn forever-- .
10c. if
O. C. fail, driiifulsis refund owner.

THIS AND THAT.
Numerous experiments to determine
the best fire resisting materials for the
construction of doors have proved that
wood covered with tin resists fire better
than an Iron door. ,
Master "Well, Tommy, you were not
present yesterday. Were you detained
at home in consequence of the inclemency of the weathr?" Tommy "No,
s.
sir; 'cause of the rain." London

best $'10 double Concord llar-,nc- s
In Colorado
foe $18.
Willi
breeching, $20; $;!
double teuin harness, Willi breeching, fill; $25 steel-bor- n
stock saddle
for $1,: $15 single
buggy harness for
$HM. Do not bo
deceived by worthless imitations, but
order direct front
us and get the
wholesale-prices- .
lowest
Calulogiies
All goods,
free.
FUEI
stamped.
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the Southern and Seaport terminiH, Is the best place
In the United Staien
to Invest or to (ro Into
business.
This railroad wlil be completed there hi

June 1st
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Study the Map and you will agree a large
be built at Port Arthur) neireMt aeaport UcityKan Ban
City by 100 miles.
Cut MiiBout and mall to a Idrcsi below and receive
fine UlusSiated pamphleta.
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tobacoonist, is over from tho upper
Poeos and unuounops
that be has
bought the Cooper pluoe, Dr. Sparks
moving over to tho mountain house.
Mr. (Himore's mother and sister will
couio out to spend tho summer with

AS TO AN EXAMINATION.
We are informed that Prof. J. A
Wood, principal of the city schools
R. A, K13TLBR. IWltor n4 Proprietor.
never objected to undergoing an
has
Entnrod at thn Kaot 1,01 Veitas, N. M.,
iu
transmission
through
tor
riostomoe
examination, neither does he ask to be
matter.
mall ai second-clas- s
member of the city examining board
0THH 011.
OV1T1U1AL fil-Kalthough bo served several years in
that oapacity la the city of WtnQeld
Special Notice.
by mall, Kansas. lie has
Las VmM i Daii-- t
passed many a crucial
HO.OOpeu'ni,.w,ou1'?',,x
months; 3.fH) tor three months,
examination
almost perfect
with
'iO cents per weak.
grades.
.
U.W per
llvereil bj' mall,a x
The last lime ho was in Indiana, b
months, 7i for three
Sum tl.Wfor
8lnK1 cunloa hi wrapper.,6 cento.
a three days' most search
and
Goth
weakly,
passed
dally
BamplaeoplMOI duslred. Utve postoluce
mailed free when
In nineteen different
examination
IncluUinK
ing
"ate.
In
full,
address
mkws, lollcl-te- braoobes before the
CouHsi'omBNua-()otitftl- iln
higbost educational
from all parts of thetocountry.
the editor of tribunal of the state and secured a life
addressed
be
should
Thk wio, to insure attention,
name
While
accompanied; by the writer's fullbut as a diploma from that state.
publication,
address, not for
faith.
Kansas, he passed an examination be
of
(food
Kuaranty
be made by aratt.money
BKMi rTANOBS-M- ay
express or roistered fore the state board of examiners an
fetteratourrlsK. Address all letters and secured a certificate
giving him the
to
telegram, iliUll T
i
authority to oonduct iustitutes in any
or city in. the state of Kansas
BATURDATt EVENING, APRIL 21, 18S7. couuty
While visiting in Chicago, before
TWO ANNIVERSARIES.
entiling to New Mexico, he passed
Monday. April 20th. ia tho day the very thorough examination and secured
There are tho highest grade certificate granted to
Odd Fellows celebrate.
800,000 of them la the United 3utos,or any applicant. So it is evident that if
of the entire adult popnla the members of tho board of Laa Vega
tion, and Monday is the seventy.eighth are uneasy concerning bis scholarship
anniversary of the founding ot the inde it will be no difhculc task for him to
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All over the United States the naval
veterans of the war, whether belonging
to the Farragut or other associations,
with banquets or muaical
will
and oratorical exercises, celebrate the
thirty-fiftanniversary of one of the
naval
victories of the conflict
greatest
in question. It was on .April 24th,

would

LAS

.

0

3ood

went thither to see and ascertain the extent
of the benefit tho child had received.
Riding out on December 5, 1895, to a little
country cottage in the piue woods, a mile
distant from Iron Htation, the reporter saw
a bright-faeeyoung woman, a pure
type with light hair and blue eyes,
tne
in
aoorway wun two plump,
standing
children halt' hiding behind
Horse-Shoher
dress.
Mentioning that he was looking
er
for a family of Robinsons,
the woman
seemed at hrst a little suspicious.
"You're a stranger in mv eye," she said.
" I am trying to find a child named WilLAS VEGAS, N. M.
benefited by
bur Robinson, who was
Hot. 7, 8 and 9 Bridge street, weal and of Dr. Williams' Pink Pills greatly
for Pule People."
Tho young mother smiled arid a pleased
bridge.
look came into her eyes as she said "come in."
added, "X guess that's the one," pointing
Special attention given to brand and
to the younger of the two little boys.
ing irons, and general blacksmith
It was an humble home, tiie family being
All work cornposeu ui mill, siumy jurunng class mai
ing and woodwork.
one of the strongest and
make
goes
promptly done and satctiisonfa truesttotypes of up
North Carolina's good people.
The husband, Robert O. Robinson, runs tho
guaranteed.
farm of 200 acres, but was on" to the mill at

Junius

O. S. ROGERS,

unglo-saxo- n

d

Practice!

satisfy them.

It is a mistake of some minds to
suppose that a teacher, though thor
ongbly familiar with the duties of the
school room and with the character
jstiea of pupils, is not so well qualified
for the arduous and responsible post
tion as one who might possibly stand a
better examination, being fresher from
his or her studies and brighter on
book larnin' ". Then, again, is it
just the proper thing to do to compel
the hardworking, poorly-pai- d
teaohe
to spend the days of vacation, so justly
earned, in poring over text books in
order to better prepare for an exami
nation that can in no way test abilities
as an instructor of youth!

lontezoina

fleslara

Center St. East Las Vegas.

CHARLSE
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Trop

Cent

Best Twenty-fiv- e
Meals in Town
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If you do not see it in Tub Optic, Table supplied with everything tbe mar
this evening, it is perhaps because you
ket affords, ratronage solicited.
cannot find it among the columns of
specially-prepared- ,
timely and in
teresling reading matter and disfcjaa.pift!
large and
play of advertisements,
small.
I
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Unless Neighbor McUrelght quits
spelling it "j tilor" at least in the
Citizen's headlines, we will not tako
Coyote water" with him, on the next
j'iunt down to Albuquerque.
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The Strange Affliction of Little CerrilloB Hard and Soft CoaL
EAST
.
NEW MEXICO,
VEGAS,
Wilbur Robinson.

commissioner.
urflOKK Ro.
Thk Optic's tiuioly and sensible
editorial on the needs of the republican He Stopped Growing-Li- mbs
Became Useless and
party greatly stirred up the animals
over this way,
He was Unable to Walk His Cure Brought
A goodly number of people are keep
About in a Singular Manner.
Ing close tab on George II. Wallace
and T. W. Collier, these da38. But
tho announcement, ''Collier has left
Pram th Obterver, Cliarlottt, A'. G
Washington," may bn taken with
few grains of salt. Wno would wan
Rearing that a child near Iron Station, covers, was this line) " Dr. Williams' Pink
to stay in Washington with tbe Grant Lincoln County, had been greatly benefited rins tor rule reopie."
I read that those pills would build
monument ceremouits coming on in by the use of Dr. Williams' Pink Pills for np"When
tne none, i ten tnat they were the things
Pale People, a representative of the Observer

EV...

SASH,
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'JiSSJ

tip-to-

d

The order has numbered in its membership some of the most distinguished
men in American history. The late
presidents, Grant, Hayes and Garfield,
were Odd Fellows; so was the late
Colfax. Former President Harrison is an Odd Fellow and so
is Secretary of State John Sherman.

He

Till TDjr

WHOI.IBA.IJi AMD RETAIL

""J

EA1WIBI LMEEB,

pi

commission.

exposition
make a

mjmJ

(Saooessor to CoonBroi.)

U

I"

There seems to be some mistake
about Uov. G. S. Madden returning so
soon irom Washington, lie is still in
the city ot magnifioent distances,
Hon. John Morrow, of Colfax county,
who usod to live in Nebraska, wants to
go to Omaha next year, as a member
of the New Mexico

post-pai-

$8,500,000.

iKlf

men

him.

rort

pendent order.
It was on April 20th, 1819, that
Thomas Wlldey, a young English
meohanio, with a few others, like
minded, brought into existence in Bal
timore Washington lodge No. 1. From
that Biuill beginning, bate grown the
thousands of lodges now existing in
the United States, together with the
Rebekah lodges, the women member,
of which number nearly 250,000. The
present value of real estate held by the
order is over $17,000,000, the nggre
gate rents received are $750,000 and iu
benefits and aid to members tho order
expends over $3,500,000 a year. .List
year the revenues of the order were

7

the time.
The mother, Carrie L. Robinson, told a
remarkable story of the cure of her little
boy from the edicts of la grippe. Her aged,
white-haire- d
mother, Mrs. 8arah A. IJandy,
sat near and emphasised
every word
of the daughter. . The little boy. Wilbur,
who owed his recovery to Dr. Williams'
effective remedy, played about the house
and yard, and was into every conccivuhlo
that he
kind of mischief. It really
must have taken too m:uiy of I)r. Williams'
Pink Pills so great was the energy with
Three
which he prosecuted his pranks.
times his mother had to stop iier conversation and rush out to rescue the reporter's
bicycle, which was lean in; npin.st the house
outside, and with which Wilbur was becoming almost too familiar.
This is the story the mother told :
"Wilbur was boru August 8, 1803. lie
was a stout, healthy boy till he was nearly
Rstwecn Christinus ami
five months old.
A physician
New Year's he took the grippe.
at Iron Station attended him, and lie was
But the alter
supposed to have recovered.
effects of the malady lingered with disasIn March, 1894, his parents
trous results.
noticed that he could not stand upon his
feet, although before his tnking the grippe
He could not bear
he could do so easily.
the weight of his body on his feet; his legs
were not growing any nor the muscle in
He was not treated, howthem developing.
ever, till in the fall, about the lust of October. When Mr. Robinson took his cotton to
Lineolnton, the county seat, he also carried
his baby along, and a Lineolnton physician
'
prescribed for him, recommending a lotion
This helped the
for rubbing his limbs.
child only temporarily. Twice afterward
He told the
this physician was consulted.
parents that the child might some day be
able to walk and again he might not. They
would just have to let him "grow along,"
as the mother expressed it, and see what
At this period tho child's legs
developed.
As his mother
appeared to be shrunken.
were
"as soft as cotton." Here
says they
was a boy fourteen months old, who not only
could not walk, but could not bear his weight
on his feet.
f
In some way they do not know how a
pamphlet found its way to the Robinson
family. Old Mrs. Bandy fished it out of a
bureau drawer.
It had the picture of two
dogs peeping over a fence on one covcrj and
on the other a herd of cows drinking in a
Both on the
cool stream near a bridge.
fenoe and on the bridge, on the respective

Agricultural Iiopleiienis

lur n Hour, buiu nis moiner.
"1'? Mrs. Bandy sat up nearly all of one
night reading this pamphlet, with all the
testimonials it contained.
A few days after
A large stock of Stoves and Plows ilow on band, which will be sold a littl
they sent to one of the two vijlage stores
and got two boxesVT of the pills. This was abovo cost. These goods aro all warranted to be of the
very best make in the
-- a
l
4 41- .L...
auuut me iiuii ui nuveiuurr, lira, ueiore I United
he had finished taking the first box, the
States, tnd to give perfect gatmiactiOB.J
nine ieuow was auie 10 near ills weigbt on
At the Old Stand on Center Street.
EAST LAS VEGAS. N. M.
his feet, and before the second box was all
gone, he could hold a chair before him and
push it across the floor.
" We begun by giving him a third of a Dill
at a time, afterward increasing the dose to
a nail, so mcy nem out a long time." said
his mother.
"We commenced the second
box in January, this year.
We bad to send
to Lineolnton, eight miles away, to get the
next boxes. After tiikine the third box. in
1
March, the child began to go a few steps at
a time, but he didn't walk by himself till
in aepiemner.
ine lourtn oox, or part ot it,
was administered in August,"
The testimony of the mother was that the
child's appetite and, indeed, his whole sys
tem was neineu by the use or the pills.
Mrs. Handy, who bad been looking over
a sort of diary she keeps, at tins point in the
conversation, read tins entry: "bept. the 2oth.
Wilbur begins to walK alone by himself."
"After he once learned to walk," suid his
mother, "we could hardly keep him in sight
of the bouse, and he wot cured by four boxes.
lacking ten pills.. Mother says, and always
has said, the Ixird directed somebody to
send us mat piimpnietoi ut. Williams."
" You reully believe the child's cure
due to Dr. Williams' Pills 7" was asked.
"I am really convinced the 41pills cured
him " ,, iiwithftr nn,nriri4l
I haven't
ICorner SixtbiStreet and Douglas Avenue,
the slightest doubt about it."
And the hoy's grandmother chimed in:
1 m
just as sure 01 it as 1 am ot living.
I'll take on oath on the Bible that that L
Cnoiccst brands of imported and domestic wines,
liquors and cigar
whnt did it."
ways in stock. Polite and attentive mixolosrists in attendance, dav and
The neighbor! in ell the section around
the little village of Iron Station know and night. The patronage of gentlemen solicited.
talk about the remarkable cure of this baby,
who might have been a cripple for life, had
he not, even at the aire of two years, one
month and seventeen days, been enabled to
walk tor the urst time by the use of Dr.
Williams' Pink Pills for Pale People.
This story may seem to the reader like a
Huccessorg to T. B. MILLS, Established in 1878.
fabrication, hut is told as the child's mother
told it to tbe reporter. Jn order to show
their appreciation, Mrs. Robinson furnished
the following testimonial and signed it. (She
says she is willing at any time to make
Representthe Royal Exchange Assurance Company, J
sworn alildavit to ner statements):
of London, England ; Assets
Inox Station, Lincoln Co., N. C,
December 5. 1895.
TJy infant son. Wilbur Lec. rendered nn.
able to learn to walk, by the effects of the
,.
r,i
County and school bonds bought and sold. Best foiHH
!.,.. -- , .
grippe, wnen ne was about live months old, ties. Large- - list of ranch and improved nronertv. and n.,r oao rym
i ncreoy lesiiry mai ne was entirely cured. laufis in the soin'i and sontbweBt, at priest which challenge competitors.
Oliieo on '
and the muscles in his legs developed by
the use of less than four boxes of Dr. Wil- Bridge 8t., Las Vegas, K.JM.
liams' Pink Pills for Pale People, so that he
is now a hale and hearty child.
I am en- tirely convinced that his cure it due to these
pills, i also state tnat the above statements
made to tbe reporter of tbe Charlotte Obser- ver are true.
C. L. Robikson.
Sarah A. bawdy, V
WHOLESALE DEALER IN
R. O. Robkktsok,
Witncttci.
II. A. Basks.
Dr. Williams' Pink Pills for Pale People
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fact
than
to
ever,
substantially
1862, that the passage of Fort Jackson
be
their
said.
credit
it
FarEdncato Tour Ttowels With Cagearets.
and St. Philip was effected by
Candy Cathartic, cure constination forovcr.
Tins thiDg of one lawyer ''legging" iuo.zoc. ir u. u. inn, nruBKistsreiuua money
tagut's fleet, after a day's bombard
mortar vessels for another is all right enough, when
ment. bv twentv-on- e
Faith Cure.
under command of David D. Porter one's official position is not called into
Many people believe in faith cure. No
doubt it bas cured many imaginary ail
f
hours play.
The fleet was one and
meuts, hut wben a man or woman is fuf
th
and
"Varuna"
The
fire.
under
ferine the agonies of rheumatism or neu
an error la a shipment ot paper, ralgia, it needa
By
sometblnir stronger tban
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Optic
not until tarrogut had sunk all of the
eay under such conditions is Ijallkmand
blood builder and nerve restorer, coring all
some days.
Specific. It directly enters tbe blood an
confederate naval vessels except tho delayed
forms of weakness arising from a watery conpentrares to overy part of the system
dition of the blood or chattered nerves. The
detrovine and eradicating tbe rheumatic
k
at New Or
SOME SANTA FE SIFTINGS.
"Louisiana," a
ssi Bioraie in Las Vegas Hot Springs ubbb.
pills are sold by all dealers, or will be sent
acid wherever it ex'sts. Warms the blood
leans which had been converted into
post paid on receipt 'or price, 50 cents a box,
and loints. relaxes the muscloB, strength
or six boxes for $2.50 (they are never sold in
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and which
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are
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From the Santa Fe New Moxiean.
living io Chicago,
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bers of the Farragut naval veteran as formation is at hand from Washington needed in leaders in tbe republican
All Trains.
to the effect that but for Wall street party in New Mexico and that there
sociatioti as interested listeners.
A Sulphurated,
influence, worked up and concentrated must be a new deal all around. Consider
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bond interests, ex ing this, it is well for republican news
by the Urice-ColSinoe the article appeared in The Gov. Prinoe
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would have landed the papers to make plain tbe position they
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after. Of course, this paper can only
Petten real case of
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kind
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Mrs. Standish has returned from Eastern Cities with CHARLES WRIGHT,
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a ranch and his
wife was liM head
In
18K0 Omo sold out his ranch and settled iu the Little Wik k Jail canon, sixteen miles from Butte. Oino cut logs
on the mountains and rolled them
down Into the canon where they were
loaded onf wagons to be hauled
to
Butte. lie had from ten to forty men
in his employ, ami among them was
Edward Smith, abrut thirty years old,
who had lived iu Rochester, N. Y.
Smith remained In Omo's employ two
years. Once when Omo stayed late in
Butte on business and Mrs. Omo was
the only woman In the house, Smith
knocked at her room door. There were
a dozen men sleeping in the house at
the time and Mrs. Omo had no fear.
She hastened to the door thinking ber
husband was there, but Instead she
found Smith. He said he wanted to
talk with her. Mrs. Omo told him to
say what he had to say and Smith tried
to push his way Into the room.
Omo dismissed Smith and the logger
went away breathing threats.
He
told Mrs. Omo that he would get even
with her. For three months nothing
was heard from Smith. One evening
Mrs. Omo was taking a nod on the
The
sofa, when somebody entered.
woman was half roused,
but she
thought the person who bad come in
was her husband.
The next moment
she was aroused by a man kissing her,

ART OF KLEPTOMANIA

r.

CLARA OMO, A BRAVE WOMAN
OF THE WEST,
riiree

White, and Two Indians Ilnd
Jon Down Ucfore llnr Unerring Aim
mix! In Kvery tune Justice Mm Muted

Out.
RS. CLARA 0M0(
one of the most
widely known "cow
boy" women tiat
ever rode a bron
cho died at Perry
the other day. She
was a little more
than fifty years old
and was as good
11 1
- a shot as any wo
v
man In tie west,
She had killed five men, three whites
nd two Indians. The first man whom
Mrs. Omo killed was an Indian who
was in the act of shooting her father,
The last man she killed was Ed Smith,
who paid the penalty of trying to dishonor her. A half century ago Hugh
B. Martin earned a livelihood in New
York by manufacturing barrels. Ua
verses came and the old cooper was
forced to the wall. His family con
d
slsted of a wife and a blue-eyegirl of six. Martin concluded
to try new fields, and, disposing of his
effects, set out for the wild west. From
St. Louis he went by wagon to eastern
Kansas, and after three months made
his home in the Indian country near
where Eldorado, Kan., Is now, some
fifty miles northeast of Perry, whlnh
at that time was the home of the Cad
do, Delaware, and Cheyenne Indians,
"Martin bought a few cattle and soon
'had a goodly number of cows and
lew hogs. With these and what he
could make from trapping, fishing, and
hunting he obtained a living for bisfamily. His little daughter Clara soonlearned to ride horses, shoot rifles, and
throw the lariat. Clara was a constant
companion of her father on the ranch
The Martins soon became favorites
with the Indians, especially the Cad
os. The Indians visited the family,
;and little Clara would accompany them
4o their camps, where she would
shoot her rifle In matches with the
bucks. She also learned to handle the
bow and arrow with as much ease as
did a Caddo. All Clara's Indian ac
uaintances were delighted with her
shooting and riding, and had wonder
ful- things to say of the "Little Pale
Rose." Often the old squaws would
paint Clara's face, and In this disguise she was taken home sometimes
to her parents, accompanied by mem
bers of the tribe. When Clara was six
teen she went with her father one day
to look after cattle. On, their journey
a Caddo, who
they met
for some time had held a grudge
was
against old Martin.
in a bad mood that day and began a
quarrel with Martin. Clara was on
her pony, a short distance away, and
was watching the Indian closely. In
raised his
a fit of anger
rifle to shoot Martin, but no sooner
had the gun reached his shoulder than
Clara sent a bullet through his head
He fell dead to the ground. The killwas soon made
ing of
known to the other members of the
tribe, who ever afterward looked on
the Martins as deadly enemies. The
mutual visits were discontinued. Only
now and then would a Caddo venture
to the Martin cottage. One month after the killing Clara was in the house
.alone, her father and mother being a
few' hundred yards away.
A buck
Caddo appeared at the door and, find
ing Clara alone, offered her an insult,
curly-haire-

d,

'

Later Omo

h,

Che-wah-f-

Ten minutes afterward the father and

mother returned and found the Indian
dead in the doorway. This second kill
ing so enraged the Caddos that old
Martin was fearful of an attack. He
got rid of a part of his stock, moved
ills family many miles away, and lived
in peace for six months. He was followed by a small band of Caddos, but
.afterward was assured that they
meant no harm. Still Martin felt uneasy, and was always on the watch.
For six months the Martin family was
not molested by the Caddos, Occasionally a buck would make a short
call and evince much friendship, especially for Clara. Among the Caddos
was a white renegade called Bill. He
had often attempted to make love to
Clara Martin, but had been refused by
ber,- - and before the departure from the
old home Mrs. Martin had ordered him
from the house. One day Bill dropped
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in at the Martins' new home. He was
drunk and found the mother and Clara
alone. He began to make threats that
If
"fcewwould kill the whole family
Clara would not consent to be his wife.
He looked long at Clara and started
to kiss her. Clara grabbed her pistol, and when the smoke cleared away
Bill lay dead on the cabin floor.
In the same settlement lived Wm.
Omo. From the time Omo first met
Clara Martin he made love to ber, and
oue month after the last killing Justice
Jamison made the two husband and
wife. Omo was a trapper and hunter,
besides a retired cowboy. In bis dally
vocations his wife was always by his
side. She could beat Bill Omo riding
and shooting, and could tie a steer in
less than half the time that he required for the same Job. Ten years
passed away and Hugh B. Martin and
his wife were laid under the sod of
The fame of Montana for
Colorado.
wealth had reached the ears of Bill
Omo, and he sold out his possessions
and with wagons, ponies and wife
d
started for a new home. He first
near Butte, on a cattle ranch. Omo
and wife engaged themselves to the
ranch ewner to punch cattle, and they
.followed the busiueas many months.
set-fle-
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process as now pursued
manufacturers.

by
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(The Last Victim.)

and on opening her eyes met the gaze
of the dreaded Ed Smith, who held a
long knife over her.
"You know what I want, Clara Omo,"
he said.
The woman bounded from the sofa
and Smith made a plunge at her with
his knife. The keen edge spilt her
dress and cut the skin. A hard struggle took place. The woman was without weapons, but she made a fight For
a minute both fought like wild beasts.
Then Mrs. Omo got near her bed and
snatched up her pistol from the pillow. Smith knew how Clara Omo could
handle a pistol. He made a rush at
her, but she knocked him away and
put a bullet in his side. The blood
began to flow. Both she and Smith
were soon covered with it, but they
fought on. Around and around the
room they went, each watching a
chance to end the other's life. Mrs.
Omo got another shot, but Smith then
knocked the pistol from her hand. The
second ball entered his leg.
Meantime Smith had cut her apron
and dress Into shreds. Finally a puff
of wind blew open the door and the
woman broke away from the man's
felt the keen edge of the knife pass
grasp and ran into the yard.. She bad
gone about twenty paces when she
down her back, bringing out the blood.
She turned around and again faced
Smith. In her fight Mrs. Omo had seized another pistol, but Smith knocked
it from her hand and it sanl' into the
snow. There was a struggle for the
possession of the weapon. The woman
knew that her time had come if Smith
got his hands on the pistol, and Smith
knew that his life depended on keeping her away from It. Around through
the snow they fought in desperation.
The woman's hair, six feet long, was
dragging in the snow. It was clotted
with frozen blood, mixed with snow
and Ice. She regained her pistol.
Smith made a final plunge, but was so
weak that he staggered. Mrs. Omo
placed the pistol against his head and
fired. One minute later Smith lay
dead In the snow and Mrs. Omo lay
Two
not five feet away, unconscious.
hours afterward Bill Omo returned
home and found his wife where she
had fallen. Two weeks after this en
counter Clara Omo was arrested by the
sheriff of Butte for the murder of Ed
ward Smith. She was acquitted, and
the citizens of the town made her a
present of a $250 watch, which she
carried up to the day, of her death.
After the opening of the Cherokee out
let Mrs. Omo lived near Perry on a
At the time of her death
homestead.
she had in her bureau the pistol, the
bloody skirts, and the tattered apron,
which she valued as mementoes of her
victory over Ed Smith on February 16,
Terrorized by White Caps.
The actions nf an organization In
Shelby county, Indiana, calling them
selves wnite Caps" is causing considerable comnlalnt. and the erand 1urv
will be called together to investigate
their proceedings. The other morning
Hiram Fox, a prominent young farmer, received a letter informing him that
li ne persisted in contending for his
interest in a case in court he would be
murdered.
Friends came to the o.itv
and indignantly demanded
that the
grand jury be convened and the guilty
parties be ferreted out. Later in the
day It was learned that Claude McDon- aia, an inoffensive resident, a witness
for Fox, had opened his door one morning to find a note which read:
It you are in this communltv twontv.
four hours from now we win hano
to the first tree in sight.
WHITE CAPS.
This so frightened McDonald thnt oil
that has been found of him was hu
coat, hat and vest on the banks of Flat
Rock river.
His body has been
searched for without effect.
citement exists over the affair.
All Klnda of Wives.
Levi H. Rocers. aired 87 vlin
cently died at Perry, Okla., had eight
wives of as many nationalities. They
were American, Mexican,
Bohemian.
Indian, Creole, German, Italian and
neero. The last was very black
weighed 300, and Rogers said she was
the best wife of the lot.
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Discovery.

Wonderful Kava-KaShrub.
Nature's Cure for Diseases of
th Kidneys, Rheumatism and
other maladies caused by Urlo
Aold In the Blood. A massing- to
Sufferers.

The.

va

-

SENT FREE TO PROVE ITS POWER.
A few weeks ago we told our readers
of the new bolonical disoovery, the

Kava-Kav- a
Shrub, or as botanists call
it, Pipkh Methybticum, found on the
Ganges River, East India. This wonderful shrub has proved to be a. true
specific cure for all diseases caused by
Uric Acid In the Blood, such as Kidney
and Bladder disorders, Rheumatism,
eto. It was no doubt used for centuries
by the natives as a specltlo remedy for
jungle fevers, miasma, and other mala-diewhen it was required toclean out
the poisons from the Blood through the
.
a action oi tne nia- neys.
European
physicians pro
d ounce it the greatest medical boon
since the discovery
of quinine, which,
like
the Kava-Kav- a
Ki
4.
8hrub. was first
'ound in use among
tSSDPJ,
the natives by
W&ri
Thr K
Bhbub Christian mission-(Pipe- r
Methytticum.)
aries. It is a most
wonderful discovery, with a record of
nearly 2,000 hospital cures in less than
two months.
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New Botanical
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They were lonnal y ushered Into thn
ALIENIST PAID DEARLY FOI library, where the gc.ns of the great CURRENT NOTES OF INVEN
About
man's tollectiuu were enshrined. The
The
of the PlttBburg gas
INFORMATION,
TION
AND
DISCOVERY.
conversation was turned lit once on the
works, says the Post of that city, pay
won
of art and Dr. A
, with
the expenses of that profitable estab
Doctor'! l'atlnut Never Vmne llurk - Nle objects
on an Do Moiult(in Convey Mulurltt? Eleoeonveisod
derful subtlety,
lishment, and leave Its receipts for gas
Took Hevoial
Coins, Jetvels, Vases
trie t'urrUgft No Longer
of
Novelty clear gain. Concerning
tiqultiea while obtaining material for
nd Other Valuable Antlqultlm
With his diagnosis.
A Contrivance
In the Larger Cltle
He brought out his
other industries, It Is said that those
II or.
with That Keene Med Clothing on Children, of oil refineries are both profitable and
wonderful
treasures
coins,
strange Inscriptions, a bracelet of gold
valuable; and the molasses of beet sugar, once considered and treated as
OT so many moona curiously
wrought and inscribed,.
Do Mon(ultnea Convey Miliaria
of no account, now supcomparatively
acago there lived In silver Btatuette modeled by Benvenuto
F it Is possible,
Turin a physician Cellini hlstorio rarities on which bn
to the best plies very considerable quantitiesresi-of
cording
and alcohol. Oleic acid, a
noted fur and wide dlacantcd with much graceful learn
beliefs. potash
accepted
of stearlne making, Is now utilized
as a specialist of ing. Every now and then the lady
that sufficient pots due
e aaes. slipped Into her pocket or dropped lntfl
d
on can be carried in soap making. The mother water of
Bait works furnishes much useful maMen and women her parasol a coin, a Jewel, a vase,
on i'ue feet of
fly
winked
the soapy liquor In which raw
so
as
husband
did
terial;
she
and
her
to cause the death
from all ends of
wool has been washed Is made to proto draw attention to her
of a human being,
the earth came to at Dr. A
duce large quantities of grease known
him
with their theft. When the physician finally
it certainly would as "Rhelms
all
grease," for soap making,
learned
he
had
the
that
gave
signal
not
tax credulity
troubles and ail
In fact, nearly half the weight of
to believe that the and.
with lost be required she had accumulated the
ments,
some fleeces Is of a substance which,
memories, hallucinations and mental va- rarest of his possessions and yet pre
mosquito is capable treated with an
acid, gives the Rlielms
garies as varied as the materia medlca pared to depart with an Inimitable as of carrying malarial diseases, and
grease.
or the penal code, says San Francisco surance of manner.
this
to
annoyIs
that
that it
possible
"I'll be back within an hour," said ing and persistent insect malarial disWave. Uniformly courteous and graceTo Keep Children's Bedclothlng On.
those
"with
the
ful of manner, he afforded them such
things tricts owe their extremely bad reputa
Chicago banker,
A good thing to keep children from
assistance of consolation as his skill my wife has taken. Poor, poor girl!" tion. An Italian scientist thinks he has
or sympathy prescribed and waxed he burst out.
"Doctor, my fortune, demonstrated beyond the shadow of throwing off the bed clothes at night
rich and popular as his fame expanded. my life are yours If you can but cure a doubt that the mosquito Is the cause and catching cold is a new invention
bed clothes fastener designed to be
With the development of fortune, for her." He fled after his spouse, ban of a very great many of the malarial
bedhis fees werq In proportion to his kerchief In hand, and the alienist, with fevors and kindred diseases that af fastened to the head of a wooden
stead by a screw, or around a brass
prominence, he cultivated a pleasing prospects of a big fee in his mind, re flict the sons of men. He says malaria bed
post by a cord with a ring and
Is not carried by wind, as in breezy lotaste for those precious relics of an- turned to his patients.
hook. This device is so constructsnap
then
Two
hours
Is
then
calities
this
disease
three,
comparatively
passed,
in
which millionaires alone are
tiquity
ed that gripping arms cannot hurt the
adDr.
be
five.
will
interval
the
to
also
which
fact
unknown;
lengthened
privileged to indulge. He had in his
mitted by every one that malarial dis- most delicate textures, and can be ad, rather alarmed, sent his servant
library a collection of costly objects of A
The justed to light or heavy and bulky covart invaluable coins, rare Jewels, cost- to the American's hotel to save him tricts are mosquito districts.
erings. The grip arms take hold of
trouble
of
the
the
naturally
question,
missing
therefore,
might
returning
ly statuettes, Inimitable trifles chased
the
not
arise
No
is
whether
the
returned.
The
Bervant
mosquito
jewels.
by the chisels of great artisans of ancause of the malaria as well as
tiquity. The fame of his treasures was person of the name was stopping there. prime
loud in the world's ears with the note The police were called In, descriptions the carrier of it. It might be well to
They examine the blood of a mosquito, and
of his skill and among collections his given, dectectives went forth.
time see if the malarial poison germ is not
who
had
identified
the
was as great a name to conjure with as
culprits,
found there. Of course, after the inLonwere
make
their
to
escape. They
among alienists.
sect
has taken its full of human gore,
whose
two thieves
One day there came to the residence don pickpockets,
the examination might reveal multi
nowere
and
characters
depredations
of Dr. A
an American gentleman
tudes, of malarial microbes, and this
of dignified address and that stateli-nes- s torious all over England.
would prove nothing, except, possibly,
of mien which is presumed to rethat the person from whom the insect
MARVELOUS
ESCAPE.
flect lofty position and wealth. Adhad fed was full of these same germs.
mitted to the great man's office, the Th Driver Deserved
Medal, Not
It is too marked to be altogether a
visitor introduced himself as a banker
Reproof.
coincidence, that people who live In
who had come all the way from
Apropos of the arrest of a young wom- mosquito and malaria infected locali
o
to consult him about the condi-tio- t. an In New York for having run over ties, and who
rarely go out at evening,
a man on Fifth avenue, the writer of and In consequence
of his wife.
are rarely bit
At considerable length he
vividly recalls his expe- ten by mosquitoes, are not likely to
explained this paragraph
her misfortune she was a kleptoma- rience in the same city and on the same suffer from malarial conditions. Cerniac. His life was a burden to him, avenue some time ago, says the Boston tain travelers who have been noted for
Hnrald. It was on a wintry day in Feb- their carefulness in protecting them the clothes in something of tne same
following her from store to store, continually guarding her reputation ruary and the sleighing was good. A selves from mosquito bites, have de- way as suspender garters hold stocksgatnst the encroachment of her
barge drawn by four spirited horses clared that they experienced no diffi- ings, but with a hinged joint between
and filled with a merry sleighing party culty whatever from malaria; but these the two arms. One of the arms is fasThough it had cost him thousands his wife knew nothing, suspect- came gliding down the avenue, the two facts have but recently been put tened to the elastic at one end, which
ed nothing of her own weakness.
Nor horses in full gallop. At one of the together to form a basis for a theory. has also a ratchet toothed groove to
Bho'Jld she ever know If he could precrossings the leaders struck the young ft would be Interesting to know If that engage the hooked end of the other
vent it. To consult Dr. A
lance with which arm. The clothes are thus fastened in,
they man from Boston, who was thrown flat uttlng and saw-lik- e
the mosquito carves its way through and the device closed tightly to hold
the flesh of its victim contains in its them up.
ADVENTITIOUS
ROOTS.
sharp teeth malaria parasites, which
need only the slight invitation extendMarkings on Venus.
ed by this state of things to leave their
Mr. Percival Lowell's observations at
lodging places and take up their abode Flagstaff of the "markings" on the
In the quivering flesh of the bitten in
planet Venus have proved of special
dividual.
It Is so frequently the case interest to astronomers. These mark
that this lance is broken off in the ings, as reported by him to the Bos
flesh that it would be worth while to ton Scientific Society, are surprisingly
AS
Investigate and discover, if possible, distinct, in the matter of contrast as
whether the violent inflammation and accentuated, in good seeing, as the
fever that follow this act is not to an markings on the moon, and owing to
sxtent a malarial fever, and whether by their character they are much easier
this course of reasoning we may not to draw, in the matter of contour, too;
arrive at the cause of malaria, and perfectly defined throughout, their edge
through this same means discover a being well marked and their surfaces
cure.
well differentiated in tone one from
'
than
another, some being darker
others, while a large number of the
Electric Power Carriages.
From Pennsylvania Orit: Some time markings, but by no means all, radiate
ago Grit printed a picture of one of the like spokes from a certain center. Not
electric carriages Introduced in Lon- withstanding all this curious system.
ardon, England, where a company has there Is about them nothing of the
established regular omnibus and spe- tificiality observable In the lines of
cial service routes. This form convey- Mars, they having the look, on the conCon
ance is now in practical use in Phila- trary, of being purely natural.
delphia, New York, Boston, Chicago, tinued observation also Bhow them to
and other large cities of the Union, be not only permanent, but permanentwhere paved streets are the rule. A ly visible unless the seeing Is very
concern which has begun the manu- poor, and tney are to do seen in tne
facture of these vehicles on a large same places; moreover, the drawings
scale has established headquarters in made show that the markings mainIt is aB yet only in tain their places with regard to the
New York City.
its Infancy, and has only about a dozen terminator, the continuous watch up- vehicles on exhibition at its salesroo:
Abmnroving this completely. The
These arrived from Philadelphia
the factory Is situated, about two
ago. Since then they have been
ated about the streets. There is 1
II
tor vehicle which, on Sept. 11,
made a five mile run at the Nam
sett Park races, in Providence,
in 11 minutes and 27 seconds,
average time per mile was two
utes 17 seconds, and it covered the I
tance at the rate of little more i
26 miles an hour, establishing a rq
The hansoms 1
for mntor vehicles.
surreys in use are fitted with two 1
horse power motors, both attached
the front axle, one to each wheel, a
The coupe I
driven independently.
furnished with two
pp
After 15 minutes practice, C
trees like an aerial garland, ite stem, motors.
Some plants have not only roots runrhe manu aturerl. a man wh7 SU
-relief,
ning into the soil from the bottom of long, elegant and flexible, a beautiful
ornament
of
solitudes.
those
subfrom
roots
the trunk, but also
The
running
suredly flaunt tne person wnose misroots
of the vanilla are not
the branches or from other roots first terranean
placed humanity has condemned it to
into the air and then into the soil. able to supply it with the nourishment
a fresh term of dismal, servitude.
Thnse latter roots are in some sort it needs, but nature has prepared a
supplementary organs, made to aid the means of supplying thew deficiency.
Horse on Them.
roots properly so called, and they take This means Is the growing of adventiLast summer in Paris a certain husroots
at every little Interval along
the place of the first roots when from tious
band and wife were breakfasting at a
"
.down and
any cause the latter are destroyed. the main stem; ? These reach
little out of the
restaurant, where
'
In the case of wheat and in fact nearly increase the supply of nourishment.
.o
encounter the
were fated
they
all of the grase family the stem gives Not all of these roots seek the ground,
eefsteak their teeth
toughest piece
birth to new roots. In the tropical for- but some float in the air gathering never seen one
"Well, I knew that
before can operate one. had ever tackle'
ests of America and Asia grows the moisture and gases which the plant
was comi
in
it
are
fitted
revolutionary
with
tires.
They
pneumatic
Thai
above Is an illustravanilla, that plant so much 'sought after freely uses.
The cost of the vehicle will not be much times," remarked the wife, "but I
for its delicious flavoring properties. tion of a vanilla plant growing in the more than the
price of a horse and thought that it was all over now."
This plant is found twining round the glass gardens of plants at Paris.- an old style carriage, and the charging "What was common?" asked the husof the batteries will be inexpensive.
band, between chews. "Horse steak
instead of beef," was the answer. "Surehad come thousands of miles and on on his back, the four horses passing
ly this article before ua isn't of boThe Chlorine Industry.
his skill and learning the hopes of the over him on the run. Before the horses
The peculiarities of the chlorine in- vine origin; its equine
is
pedigree
husband were pinned. The great phy- could be stopped the barge had partly
sician asked a few questions and ex- passed over the prostrate body of the dustry as now conducted are due to the plain as daylight." Not long after this
same husband and wife were
pressed deep interest in the case and young man and he was pulled out from recently improved methods by which the
demanded that the patient be brought between the fore and aft runners. There the ammonium chloride is obtained in breakfasting one morning In Ireland.
were screaming and fainting among a crystallized state from the solution The steak served them was, if possito him.
"But she has no Idea or all this!' the crowd who witnessed the spectacle, as produced in the ammcnla soda pro- ble, tougher than that that had so tormented their teeth in the French capexclaimed the husband, passionately. but luckily the young man had no cess, the effect being to lower the temperature of these solutions consider- ital. "Ah," remarked the wife, "we
"If I brought her to consult you as a cause to join in the shrieking or swoonbelow freezing by means of re- got the horse in Paris and In Ireland
ing. He had gone through his frightful ably
phjsician I fear she would suspect
If
frigerating
machinery. The ammon- we get the saddle." Kansas City
her.
kill
would
it
experience without incurring a scratch ium chio-rldsomething and
is then vaporized In long Journal.
you will permit It I'll take her to call or a bruise. On regaining his feet a cast-iro- n
retorts, lined with thin Doul-to- n
on you as a collector of antiquities. She policeman rushed
and
up
shouted:
tiles, and the vapor Is taken from
No Money There.
is deeply interested in ancient Jewelry "This is an outrage, sir. Shall I arrest
these retorts to large upright wrought-Iro- n
visit
our
of
ostensible
"Your money or your life!" shouted
and the
object
the reckless driver?" "No," said the
a
cylinders, which are lined with
will be to discuss archaeological re- young man from BoEton.
"Any man considerable, thickness of fire brlcx, the footpad.
mains. Do not be disconcerted, how- who can drive four horses arid a
"Eavens, man!" exclaimed the Engbarge and are filled with "pills" made of a
lish duke, who had married an Ameriever, if during the interview you find over me without injuring me deserves mixture of
and
potassium can
magnesia
"cawn't you see I 'aven't
her pilfering, slipping your relics and a medal, not reproof. Let him go." chloride mixed,
with a certain amount me heiress,
wife with
me?" Philadelphia
coins into her umbrella and pockets. And the barge moved on.
of china clay.
On parsing through
American.
North
That Is the ailment and, of course,
Is
these pills the chlorjne in the vapor
The ZlmmcrKr Family
whatever she takt will be returned to
completely retained, setting the amSo- -.
are
Zimmerer
John
When
of
once.
at
references
My
Towson,
you
Incredulous.
monia free; hot air Is subsequently
much
and-SJohn
Zimmerer
with
This
witas
a
Md., brought
bankers."
The Tramp (to passing citizen)
passed through, which In its turn arts
docuto
his
ind
of
residence
ness
prove
dignity and the production
right free the chlorine, the pills being then "If I had me fare, sir, I could get a
to naturalization papers, he hid to exments.
Job In Brooklyn."
ready to decompose more ammonium
Dr. A
tc
, much
flattered, made the plain to the Judge that he lad three chloride, and so on in a continuous cy
"You don't mean
appointment and bowed his patient to brothers named John, three .brothers cle. This, briefly, according to the say they'd let you wheel a baby
the- door.
named George and three slstew ns.'Ud Ixndon Chronicle, Is the
Next day the unhappy
perfected
Mid a etvllsh and handnome
Marsri,
Chi-cu-

1890.

MRS. CLARA OMO.
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The firongetit testimony fi fftrfln by mini-to- n
the Bonnel. doctor, bus In em men and uthert who
have been rertored to halth by th use of Alktwls,
th nw remedy prepared i rom the Kara-KaHhrub. The N- w York ( hrUtlan WltnBi of Feb.
loth, tHU the etory of Kuv. John H. Wataon, of
Riinset. Texan, sirirken down by Kidney dlieaa
alter thirty yearn' servpe a minister of the troupe I,
o ex eiient uoctor a, ana nnany
given up to die by
ret red to health and tr bU relltfloua dutlee by
Alkavla. Rev. A. C. Darling, of North Cooatantta,
In the Christian
N. Y.. whose eate I
Advocate of Jan. SO, bad lost confidence, as he says,
In man and medicine, and wax preparing for death,
when he learned of this womlerul remedy, took tt,
and was httitlfd. In his sutler Intra be was often
compelled to rise ten times during the nlRhb from
weaknrs of (he Bladder, but Alkavls quickly cured
him. Many canes of Brlirhts' Disease hare been
urouiDily cured by this wonderful shrub, as testified
to In the New Y rk World, of March 9, by Hon. F. U.
Many
Jackson, Oorernur of Iowa, and others.
ladies als, Including Mrs. Alice fcan, of Baltimore,
Md. Mr. Mary A. Layman, oi Neel, West Va., twenty
B.
L.
Kill
and
River.
a
Mr.,
Copeland.
ttutferer;
yenr
Mini., join tn tehtliying to Itt wonderful curative
power In various form of Kidney and allied disease,
and of other troublesome afflictions peculiar 'to
womanhood. It is truly a wonderful disoovery and
fraught wltn bleuint'S to afflicted humanity.
(Jp to the present the Church Kidney Cure Company, 4 8S Fourth Avenue. New York, are the only
of Alkavls and they are no anxious to prov
its value the for the sake of introduction they will
nd a free tteatraent of A IkavlM prepaid by mall to
every reader of this paper who Is a sufferer from any
form of Kh'ney or Bladder disorder, Brtttht's Disease,
Kheumatlmn, Dropsy, Uimvel, Fain In Back, Female
Complaints, or other affliction due to Improper action,
of the K idneys or Urinary Organs.

-

We advise all Sufferers to send their
names and address to the company,
and receive the Alkavis free. It is
sent to you entirely free, to prove its
wonderful curative powers.

COSTLY ROAD WORK.
Culverts and Temporary Koad
way That Are Extravagant.
The Han Friinciaco Milling and Scientific
Prexs haa the (oIlowinK valuable suggestions about extravagance In roitd building:
Considerable
has recently "been said In
these columns regarding the need of good
roads In California It 1b to be borne In
mind that a large amount of money Is anfor 'road work1 In the va
nually expended one
man writes that in bis
rlous couutles
county 45 per cent, of the taxes collected
are so expended but It sometimes happens
that that money Is not wisely or Judiciously
spent.
Herewith Is Illustrated two striking Instances of extravagance in road making.
Til'' lower picture shows a plank culvert,
which looks economical, Out is really a
device.
Substructures of perishable material are
the first cost
always extravagant, though
has an economical look on paper. They consume a large amount of timber and afford
opportunity for a large amount of wage
puylng.
Every time a plunk gives out a
whole lot of county machinery is set at
work and the cost of repairs Is enormous. A
case has been cited In which a man and
team were sent to put a plank in a bridge a
few miles distant. He started out leisurely
tn the niorniug, got a plunk from a lumber
aud proceeded to the broken bridge
yard or
five miles away. Arriving about,
four
lunch time, he ate his lunch and then unloaded the plank. He found that he bad
plunk Instead of a
bought a twelve-Incand was forced to leave the mistlt
As
plank In the gup and return to town. unIt was too lute in the day to return he
hitched and turned in for the night. The
next morning be went again to the lumber
yard and got a plunk of the right width
and started again for the broken bridge.
Arriving there he found that some one bad
stolen the loose plank which he left in the
gup, but be succeeded In nailing down the
hew one and got buck to town that night.
When the bill came in against the county it
of course Included the cost of two planks
and two days' time of man and team to put
one plank In a bridge a Job which should
have been done in half a day. Ail perishable substructures are likely to be very expensive in this wuy, and that Is the reason
why permanent, imperishable structures are '
so cheap in the end.
The plank culvert
nown In the engraving will require
Hatching and renewal, aud will there
fore in a few years cost many times as much
as a cement and glazed sewer-pipculvert
would.
The upper plctnre on this page is just as
eloquent In Its way. It represents the construction of a roadway over a lava plain in
Tehama county. The plan has been to roll
the rocks to one side'aud thus clear a way,
but the material beneath was of such nature '
that the roadway soon became dangerous r ive tunes, therend almost impassable,
re, new roaus were arranged to take tue
v lace of those worn out, and the picture
iii ows tour or these auunuoneu
roadways.
st year, on advice ot the Hurean of liigii- V ys, tne people uimeriooK to ilium a
road of the rock which lay all
I uud. There was no public money avail.
so one man advanced the money to
a rock crusher, the neighbors subscribed
iX) davs' labor of themselves
and teams.
hers subscribed food and provender, for.
mi and beast while the work was In prog-ssaud the result Is the macadamized road
Vhlch a portion is shown at the extreme
It has cost less than
rig! of the picture.
til the Ave worn-ou- t
roads, and It will nat
for aS lifetime with a little care and watch
fulness It was a bard place to build a road,
for there was no soil into which excavation
could be made to hold the broken rock In
place, but by piling up the loose rocks on
each side, and making a crushed rock roadway between these retaining Hues of large
has been overcome.
rock, the difficulty
This, too, shows how a good Job will be a
and thus enter
permanent improvement
into the actual wealthy and resources of the
county, while a poor road Is not only expensive, but represents no Investment at all.
because It has no durability or permanence
Flimsy
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Beautiful Flemish Women.
recent traveler in old Flanders rapturously praises the fair Flemish woman, who
Is tall and graceful, with blue eyes, and hair
like burnished gold. She is simple, but often
on Sunday,
elegantshein her toilet, especially
when
usually appears In a heavy silk
s
dress, whose soft
accompanies her
swinging step. "The Flemish woman," he
says, "has preserved intact the admirable
naivete of the woman of the middle ages.
She Is an Ideal mother of a family; she tins
no ambition, no love for art, for music or for
not a whisper of rebellion against
poetry;
the domInatlon-1ofte- n
brutality of her
who in her eyes represents power,
and for whom she cherishes an' admiration
which cannot be shaken.
"Bruges is the only city In Flanders which
in our days has preserved its originality, and
where at every step In Its deserted streets
one feels the soul of this marvelous Inlanders-othe middle ages. Hruges can be proud,,
also, of having the most beautiful women.

.

A

frou-frou-

Horrid Torture.
This is often felt In every Joint and
muscle of the body by turns, by people who,
cnrllest twinges of rheumexperiencing the
atism, neglect to arrest the malady, as they
may easily do, with Hostel ter's Stomach
Bitters, a professionally authenticated remHeeollect
edy for the agonizing complaint.
that rheumatism unchecked often lasts a
lifetime, or abruptly terminates it when the
malady attack? the heart. The Bitters
chills aud fever, dyspepsia and
liver comnlalnt.
"They sny It is unlucky to get engaged
during Lent."
"I know it; but sometimes If you don't
catch n mini when he's feeling depressed
and penitent you won't get him at all."
for Fifty Cents,

Guaranteed totiacro habit cure, makes weak
tttiu ai,roug, blood pure. 60c, 1. All druggist.

"What Is a continuous
'Well. Niagara Fails."

performance!"

'
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DAILY OPTIC

THE

I'ICKSONAI,
V. T. Hosklns and son are at home again.
Col. T. H. Mills Is nt home from Watrous.

West Hidk Catholic Cburou. First
mans at fl:50! second mans at 8; high mass
at 10; Buuday soliool and Benediction at 3.

The People's Paper.

1

W. R, Williams is down from above
services will again.
HeKular
lew
morn- be bold In the synugonue,
A. It. Quiuly leaves for Cerrillos, this
log, at 11 o'clock.LudwIg Ilfeld olllolatlng. evening.,,
W, D. Gardner blotches the New Optio
First A. M. K. Ciu kcu. Sunday school
at 2:30 p.m.; prsuohlng, 7:30 p.m.
register,
&
Alox Levy is In town from Walseuburg
Ht. Paul's Ciiukcu. Morning service at
and Santa Fe.
11 o'clook: Procemlonal, bymn 344 ; Venlte;
First-claGoods
H. H. Closson Is In town from his saw
W
T Te Doum; Jubilate; bymn, 400; Ante
At Lowest Prlcsa
Communion; Solo "Lord, with Glowing mill and ranch.
U. L, Uabey came down from up the
Heart," Mrs. Rankin ; Sermon "Eooe Ho
p-anc- y
g
mo" Recessional, bymn 390.
road, last evuuiug,
Evening service, at 7:30 o'clock; solo,
Mrs. I. K. Lewis was a
passbv Mrs. ltnukln, repeated; Sermon
enger on the morning train.
Christian?"
"Whutlsa
Edward Henry U at home from his latest
Borvlce will be held at the Mountain
down to Albuquerque.
trip
house, Las Vegas hot springs, at 4 p.m.
Col. Wm. McRae Is talking up the Agua
Yeast
Fibst M. E. Chukch Rjtv. J. F. Kkl-loo- o, Clara resort in town,
pastor. Sunday school at 9:45 a.m. ;
To arrive twice a week,
"Miss Willie Mills" boarded last even-Ing- 's
Tuesdays and Fridays.
Preaching at 11 a.m.; text, Ps. ; topic
train for El Paso, Texas,
of
Class
"The Ministry
Angels;"
C. M. Taylor aud wife, of Raton, went
Ar12:15 p.m.; Epworth League, 7:00 p,
Lion
through for Albuquerque, last evuning.
m.; Preaching, 8 p.m. ; text, Romans,
Coffee
Isaao Appol Is at borne from a trip to the
You
Saved?"
"Are
topic
bid country, he arriving by last night's
Cudror.
Catholic
East Sins
High train.
at
BATURDAY EVENING, APRIL 'M, 1807. mass and morning services,
Dr. M. M. Mlllfgan is at home from St.
10 o'olock, with sermon by Ksv. Fr. T. P,
Louis and be didn't come in a box car,
O'Koofe; Suuday school class for children
TOWN
at 8 p.m. Evening servloe, with Benedto-tio- n either.
Frank Blake came in from the upper
of the Blessed Sacrament, at 7:30 in
"Thera'ra othere."
and Is laying In supplies
the evening.
Sapello,
for spring work.
Daily morning mass at 7 o'olock. .
The Passover season ends this evening
F. F. Zumniacb and A. C. Cheesabrou(;h
Unfair Postofflce Hours.
were
roadsters for the HaluUn
Bias Sanchez was bound over In the sum To the Editor of the OpUe.
of 11,000.
East Las Vegas, N. M April 21th, 1897. ranch, this morning.
m
A
wnat is a post 2 Frauk Burke, a mining man from Wlcli-itinniiirw:
The hlsrh school commencement will be ollicepertinent
lor toe accommodation ol us
Kansas, was a passenger for Arizon a
or
the
held on the 2Sth ot Mar, this year.
of the
convenience
fur
patrons,
noBttnastcrf Id the evening, the eestofHc
points, last evening.
Elegant day (or the Invalids, this has closes at 0 o'clock, against all but owners
IV. H. lianna, brotbor, sister and aick
ot boxes. In the morning, it does not
been, and they have been out in force.
open until 8:30 o'clock, to us people, who children, were incoming passengers from
cannpt got to the ollice until after it closes. Kansas City, last evening.
A woman named Atencia, mother-I- n
Consequently, we have to go to work in
Don Placido Sandoval, Territorial
law of Lorenzo Lucero, is dead in the old the morning before the ollice is opened.
super
How, l tuink many patrons wno are Intendent of public instruction, came down
town.
Joel
human beings, poor but respectable,
from up north, last eveniug.
More hobos than passengers awake were ai If the office could be opened to us at 7
w. il. Hope, formerly sojourning In
over
minutes
a.
and
o'clock
m.,
from
thirty
train
on
the
visible
early morning
after the evening mail is distributed. Will these parts, passed through for Arizona,
the south.
some one ask the postofflce department if last
g
evening, on a
trip.
class of patrons can bave a little bet
J. W. Zollars visited the asylum for the this
Miss Lizzie Davles left St. Anthony star
A Laboring Mait,
accommodation?
ter
In bis capacity as president
Insane,
ltarium for Chicago, this morning, being
of the board of regents.
TKACK AND TKAIN.
so helpless that she had to be carried In to
the car.
The local lodare of Woodmen of the
Las
counter
the
at
The lunch
Vegas
Col. J. A. Lockbart, of Colorado SDrin sri,
World is arranging to give a public entor
depot is now on tap from 11 o'clock till mot
tainment in the near future.
Capt. J. H. Riley at Tlmpas, yest sr
IS, each day.
day, the latter on his way to Wasbingt on
ot
"Will
Alcott is now in charge
Charley Ulty.
Jim Chrlstal Is making a good enough
citv marshal and it can be said ot him that Stevenson's passenger run, the latter hav
U.W. Lewis, Topeka; A. C. Cheese- no Idle gossip can be traced to his month. ing gone ou a trip to the Cocbiti mining
brougn, Beulah; T. F. Bance, city; R. K,
district.
Williams, Duuvbr, put up at the Central
Henry Falvey, the trasted employe of
Schultz received bis hotel.
EiiL'iuoor Wm.
Gross, Blackwell & Co., is at bis post
this
and
for
left
Wisconsin,
transportation
Nicolas T. Cordova leaves for his Alatai
again, after a spell of three weeks' sickmorning, to try and unravel the mystery tos store and
ness.
ranch, weather permitting.
of
the
sudden
disappearance
surrounding
on
morning, to look after bis
The raffle for a fancy cushion will come bis brother.
various interests in that section.
off at the Plaza hotel bar,
who
ot
the
"Katv" baggagemen
Many
s
should be were
W, H. Hammond and family, 'Kansas
afternoon. All
discharged, under the arrangement
Mrs. J. W. Malone and two children
on hand.
for express messengers to handle train bag City;
Alexandria, lod.; C. F. Morrow, BoBton
as
been
offered
bave
neippositions
Remember the Sunday dinner at the gage,
Horse Shoe Jack, Denver; Duncan K.
It will be ers to the express messengers, with a sal Major, New York,
Model restaurant,
stop at the Depot hotel
of $G0 per mouth.
up to the usual stand of excellence in every ary
W. B. Page, Russell, Kansas; Wm
well
known
twitch
a
James
Bingham,
particular.
Brown, New Vork City; Otto Berman, San
man, who, for the past fifteen months, has
VV.
Mrs. Bofla Sanchez de Garcia, postL.
Francisco; Chas. T. Springer,
as
for
down
a Job switchman
been holding
mistress at Anton Cbico, has been granted the International Mexican railroad, at Hathaway, ti. A. Boling, Albuquerque;
a decree of divorce from her husband, Moncloves, Mexico, has returned to Albu Max Luna, Los Lonas, book their cogno
mens on the Plaza hotel register,
Jesus Maria Qarcla.
querque, and may resume bis old job, as
down
In
there
local
the
switchman
yards,
Colum
of
the
A meeting of the officers
"Dad" Langham, chief car inspector In
bian building and loan association was
held at the office of E. H. Salazar on the the Las Vegas yard, has received the pleasant news that his eldest son has been ap
plaza, this afternoon.
KS. JEAN WALLACE BUTLER.
a colonel in the Teunessee militia
pointed
Electrical derm atoloiriHt nf i'Mcmtrn I.
a
Our artist ladies will be interested in
In
state
in
of
the
the
and placed
troops
city for a few davs. Mrs. Bntlar nun
charge
fine assortment of white china for decorat
be
found
at her ollice at the New Ontin. flr.t
on
will be
the
that
exposition
during
duty
we
have
openea.
which
just
ing purposes
ruum uuuKias Ave., irom 1 to o D. m. ; will
Iifkld's, The Plaza. at Nashville, this summer.
It
facial
treatment or answer questions
give
A Michigan man proposes a new scheme regarding blemishes of the skin; also
Redmond
of
The office
Attorney
private classes in homes f desired. A full
to outwit the ticket scalpers and prevent una
01 me tsuena Remedies on band.
2t
on Grand avenue, Is receiving a fresh
of transportation. He wants
misuse
the
coat of paint, preparatory to bis removal
aor
as
ADAME KDWAUDKB- - MOOUK Dlstlng
Mark
Twain's
la
passengers,
story
1VI
thither and occupancy thereof.
scientific palmlnt, at Mrs. otone.
'Fudd'n-HeaWilson, "to Identify them road's. Ishod
ltooin 12. Hours 2 to 5, and 7 to 9 p.
- m
with
thumb
made
selves
is
printmarks,
of
by
this city,
Amos F. Lewis,
reported
to have won the gold medal prize In the esr' ink. Every ticket agent and conduct
TOR 8ALE-- A handsome, blank walnut
marble top bed room set. French plate
graduation class of the medical college or will be provided with soap, towel
tj
.less In dresser. For Information call at
water.
which ha bad attended In St. Louis.
125-Mexico Has tus Finest cmnate in

lie world

Jkwihii
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Men's fine

calf,
shoes, regular price $6.00 This
Week, only, $4.00.

east-boun- d

GROCERIES

hand-mad-

,..--

Suits t0 order $12.50. 3
Fit Guaranteed.
eft

order, $3.25.

I3SI10CS.

They all go in our Closing Out
Sale. Our Suits arc going fast. Better
Come and get one. You'll never
buy

?

OS

OO

OS

OS

Boot and Shoe Company.

Masonic Temple.
4s

give you the biggest value!
you ever had.

h for it

I

PIT

The queen of the house will put her
rrlv w
to arlcrhtcthf
dnmfiln
w
vv aaa
a a
aav nlrl
aa will
9
place to the new. Now must the old 0
draperies, old carpets, old furniture
hit fofrro to1 tn tho nact anil thpip
88
be
taken by the fresh, new and beautiful
places
3
aa

mm

g

v

m

a

irt--

r

v

a,

r

suggest themselves for the
floor they are so neat,
pretty and cheap. We have
a wonderful variety, at
prices from iSjc to 55c.

,.

sheep-acquirin-

X

House,

things appropriate to spring.

MATTINGS.

lUUO-"(iinip-

display is

y 9ur

superb.
embracing all sizes from
35c threshold rugs to the
splendid dining room rug
at $35. See our exhibit.

Proprietor.

an un- equaled
array at prices from ,25c to
$1.50, in new and uncom- -

CARPETS:

monly handsome patterns
and of qualities and values
unsurpassed.

CURTAINS..
are cut, made and hung to

easonable Hardware

I

EVERYTHING

ft

FISHING TACKLE.

Fine French Decorated China Just Opened.
The

ALSO

The

ILFELD'S

Plaza

IN

SCREEN DOORS, '
WIRE SCREENS,
SCREEN WIRE CLOTH, POULTRY NETTING,
ICE CREAM FREEZERS, GASOLINE
STOvES,

your order. We are show- inff exauisite lace draneries
in the newest nets $3.50
to $15.
M

TICKS, SHOVELS, BAR STEEL, POWDER,
FUSE, GENERAL MINING
SUPPLIES.

Plaza.
(J)

chance-holder-

Our

5PECIAL NOTICES.

incb. Striped Suit-- J
ings.
34 inch. all Wool

word for It.

o
Might be biased, yau know.

yated.

1

1

36 inch all Wool

38 inch Novelty Dress
goods,

qC
wUCi

tf

Geo. W. HIckox & Hlxson
El Paso, Texas.

New York, cost for this week only
46 inch, all
Black Serge- Woolf--E
50 inch .all
Black Seree
46 inch all Wool Blue

w"45c.

Geo. W. Hickox & Co.

uuu.

ors and Silversmifhs

45c.
48 inch all Wool Blue
70c.
Serge.
We include all our
Serge.

DRESS

Fine Watch Repairing a Specialty.
Manufacturers

PATTERNS

Yovk prices.

Official

J

w

u my

Watch

Watches Rated
With Marine

Inspectors A., T.

&S. F. R. R.,at
M. and

Chronometer.

Las
N.
El Paso, Texas.

SIXTH St.. EAST LAS VEGAS.

w

of

Mexican Filigree Jewelry.

for this week only at New

Henry Levy & Bro,
i

Oeo. W. HIckox & Co
Santa Fe, N

Railroad

Avenue,

East Las Vegas, N. M.

w hop 'UiyHiiycffd

11. TKlTI.KHiUM.

i 10R RENT A very oosy front hall bed
room. Two miliums' walk irom
i,
Call at Tub Oi'iio ofllca for lnforma- -

lt

e
Elegant
suits, $12.50 up $50.00.
tailor-mad-

fniOB SALE A Very cheap residence prop
: must be sold
t 12 eriy, Good location
By Wish & IIoqsutt.
f 128-f- ct

GREAT BARGAINS

i

A kidney remedy that can be depended
I. noa will be found in
Prickly Ash Bit
xrs. It heals and strengthens. Bold by
n
fetcen Drug'Uo.
urpbey-va-

1

l

The ball by La Lira society at thll
will draw out aargi
hotel,
tendance and It promises to be an enjoy
able and a select bop, the inanagement
being in proper hands.
whose residence is in
NewTerk, when he's at home, is in the
soliciting advertisements and
city,
subscribers to a business and family direct
ory and visitors' guide to Las Vegas,
M. G. Stephens,

The Jesnit Fathers and tbeir immediate
friends are responsible for that needed,
new walk 'from the Ilfeld place' to the
college. It adds to travel on that thorough
fare by the smooth, dry footing it affords.

peci7

f a private postollic
count of the hours of closing there
delivery at the east side postofflce. There
are scores of people who can not ge't the
mail of one day until the next, often ne
cessitating a delay of twelve hour In Its
receipt.
Nearly 250 people patronizsd the enter
tainment given by the pupils of the city
high school at Rosenthal ball, last evening. Tbe programme was rendered In a
most thorough and entertainlag manner,
and those who were so fortunate as to be
present, express themselves as delighted
with tbe rendition.

9il

The
paraxels are shown at
Ilfeld's in shot silks, chiffon and china silk, The preliminary hearing in the case ot
tbese in coaching tbe Territory versus Bias Sanchez was on
li s lined etamines
atvle. Then there are the Run umbrellas in before Judge. Wooster,
y
and np until
Bilk and gloria all at extremely popular late this
afternoon, J. H. Teitlebaum was
prices.

It

er2e2QQ

$2,000,
a per

four-roo-

r

D. Winternitz, the Bridge street
ware dealer, certainly hasn't any
tion of going out of business, as
just renewed his retail merchant Iit
cense for another year.

2q

Henriettas

108-t-

wm

That dance given at Rosenthal hall,
evening, after the conclusion ot the
school entertainment, was the affair
season, say the young people who par

Tweeds.
inch.

TEMPLE.

in our

tf

or more, two to Ave
cent, interesr, on im- years,
ed city real estate, well rented nnd
th dou' le the amount. V. O. Box 294.
f
t Las Vegas, H. M.
VY A JIOIJSE $100 car,n and JI6 a month
for nlnety-slmonths, will pay for anhouse, having two cloigant,
oumouHGs. witii Bruuiiua; uuwi -or iocs1
n. nesiuonce iocs on nve. years- time.
J ''ANTKD

stock will be offered

34

34

MASONIC

Dress Goods Department
at
entire

Checked 9I-2C
Suitings.
30 finch Fancy PUU5l0c.

d

It's a floe paper, this evening, truly,
it'll be a finer one yet. Walt and see
theD be your own judge. Don't taice

The greatest inducements ever offered

30 inch.

f

H office.

Wagner & Myers.

Cash Novelty Dry Goods Store
,

Buy vour paints, white lead and oils at
Wagner & Myers', Masonic Temple. 124-t- f
For parties, concerts and socials, rent
50- -st
Rosenthal Bros', hall.
TO CURB A COLD IN ONB

DAY

Take Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablet?
All drugsrista refund the money if it fails
to cure. 25c.

mi

1

To Core Constipation Forever.
Take Caseai ets Candy Cathartic. lOo or 25c
II u. u. v. inn to cure, druggists return! money.

Madam M. J. Smith
;

NOW IS YOUR GHANOR

rl

ri
m

jNew and elegant line men's fine furnishinss:' latest nnvelties in

neckwear, gloves and Percale shirts: latest stvles Derhv
hats, just received; our tailor made suits are worldbeaters.

m

Orders taken for ready
made suits from $3.00
to $16.00

Cuopkmanship and Style Guaranteed.
Amos F. Lewis.

Orders taken for ladies'
and gents' Mackintosh Ph.
coats, made to order.

DRESS. MAKING.

still on the witness stand, he being tbe
purchaser of many of many of the connty
certificates forged by the defendant. ,

Ilfeld's, The Plaza.

7

Msu.

Parlois over Furlong's Photograph
Tba night operator at Cerrillos tela
the
graphed to Las Vegas, last night, that
Gallery.
People who persist In not paying their
wonderful airship was sighted above that
e
debts always have a quasi Latest Parisian
place, laBt night, and that more than thirty honest,over-duDesigns Direct,
reliable people declare
they saw it, excuse at the end of tbeir tongues for doing
.

as they do some ot them with money in the
plainly.
bank, tool But the merchants and others,
of
Raton
If the kind mentions of the press
even trie poor newspaper publishers, are
and Trinidad are any criterion of the recep- getting tired very tired, indeed.
tion the Hand concert company is to reAwarded
ceive, this worthy company 'will be welcomed by large and appreciative
Highest Honors World's Fair.

Tailor-Mad- e

SURROUND

Suits a Specialty,

' '

With the little perfections the fixings of
dress from our great, comprehensive wardrobe of men's
and you are on
. the high road to the . . . . .

Cases and Jackets Made

--

A lodge of instruction will be held in the
Masonlo Temple, Monday night. Grand
Lecturer C. E. Harlow, of Denver, and
Grand Master Chas. Bower, of Mora county, will be present and officiate. All master Masons are requested to attend.
The United American Mechanics will
give a public drill at their ball on
Bangles avenue, this evening. W. W.
Curtis is captain of the uniform rank of
this order, wtia E. F. Cotldlngton and Sum
jBashey as bis first and second lieutenants.
Reven big, strapping fellows are sid to
liave entered the house of a lone woman,
eerosf tho river, the otho? nifcht, by raiding
window noil climbing through it. A
robbery would bave been perpotratod only
for the fsct that nothing w&3 found worth
farrjisj? away.

Da1
1 .

and

Inspection of Work Invited.

it

a raw aays.Uttlng RlasHes. Wean eyes re
stored, strained visiop, distressing hear!
aches, nervous depression overcome a
once by the mo of proper glasips an
frames for which we charge the followin
rices
,
's
!
Any stvle etpol frame 50 ct.
i
Gold filled. JO yeurs'warraot, fS.OO.
Solid gold Iranirg, boat njede,
Finest importi-- leimcs, pair, jfl.fm.
MOST PERFFCT MADE.
v srtiund leoses.euuvllv luw. TTn
8pelall
A pure Craps C;vnm (if Tartar Powiicr.
Free
v ubvp uiruu'u,
Work
ifuejis won;.
fiorn Ammonia, Alum or any oilier adulterant
j5uarauta correct or lnonor ref utideu.

TROUSERS,

POTiRS

."

tit

SUtvari.

Gents

1:

QOEEC

Good

Furnishins'
Hats, Boots.

AMD

GAZETTE OF FASHIONS

I WOW SEEiJ3 Y
IF YOU

The make noted for their
t
The make that fit the hips and bang gracefully
over the shoe I
(
The make that comprises patterns only seen lo
our distinctly exclusive weaves.

,:

40 YfAti

THE GENTLEWOMAN'S PAPER

Especially if you will wearin addition, those
tony, perfect fitting . .'. . ,
Uraduate Chicago Ophthalmlo College and
iinspitai.
w 111 tie at liivons' cITioe. BridB-- strent

NnULHB '

At your own

price, our entire
line of silks ;they
go at cost.

cj

"society of sPRirja

i'

our Fur-

TIE I1EIIG10

"

bric-a-bra-

DR. EBEKSOLE, Optilclao.

1

Visit

niture Department Before you
buy.

,

s.

,

JOURSELF

5

I
f
I
Clothing so cheap again.
Yoxxi? Cali I
IwandBrki
we will

...

TOPICS.

Suits to Order cheaper than ever.

Don't overlook our offers in Mon's

gjj

The SporIeder

- 15c
pig.

buckle

10

jjj

'

peisehman's

and

e

sale does Bn.l

We are mill
making

rams

co

j

Staple

no Big

g

Bomlesi

Joraaf

r

F71

Tumi'MS.

HAVE REGISTERED

PlsHl'Ii'l

Our dress goods

s

ni

ati

)

j

LT

egas,

Iff.
a

ill.

pair for

boys' psnts, all
wool double seat
and knees.

